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ABSTRACT
This dissertation proposes novel algorithms and applications and provides a realtime and easy-to-use simulator for realistic animation of the 3D solid model. The
Finite Element Method (FEM) is a popular tool in the community because of its
accurate result, however, the FEM is computationally expensive to handle a large
number of DOFs. We present novel techniques to combine linear and nonlinear
elasticity with model reduction to provide fast and realistic animation. On the
other hand, one of the most important computation tasks of solid simulation is
to evaluate the gradient vector and Hessian matrix of elastic energy function. We
present a numerical routine to simplify the implementation of solid simulation with
the complex-step finite difference (CSFD) that avoids subtractive cancellation. The
complexity of nonlinearity is also an obstacle, and we provide a framework called
NNWarp to combine the linear elasticity and neural network-based warping method
to avoid expensive nonlinear optimization. We also propose an acoustic-VR system
as the application. The system can convert acoustic signals of human language to
realistic 3D tongue animation in real-time. The Deep Neural Networks (DNN) helps
to convert the input speaking voice to positions of pre-defined EMA sensors. Then,
a novel reduced physics-based solid simulator, introduced in previous, is used to
synthesis the tongue animation.
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Chapter 1
Introduction

Solid dynamics is a system that describes and simulate 3D solid objects. The
research in this field helps scientists analyze and test their models for better understanding and helping our world. In computer graphics, solid modeling is a popular
tool for visualization and synthesis of realistic animation. Many solid objects in real
life can be described and simulated very well. For example, cloth, tree, building
structure and human body tissue that can be approximated by linear or nonlinear
solid models. Therefore, the concept of solid modeling is widely used in industrial
design, games and medical scenes, and that makes the solid modeling becomes an
important research topic. However, building a fast, accurate, and easy-to-use real-time
interactive solid simulator is still a very challenging problem. This dissertation will
present a set of algorithms to develop fast 3D solid simulation based on the linear and
nonlinear elastic model, and we will also discuss how to simplify the implementation
and present the application.
In this dissertation, we use elastic deformation strain-stress relationship to simulate
the solid objects, which based on the partial differential equations of the continuum
mechanics over the objects. Due to the lack of analytic solutions of complex geometry
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shape, we use the Finite Element Method (FEM) to numerically solve the equations.
The 3D domain of the solid object will be discretized with a set of elements (e.g.,
tetrahedron elements) and the equations will be evaluated piece wisely. The simulation results are more accurate if the discretization process generates higher resolution
volumetric mesh. However, the solid simulation could be extremely computationally
expensive due to a large number of degrees of freedom (DOFs) of the system. Furthermore, the partial differential equations can be nonlinear in solid simulations, this
slows the computation and makes implementation difficult. We will discuss how to
achieve a faster and easier implementation simulation in this dissertation.
In Chapter 2 and Chapter 3, we will combine model reduction with linear and
nonlinear elastic simulation together to achieve a faster deformable model. The model
reduction technique helps us to find a smaller set of unknowns that can also be used
to prescribe or approximate the original system. For a 3D deformable object, the
original system size will be 3n, 3 DOFs per vertex of 3D volumtric mesh, which will
be a very large-size system to solve. Model reduction projects the 3n system into a
much smaller reduced system with a properly chosen subspace with the equation:
u = Φq ,

(1.1)

where u ∈ R3n is the displacement vector of 3D mesh, Φ ∈ R3n×q is the subspace
matrix, and q ∈ Rr is the reduced coordinates.
The main question about model reduction is how to properly choose subspace
matrix Φ. In chapter 2, for tubular structure, we construct component-level subspace
based on component mode synthesis(CMS) [8, 9]. In chapter3, we considered using
spectral subspace or spatial subspace methods. Spectral subspace methods computed
a set of global representative modal shapes by using PCA or modal analysis [10], [11].
However, it is known that a globally constructed modal subspace lacks the local
deformations. To fix the limitation, we use a domain decomposition technique to
construct subspace mode locally to capture more local deformation. Another issue is
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the non-overlapping domain decomposition method could be unstable under large
deformation because of explicitly handling of coupling between adjacent domains.
The simulation would fail on the large deformed domain interfaces with most coupling
methods like damped springs and rigid binding.
Another idea of subspace construction is the spatial reduction method. The
method scatters DOFs sparsely over the deformable 3D mesh domain and utilizes
blending functions to express the deformation. Blending methods like Cage-based or
Free-form are widely used for shape modeling. The choice of DOFs for each domain
could be variety like a linear transformation field, a local rigid frame, or an integration
unit. The blending or weight functions smoothly blend the deformations across
domains and implicitly deal with the domain coupling. Thus, the spatial reduction
method presents a more stable result under extreme deformations.
In chapter 4, we will introduce complex step finite difference (CSFD) to simplify the
implementation of nonlinear solid simulation. In a typical nonlinear solid simulation,
we have to solve a nonlinear optimization problem at every time step. Normally, we
choose Newton’s method for fast convergence rate and evaluate first and second-order
derivatives with an exact formula for best efficiency and accuracy. However, the
implementation of the actual high order derivative is too complicated and difficult that
guide us to use numerical derivative in some cases. For example, the finite difference
method can be used. The forward difference scheme estimates the derivative as:

f (x0 + ∆x) − f (x0 )
f (x0 + h) − f (x0 )
≈
,
∆x→0
∆x
h

f 0 (x0 ) = lim

(1.2)

where the small perturbation h ∈ R. With the finite difference method, it seems
that the smaller perturbation is, the more accurate derivatives delivers. However,
there is a lower bound of perturbation h because of the subtractive cancellation. The
subtraction between two nearly equal numbers, such as f (x0 + h) − f (x0 ), could
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eliminate many of their significant digits and contaminate the result in the computer.
Compare to the finite difference method, CSFD applies the perturbation h in the
imaginary domain after promoting f to be a complex function. This can avoid the
subtraction of the first-order terms in the complex Taylor expansion, and allows us to
use the very small perturbation h without worrying about the subtractive cancellation.
CSFD provides a highly accurate numerical derivative without deriving the actual
formulation. We also provide acceleration techniques for CSFD and applications to
show the convenience of CSFD to solve the difficult computation of derivatives.
In chapter 5, a neural network-based method named NNWarp is presented to
simplify and accelerate the simulation of nonlinear deformable model. Our method is
conceptually similar to stiffness warping [11] and modal warping [12], in which a linear
solver is used after rotating the deformed shape back to its undeformed orientation.
We leverage the neural network to map or warp a simplified constitutive law to a
nonlinear one. In this dissertation, we choose the linear elasticity as the simplified
constitutive law. Compare to nonlinear elasticity, The linear elasticity can be much
faster during the run-time simulation with the same number of DOFs because of
the constant stiffness matrix. Then the NNWarp can augment displacement per
node to approximate the nonlinear deformation very fast with the advantages of
parallel. During the warping, we compute three novel discriminative features, namely
the geodesic, potential and digression, for each node to train a fairly shape- and
tessellation- independent network which can be re-used for different geometries.
In chapter 6, we present an application of nonlinear solid simulation based on
our novel techniques for visualization of the speaking tongue. The framework converts acoustic signals of human language (Chinese) to realistic 3D tongue animation
sequences in real-time. Visualization of the tongue is an important tool for understanding human speech and produce realistic speech animation in AR/VR scene. To
achieve a high quality of animation of the tongue, the system must provide precise in-
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put information from sensors and a real-time deformable tongue model. The challenge
is that the tongue is an interior organ inside of the oral cavity. Therefore, most optical
sensors like video cameras can not be used to capture the input signal. Consider the
high dependence between the motion of the tongue and the related pronunciation,
we use voice signals as our input in the system which can be captured precisely
with general microphones. The proposed framework will convert the voice signal
to pre-defined bio-mechanical parameters of the tongue to reconstruct the motion
by enforcing certain constraints during the simulation. We verified our results by
comparing our deformed tongue with MRI reconstructed tongue model side-by-side.

5

Chapter 2
Interactive Design and Simulation
of Tubular Structure

2.1

Introduction

In this chapter, we present a novel technique to accelerate the tubes simulation
based on model reduction and linear elasticity. The accelerated simulator allows us to
provide a real-time interactive design and simulation software for tubular structure.
Tubes serve as a type of important supporting structure and are commonly used
in people’s everyday life (Fig. 2.1). Traditionally, such supporting structures are
often hollow to conserve the manufacture cost and self-weight. They mostly consist of
regular cylinders, which are more budget-friendly for mass production with traditional
manufacturing techniques. On the other hand, the rapid development of prototype
technology (e.g. 3D printing) makes personalized and customized tube fabrication
using generalized cylinders conveniently possible, which greatly expands the designing
space of supporting tubes.
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Figure 2.1: Two furniture designs using supporting tubes.

Although most existing computer-aided design (CAD) software (e.g. AutoCAD)
well support the geometric design of such tubular structures. Users still need to
manipulate many geometric degrees of freedom (DOFs) to model free-form tubes.
Interpolatory and tangential controls at the boundary cross-sections are two widelyadopted mechanisms to control the shape of the tube. However, profile control [13]
or solving higher-order differential equations [14] is still necessary to prevent shape
distortion, which is often tedious or time-consuming. On the other hand, existing CAD
packages merely focus on the aspect of shape editing while the structural properties
of the 3D model remain unknown to novice users. Following the trend of designsimulation integration, current commercial produces start to enable user to analyze
their design using finite element method. Unfortunately, an accurate simulation of
the structural characteristic of a customized tubular structure is expensive because
generalized shell element with high-order shape functions is usually required to avoid
shear-locking artifact [15] and a simulator often possesses a large number DOFs that
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is prohibitive to regular desktop computers, not to mention performing interactive
structural analysis of the 3D model being edited.
As a response to the aforementioned challenges, we present a system for interactive
design and simulation of supporting tubular structures. Tube components can be
intuitively edited using boundary and skeletal controls and a complex tube system
can be handily created by assembling tube components at their open interfaces. The
underlying simulation is carried out using general quadratic nine-node quadrilateral
element. A constraint subspace is constructed at each component, which serves as the
primary subspace for the follow-up structural analysis. On the top of the constraint
subspace, we build a load-dependent secondary sub-space named residual subspace,
which is able to precisely capture the detailed intracomponent deflection due to the
regional external loads without resorting to expensive full-space simulation. As a
result, our system is able to provide interactive yet accurate structural analysis along
with the editing operation of the tube.
Contribution In general, the contribution of our work can be briefly summarized
as follows:
• This chapter presents a system integrating parametric shape editing and finite
element method based structural analysis into a unified environment for the design
and simulation of free-form tubular supporting structures.
• We provide user an intuitive shape design mechanism with lower geometric DOFs
by using the boundary and skeletal controls to manipulate the geometry of each
tube component.
• A new simulation strategy is proposed based on the fact that the supporting tube
is often of light self-weight comparing to its external loads. We use a two-level
subspace simulation that is able to accurately capture the deflection induced by
external loads while still keep the simulator compact.
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2.2

Related Work

Swept surface is often used to model general cylinders [16] by transforming crosssection curves along a smooth rotation field on a swept trajectory. Topics such as
how to design smooth rotation field on a given trajectory [17, 18], how to interpolate
cross-section curves [19, 20] and how to support profile editing [21, 22] are all well
studied in the literature. However, it is tedious to manipulate lots of control vertices of
swept surfaces represented by standard tensor product spline surfaces. Recently, You
et al. [13] suggest modeling swept surfaces by solving ordinary differential equations
(ODE). They showed that interpolatory and tangential boundary controls are available
by using fourth-order ODE, which leads to lower DOFs in controlling the shape of
swept surfaces. They also derived analytical solutions to six-order partial differential
equations and gave extra curvature control to swept surfaces [23]. The similar idea is
also exploited in shape modeling using meshed surfaces. In [14,24], the authors showed
that generalized cylinders can be obtained by solving harmonic and higher-order
harmonic equations. In our system, the geometric design of free-form supporting
tubes is motivated by these existing studies.
Thin shell element is a natural choice for the tubular structure, which has a high
width-thickness ratio. Such degeneracy motivates researchers, especially in graphics
community, to seek for alternative energy models to capture the deformation of
thin shell in a more efficient and intuitive manner such as spline/NURBS [25–27],
hinge-based bending [28–31], or meshless method [32–34], rather than resorting to
classic strain theory [35]. Zhang et al. [36] proposed to use 1D orientated rod element
with incremental strain theory to model the thin shell structure, which could be
considered as an extended version of mass-spring system. While compelling results
have been reported, these methods only produce physically plausible animations while
we are looking for an accurate simulation that directly serves for potential follow-up
fabrication (e.g. via 3D printing).
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Design-simulation integration has received increased attention recently and fabrication purposed design system becomes an active research topic. Simulation based
optimization has been widely applied to make sure the fabricated object possesses the
desired structural robustness [37–39], kinematic constraints [40, 41], and deformable
behavior [42–44]. There are also many contributions trying to unify the simulation
and the design processing. Umetani et al. [45] present a garment designing system
that allows an interactive editing between 2D patterns and 3D simulated draped
forms. Cirak et al. [46] propose to use subdivision surface for the design-simulation
integration for thin-shell objects.
Simulation acceleration stands out a grand technical challenge for the integration
of design simulation because an accurate finite element method (FEM) [15] simulation
is often expensive while timely coupled design simulation environment is always
favored. To accelerate the FEM simulation of thin shell, Seth et al. [47] employ a
multi-resolution framework. In regular FEM simulation of 3D solid volume, subspace
modal reduction is a widely used technique [48–50] and it can also be applied to
accelerate thin-shell simulation [51].
Our method well complements exiting contributions by developing a designsimulation framework based on do-main decomposition [52] and finite element tearing
and interconnect (FETI) method [53], as we notice that tubular structures are often
component-wise and the geometric symmetry commonly exists. The geometry of each
tube component is dealt with using boundary and skeletal controls. The structural
behavior is simulated using quadratic nine-node quadrilateral mesh automatically
generated via the surface parametrization, which will assign five DOFs for each
free node. To accelerate the simulation, we construct the component-level subspace
based on an engineering technique named component mode synthesis (CMS) [8, 9].
Improved simulation accuracy is achieved by computing the residual deflection within
a load-dependent secondary subspace. As a result, our system is able to provide
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Figure 2.2: An overview of the proposed design-simulation system.

accurate stress analysis while keeping the simulator compact and efficient.

2.3

System Overview

Fig. 2.2 sketches an overview of the proposed design simulation system. The entire
structure is composed of multiple tubular components which are inter-connected at
their interfaces. The shape of each component is modeled as a swept surface that
can be freely edited with an intuitive interface that allows users to manipulate key
cross-section curves and their trajectory (Section 2.4). Based on the parameterization,
a quadrilateral finite element mesh is automatically generated. Each of its element
is a nine-node quadratic shell element (Section 2.5), where the mid-edge nodes
are determined using cubic Hermite interpolation. We adopt a two-level subspace
simulation strategy to accelerate the simulation so that an interactive structural
analysis is made possible (Section 2.6) and the stress distribution can be timely
visualized by the designer to ensure the tubular model is robust and stable under the
prescribed external loads.
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Figure 2.3: The boundary conditions and sweep trajectory of a free-form tube. The
designed free-form tube is on the left and its shape space of cross sections is shown
on the right.

2.4

Geometric Design of Free-form Tubes

Our goal of the geometric design is to provide users intuitive and flexible controls
of free-form tubular components, which are modeled using swept surfaces in our
system. Similar to previous works [13], we use boundary constraints to manipulate
geometric variation of the cross-section of the tube along the neutral axis instead of
using control vertices for the tensor product spline surfaces, since it is intuitive and
requires fewer control parameters. Instead of profile editing introduced in [13], we
employ the sweep trajectory to control the design in our system, or namely skeletal
control. Comparing to multiple profile curves, one free-form tube only have one sweep
trajectory, which significantly eases the overall shape editing operation. Specifically,
as shown in Fig. 2.3, our system allows users to control (1) the sweep trajectory
S(vi ), (2) a few key cross-section curves Ci (u) = C(u, vi ) at S(vi ), and (3) each key
cross-section curve’s variation at both extensions D− (u, vi ) and D+ (u, vi ), such that
D− (u, vi ) and D+ (u, vi ) are the tangent directions. The output swept surface C(u, v)
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at [vi , vi+1 ] must satisfy the following conditions:
∂C(u, vi )
= D+ (u, vi )
∂v
∂C(u, vi+1 )
C(u, vi+1 ) = Ci+1 (u),
= D− (u, vi+1 ).
∂v
C(u, vi ) = Ci (u),

(2.1)

You et al. [13] presented a formulation to construct the swept surface with the
above constraints by solving a fourth-order ODEs. Unfortunately, we found that
this approach yields unpleasant shape distortion if the boundary tangents are not
in parallel, as shown in Fig. 2.4(a). To prevent such distortion, extra control
information must be provided from the user such as profile control [13] or curvature
control [14, 23],which inevitably induces more editing freedoms and could potentially
make novice users confusing.
Alternatively, we combine the rotation minimizing frames (RMF) [18] together
with the existing ODE-based techniques. The geometry of the swept surface is
decoupled into two parts: the shape defined by cross-sections and their 3D embedding
defined by sweep trajectories. In our system, we constrain each cross-section curve
C(u, vi ) to be planar and the editing operations associated with cross-section curves
are performed with an intuitive 2D user interface. Suppose a rigid transformation
T(v) maps a planar curve C̃(u, v) to C(u, v), we call C̃(u, v) the shape of crosssection at v = vt . Given a sparse set of key cross-section shapes C̃i (u, v) = C̃(u, vi )
for i = 1, · · · , n and a sweep trajectory S(v), we are computing for interpolated
cross-section shapes C̃(u, v) and transformations T(v) for all vi ∈ [v1 , vn ]. The
transformation T(v) is composed of a translation t(v) and a rotation R(v). We define
the translation t(v) = S(v), to make the cross-section curves sweep coincide with
the specified trajectory S(v). The rotation R(v) is computed by using the RMF on
S(v). Besides interpolatory constraints, we also allow users to control the tangent
in the shape space of cross-sections. Specifically, we embed all planar cross-section
shapes in 3D by defining v as the height (z direction) of C̃(u, v), as shown in Fig. 2.3.
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The tangential controls D̃+ (u, vi ) and D̃− (u, vi ) in the shape space of cross-sections
are also defined in this embedding. C̃(u, v) is solved with the following tangential
constraints:
∂ C̃(u, vi )
= D̃+ (u, vi )
∂v
∂ C̃(u, vi+1 )
C̃(u, vi+1 ) = Ci+1 (u),
= D̃− (u, vi+1 ).
∂v
C̃(u, vi ) = Ci (u),

(2.2)

We take the shape on the plane z = vj as the interpolated cross-section at
v = vj . Note that in our system, D̃− (u, vi ) and D̃+ (u, vi ) provide only tangential
control in the shape space of cross-sections. They are not the tangents on the
swept surface if the sweep trajectory is not straight. In our implementation, we set
D̃± (u, vi ) = R> (v)D̃± (u, vi ), where R(v) is the rotation of the RMF at v.
As shown in Fig. 2.4(b), with the same boundary conditions, swept surfaces
using our method are free of distortion. In this example, the sweep trajectory is
defined by a cubic Bezier curve whose end points and tangents are the same with the
input boundary conditions. If profile control is still required, users can simply insert
extra key cross-section curves to control the profile. Note that although existing
commercial products support cross-section sketching followed by sweep path design,
tangential control is mostly applied on the sweep trajectory but not on the surface.
An alternative way is to directly manipulate on the control points, which leads to
heavier data and interactions.
Since the cross-sections are interpolated analytically and the RMFs are computed
explicitly, the computation associated with editing operations is negligible. Please
note that our current system does not explicitly handle the self-intersection, which
could be possible for highly curved tubes. An alert will be sent as soon as the user’s
editing leads to any self-collisions or intersections.
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Figure 2.4: Boundary constrained swept surfaces using ODE-based techniques without
(a) and with (b) sweep trajectory control.

2.5

Formulation of General Shell Element

Shell element is a degenerated structural element. Unlike regular 3D solid volumetric elements such as brick or tetrahedra, the dimension along its thickness is
much smaller (e.g. over 50 times) than the other two dimensions. Such degeneracy
leads serious numerical stability issue. As a result, necessary geometric/kinematic
constraints and simplifications must be assumed. This section will briefly explain

Figure 2.5: The boundary conditions and sweep trajectory of a free-form tube. The
designed free-form tube is on the left and its shape space of cross sections is shown
on the right.
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the finite element formulation of the nine-node quadrilateral shell element. We refer
readers to the related literature [15, 54], for a more detailed derivation.

The parametrization of the swept surface handily generates a quadrilateral mesh.
Each four-node quadrilateral will be converted into a nine-node quadratic shell element.
The extra mid-edge nodes are determined by using cubic Hermite interpolation so
that the resulting nine-node element has smoothly-curved edges. For the ease of
derivation, we adopt the isoparametric formulation, which begins with a standard
shell element (Fig. 2.5) defined in a virtual rst coordinate frame or natural coordinate
frame. This element spans from −1 to 1 in both r and s directions. For elements
with arbitrary location and geometry, we take use of the Jacobian matrix to map it
back to the real coordinate system.

For an arbitrary mass point within the element, all of its kinematic terms are
interpolated using nodal shape functions. Shape functions always have ones at their
host nodes and vanished values at the other nodes. High-order shape function can be
considered as the superposition of the scaled low-order ones. Based on this property,
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the shape function of this standard element can be easily written as:

1
h1 = (1 + r)(1 + s) −
4
1
h2 = (1 + r)(1 + s) −
4
1
h3 = (1 + r)(1 + s) −
4
1
h4 = (1 + r)(1 + s) −
4
1
h5 = (1 + r)(1 + s) −
2
1
h6 = (1 + r)(1 + s) −
2
1
h7 = (1 + r)(1 + s) −
2
1
h8 = (1 + r)(1 + s) −
2

1
h5 −
2
1
h5 −
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1
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2
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1
h9
2
1
h9
2
1
h9
2
1
h9
2

1
h8 −
2
1
h6 −
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1
h7 −
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1
h8 −
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1
h9
4
1
h9
4
1
h9
4
1
h9
4
(2.3)

h9 = (1 − r2 )(1 − s2 ).
Fig. 2.5 shows a nine-node shell element in the rest (left) and deflected (right)
configurations respectively, indicated with the superscript l. When l = 0, the
corresponding variable is at the rest configuration; when l = 1, the corresponding
k l k l k >
variable is at the deflected configuration. A unit vector l vnk = [l vnx
, vny , vnz ] is

defined in the regular xyz coordinate frame at node k, which corresponds to the
tangent direction of t axis in rst frame. l v1k and l v2k are two mutually perpendicular
unit vectors sitting the plane normal to l l vnk . The infinitesimal rotations around l v1k
and l v2k are denoted as α and β, which serve as extra two DOFs of node k.Therefore,
each node possesses five DOFs i.e. xk , yk , zk , αk and βk . Let p(r, s, t) be an arbitrary
mass point within the element. Its rest/deflected position can be interpolated as:
X
1X
l
k
φ(r, s, t) =
hlk φk +
ak hlk vnφ
, φ = x, y or z,
(2.4)
2
k
k
where ak is the thickness of the shell at node k. The first term in Eq. 2.4 corresponds
P
k
to the regular shape function interpolation and the second term (i.e. 12 k ak hlk vnφ
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assumes that r and s displacements at p(r, s, t) are linearly proportional to its t
coordinate when r and s are fixed. The displacement vector u(r, s, t) = [u, v, w]T at
p can be interpolated in a similar fashion:
1X
k
ak hk vnx
2 k
k
X
1X
k
v(r, s, t) =
ak hk vny
hk vk +
2 k
k
X
1X
k
ak hk vnz
,
w(r, s, t) =
hk wk +
2
k
k

u(r, s, t) =

X

hk uk +

(2.5)

k
k
k
where vnx
, vny
and vnw
are the three components of the displacement vector vnk from
0 k
vn

to 1 vnk (i.e. vnk ,1 vnk − 0 vnk ). It can be expressed using nodal DOFs αk and βk

such that
vnk = −0 v2k αk +1 v1k βk .

(2.6)

Substituting Eqs. 2.5 and 2.6 into Eq. 2.4 leads to the final interpolation of the shell
element


uk



 
 
v 
u
 k
  X
 
 

Hk 
v  =
wk  ,
 
 
k
 αk 
w
 

(2.7)

βk
where


k
k
−hk 2t a0k v2x
hk 2t a0k v1x

hk



Hk = 


hk

k
−hk 2t a0k v2y




k 
.
hk 2t a0k v1y


(2.8)

k
k
hk −hk 2t a0k v2z
hk 2t a0k v1z

The element stiffness matrix is in the format of
Z
Ke =
B> CBdv,
Ve
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where B is the strain-displacement matrix obtained by applying the partial derivative
to nodal displacements using Eq. 2.7. C is the stress-strain matrix determined by
the mate-rial property. In this chapter, linear elasticity is assumed and C is constant.
Due to the degeneracy of the shell element along its t direction, the stress
components normal to the midsurface must always be zero. As a result, we need
transforms the C matrix to make it aligned with the orientation of the shell element.
As shown in Fig. 2.6, let r, s, t be the unit vectors corresponding to three axes in
the natural coordinate frame. They may be distorted and no longer orthogonal to
each other when being viewed from the regular xyz coordinate frame. Let r0 s0 t0
be the unit vectors at the tangent directions of the corresponding axis (note that
t0 = t). We can extract a new set of basis vectors r̄, s̄ and t̄ such that: r̄ =
s̄ =

t0 ×r̄
,
kt0 ×r̄k2

and t̄ =

t0
.
kt0 k2

s0 ×t0
,
ks0 ×t0 k2

Afterwards, a transformation matrix Qsh ∈ R6×6 can be

reconstructed from the direction cosines of the r, s, and t measured in xyz coordinate
frame, such that:

l2
m21
n21
 1
 l2
m22
n22
 2

 l2
m23
n23
 3
Qsh = 
ll1,2 mm1,2 nn1,2


ll2,2 mm2,3 nn2,3

ll3,2 mm3,1 nn3,1

l1 m1



m1 n1

n1 l1

l2 m2

m2 n2

l3 m3

m3 n3


n2 l2 


n3 l3 

,
nl1,2 


nl2,3 


lm1,2 mn1,2
lm2,3 mn2,3

(2.10)

lm3,1 mn3,1 nl3,1

where
l1 = cos (x, r̄); m1 = cos(y, r̄); n1 = cos(z, r̄);
l2 = cos (x, s̄); m2 = cos(y, s̄); n2 = cos(z, s̄);

(2.11)

l3 = cos (x, t̄); m3 = cos(y, t̄); n3 = cos(z, t̄);
The notation abi,j denotes ai b+ aj bi , for instance lm1,2 = l1 m2 +l2 m1 . The transformed
C matrix is computed as
Csh = Q>
sh CQsh .

(2.12)
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Figure 2.6: Extracting orthogonal basis vectors r̄, s̄ and t̄.

The volumetric integral in Eq. 2.9 is evaluated numerically at 18 sampling points
pi (ri , si , ti ) according to Gauss-Legendre integration strategy
K≈

X

det(Ji )wi B> Csh B,

(2.13)

i

where Ji is the Jacobian matrix encoding how rst frame is transformed to xyz
frame at pi , wi is the constant sampling weight of pi . The r, s and t coordinates
of pi are selected from the combinations of r = ±0.77460, 0, s = ±0.77460, 0, and
t = ±0.57735.

2.6

Model Reduction of Tubular structure

We project the FEM simulator into a preconstructed sub-space to accelerate
the associated computation in order to provide an interactive design-simulation
interplay. It is well-known that the cost of subspace simulation acceleration is the
accuracy compromise as the system response beyond the predefined subspace cannot
be captured. This problem is dealt with by using a secondary residual subspace, in
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Figure 2.7: The shapes of five constraint modes associated with a boundary node
(highlighted as blue node). Other restrained boundary DOFs are marked as red
nodes. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader
is referred to the web version of this article.)

our system, to accurately obtain the necessary intracomponent deflection due to the
external load.
Our subspace construction strategy is devised based on the following three important observations/assumptions: The entire tube system is composed of multiple
small-size components, many of which are of the same geometry because of the
geometric symmetry.
Accordingly, we compute the subspace basis vectors or modes at each of the
tubular components individually so that the expensive computation associated with
global finite element mesh is avoided. For tubular components of the same geometry
but different locations/orientations, the modes can be directly synthesized by applying
the corresponding rotation and translation.
Only a static equilibrium structural analysis is required in our case while vibrational
response under highly accelerated velocity field (e.g. a launching rocket) is not our
concern.
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Correspondingly, we safely ignore the dynamical structural analysis and only focus
on the static equilibrium analysis with the format of Ku = f .
Consequently, we build a complementary subspace at run-time to capture the
residual deformation that is not included in the primary subspace. It can be mathematically proven that such two-level subspace simulation strategy is able to produce
the same result as using the full-space.

2.6.1

Constraint Subspace - the Primary Subspace

Our subspace construction method is inspired by the boundary mode [55], which
is essentially an extension of the classic CMS technique [9]. The basis vectors are
computed per component by solving a static equilibrium system. For a given tubular
component, we classify all of its DOFs into two categories namely, the internal DOF
set and boundary DOF set, which are denoted using subscripts i and b respectively
in the following formulation. We impose one unit displacement to each boundary
DOF while restrain the rest boundary DOFs anchored, which leads to

   
L
L
K
Kib
ΦL
FL
 ii
 i  =  i 
>
KLib KLbb
ΦLb
FLb

(2.14)

where superscript L denotes the variables are local. ΦLb is an identity matrix corresponding to the unit boundary excitement imposed. FiL = 0 as no external loads are
applied at internal DOFs. The unknown internal response ΦLi can be easily computed
by expanding the first line of Eq. 2.14:
−1

ΦLi = −KLii KLib ,

(2.15)

and mode vectors at the component are assembled by concatenating the ΦLi and ΦLb
>

>

such that ΦL = [ΦLi |ΦLb ]> . We notice that the formulation of P hiL is consistent
with the constraint mode in CMS [8]. Therefore, we refer the subspace spanned by
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Figure 2.8: An illustrative example showing the coupling of tubular components η
and ζ assuming that an appropriate boundary condition has been specified at the
highlighted nodes.

P hiL as the constraint subspace. Fig. 2.7 shows the shapes of five constraint modes
associated with a boundary node while other boundary nodes (red nodes in the figure)
are fixed. With constraint modes, the system’s displacement can be expressed using
the reduced coordinates at each component such that
u = Φ̄q̄,

(2.16)
>

>

>

where Φ̄ = diag(Φ1 , Φ2 , · · · , Φk ) and q̄ = [q1 , q2 , · · · , qk ] are the global subspace
matrix and generalized displacement vector of the system with k tubular components.

2.6.2

Multiplier-free Component Coupling

All the tubular components are mutually connected at their interfaces. Such
coupling can be formulated as the interface constraint (IC) between a pair of adjacency
components. As shown in Fig. 2.8, IC requires that duplicated boundary DOFs
from components η and ζ must always have identical values e.g. uηb = uζb . It can be
re-written using the reduced coordinate in constraint subspace
Eηb Φη qη = Eζb Φζ qζ ,

(2.17)

where Eηb and Eζb are two elementary matrices extracting boundary DOFs from each
component. A commonly-adopted approach to enforce Eq. 2.17 is to use the Lagrange
multiplier method, which explicitly formulates the interface forces as the unknown
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multipliers [53]. While our simulator can also be handled this way, there are two
obvious drawbacks associated with multiplier-based solution: (1) the dimension of
the resulting linear system is greatly increased due to the existence of the multipliers
and the redundancy of the boundary DOFs and (2) the system matrix is no longer
a symmetric positive definite (SPD) matrix as we have vanished diagonal elements
at locations corresponding to the IC. Consequently, the effectiveness of subspace
acceleration is compromised.
Alternatively, we enforce the interface constraint without replying on the Lagrange
multiplier method to maintain a more compact and better-conditioned subspace solver.
Note that ICs are a set of linear constraints, which can be re-written as
Cq̄ = 0,

(2.18)
>

where q̄ = [qη> , qζ ]> and C = [Eηb Φη | − Eζb Φζ ] as in the case shown in Fig. 2.8.
C ∈ Rc×d is a rectangular matrix, where c is the number of ICs of the system and d
is the total number of the reduced coordinates at components η and ζ including the
duplicated interface DOFs. Obviously, d > c, therefore C can be further split into
two parts
C = [C1 |C2 ],

(2.19)

such that C1 ∈ Rc×c is a full-rank square matrix. Eq. 2.18 can be re-written as
C1 qd + C2 qf = 0,

(2.20)

where qf represents a subset of q̄ consisting of only independent or free DOFs and
qd represents a subset of dependent DOFs. In the example shown in Fig. 2.8, if
the DOFs on the red interface are free DOFs, the DOFs on the green interface are
dependent ones and vice versa.
Since C1 is full-rank, we can use qf to represent the other ”redundant” DOFs qd
qd = −C−1
1 C 2 qf ,

(2.21)
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as well as the complete q̄ vector
  

qf
I
 qf .
q̄ =   = 
−1
qd
−C1 C2

(2.22)

Substituting Eq. 2.22 into Eq. 2.16 yields


I
 qf = Φq,
u = Φ̄ 
−C−1
C
2
1


I

(2.23)



 and q , qf . The full-space equilibrium Ku = f can be
where Φ , 
−1
−C1 C2
directly projected onto the new subspace spanned by Φ where IC is implicitly encoded

Kd q = fq .

(2.24)

Here, Kq = Φ> KΦ and fq = Φ> f . This derivation can be easily extended for multiple
components.

2.6.3

Residual Subspace - the Secondary Subspace

Using constraint modes is able to significantly improve the performance, yet it also
sacrifices the accuracy of the simulation. Tubular supporting structure is often exerted
concentrated regional loads of large magnitude. While the deflections at load-free
components are accurately captured (when the gravity effect can be ignored) because
all the inter-component stress propagation are losslessly passed via the interface
whose DOFs are fully preserved within constraint subspace, deflection at the loading
components where the forces are applied is not able to be well represented with
constraint modes. To resolve this issue, a local secondary subspace is built to capture
the residual deflection and improve the simulation accuracy at loading components,
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Figure 2.9: The shapes of five residual modes associated with an exciting node (green).

Figure 2.10: Overall computational procedures of the two-level subspace simulation
method.

which is detailed in this subsection. As all the formulation is for a certain loading
component, the superscript L is omitted.
We denote all the internal DOFs undertaking the external loads as the exciting
DOFs while all the other internal DOFs as passive DOFs. They are symbolized using
subscripts e and p respectively. Similar to constraint mode, a unit displacement
is imposed to the each of the exciting DOF while keep other exciting DOFs and
boundary DOFs fixed. We restrain the boundary DOFs so that the complementary
deflection computed will not affect the status of other load-free components. A
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equilibrium system can be listed accordingly:











Ψ
F
K
Kep Keb
 ee
  e  e
 >
   
Kep Kpp Kpb  Ψp  = Fp  ,
   

>
>
Keb Kpb Kbb
Ψb
Fb

(2.25)

where Ψe = I and Ψb = 0 correspond to the imposed unit displacement at exciting
DOFs and anchored boundary DOFs. Fp = 0 as no forces are applied at the passive
DOFs. Again, the superscript L indicating the local variables is omitted here. The
unknown system response at passive DOFs can be computed by expanding the second
line of Eq. 2.25
>
Ψp = −K−1
pp Kep .

(2.26)

We use span(Ψ) to represent the subspace spanned by Ψ, name it as the residual
subspace whose basis vectors are residual modes. Fig. 2.9 shows the shapes of five
residual modes associated with an internal exciting node.
The residual modes are employed based on the fact that the response of a linear
system of a composite input is equivalent to the superposition of the system’s responses
with respect to each individual input. In fact, it can be proven that the superset of Φ
and Ψ is able to completely capture the deflection at loading components. We refer
readers to Appendix A for mathematical proof details.
In other words, it means that an accurate result will be obtained if the system is
solved within span(Φ) ∪ span(Ψ)
 


>
>
Φ
Φ f
  K[Φ|Ψ] 

>
>
Ψ
Ψ f

(2.27)

or


K
 ΦΦ
KΨΦ

   
KΦΨ
q
f
   =  φ ,
KΨΨ
p
fΨ

(2.28)
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where


KΦΦ = Φ> KΦ




 K = Φ> KΨ
ΦΨ
.
>


K
=
Ψ
KΦ
ΨΦ




KΨΨ = Ψ> KΨ

(2.29)

Here, q and p are the reduced coordinates of constraint modes and residual modes.
While Φ can be pre-computed for each component, Ψ is a load-dependent matrix as
different external loads would specify different exciting DOF sets and therefore, yield
different mode matrices. It implies that as soon as the external loads are changed,
the entire system must be re-computed, which significantly downgrades the usability
of the system.
We notice that if the off-diagonal blocks (e.g. KΦΨ and K>
ΦΨ ) in Eq. 2.28 are zero,
the constraint subspace and residual subspace will be decoupled and the computation
of q and p are isolated. Therefore, we apply the modified Gram-Schmidt process
(MGS) [56] towards Ψ with respect to KΦ, which yields a new set of residual modes
Ψ̃ such that Ψ̃ ⊥ KΦ or (KΦ)> Ψ̃ = 0. Boundary DOFs are always fixed during
the computation of Ψ. On the contrary, there always exists one non-zero boundary
DOF in the constraint mode. Such properties of constraint modes and residual
modes guarantee that span(Φ) ∪ span(Ψ) = ∅. Therefore, span(Ψ) = span(Ψ̃)
and span(Φ) ∪ span(Ψ) = span(Φ) ∪ span(Ψ̃). Substituting Ψ with Ψ̃, Eq. 2.28 is
simplified to

K q = f
ΦΦ
Φ
.
K q = f
Φ̃Φ̃

(2.30)

Φ̃

The final component deflection is computed using
u = [Φ|Ψ̃][q> |p> ]>
(2.31)

= Φq + Ψp
, uΦ + uΨ̃ .
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Note that uΦ is the constrain subspace displacement. Therefore, we only need to
calculate an incremental displacement uψ in order to obtain the exact full-space result
at loading component. Fig. 2.10 summarizes the major computational procedures in
our system.

2.7

Experimental Results

We report and discuss experiments we have conducted in this section. Please refer
to the accompanying video for more results including the test use of the fabricated
tubular models.

2.7.1

Hardware and Software Platform

Our experiments are carried out on a Dell Optiplex 9010 workstation computer
equipped with an Intel i7-3770, 3.40 GHz CPU and 16G memory. The proposed
system is implemented on 64-bit Microsoft Windows 7 using Visual Studio 2010. We
use Eigen numerical library [57] for most linear system related calculations. Note that
we only use the single core implementation however, many computations (e.g. percomponent subspace construction) can be trivially parallelized using multi-threading.

2.7.2

Four-node Element vs. nine-node element

Existing FEM literature [15, 54] have mentioned that linear four-node element is
not a good choice for general shell simulation. It is partially because the governing
stress equilibrium is characterized using a second-order partial differential equation.
The adoption of weak form (well-known as virtual work principle in the context of
continuum mechanics) allows the usage of linear interpolation functions (e.g. linear
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Figure 2.11: Shear locking using linear four-node element (left) which eliminates
the bending deflection while quadratic nine-node element (right) does not have such
artifact.

element) however, the accuracy of the simulation is compromised. The adoption of
the linear element also leads to the shear locking artifact, which is shown in Fig. 2.11.
The regular cylinder-shaped tube is simulated using the same number of four-node
shell elements (left) and nine-node shell elements (right), respectively. The external
forces are applied at the highlighted nodes in the positive y direction. The bending
deformation can be well observed with nine-node element which is however, “locked”
with four-node element.

2.7.3

User interface and Implementation Details

Fig. 2.12 shows a screen capture of the user interface of the proposed designsimulation system. Right to the main 3D view, our system provides an intuitive
interface for the user to specify the boundary (top) and skeletal (bottom) controls
of tube components. Our system maintains a tube library shown blew the main 3D
view. The geometry of each tube component can be freely edited. Immediately after
the geometric edit of a component is committed, the updated component will be
inserted into the library as a new component. All the related pre-computation is
also carried out at this stage. On average, a tube component holds about 4000-7000
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Figure 2.12: The user interface of the proposed system.

DOFs. The related computations like assembling the stiffness matrix K, computing
the constraint modes Φ as well as calculating the matrix-vector product of KΦ, which
is for the potential MGS to be applied if this component is a loading component, can
be done in real-time. During the model assemblage, each component can be freely
copied and pasted. User is also able to specify the geometric symmetry during the
editing so that the shape edits applied at a component will be automatically mapped
to its geometrically symmetric counterparts like the stool legs shown in Fig. 2.2.
As soon as the entire structure is assembled, we need to build the global Φ matrix
(Eq. 2.23) as the primary subspace basis vectors. Therefore matrices C1 and C2
(Eq. 2.19) must be identified. They can be efficiently found as each column in the
original C matrix corresponds to a system DOF while all the row vectors in C are
guaranteed to be linearly independent (as long as the IC are not redundantly defined
in C). Therefore, we only need to construct another elementary matrix encoding the
necessary column permutation to move all the columns corresponding to independent
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DOFs to the left-end of the matrix. As long as the topology of the tubular structure
is not altered, this elementary matrix remains the same.
After the displacement is computed. The strain vector  ∈ R6×1 can be easily
evaluated using the strain-displacement matrix B, which is further converted to
the stress vector σ according to the assumed linear elasticity: σ = C. Finally, we
visualize the von Mises stress using the GLSL shader. The von Mises stress is a scalar
and can be computed as
2
σvon
=

2
2
2
2
2
2
σ1,2
+ σ2,3
+ σ3,1
+ 6(σ12
+ σ23
+ σ31
)
,
2

(2.32)

where σi,j = σii − σjj and σij is the i, j component in the tensor representation of σ.
We simulate the tubular structure of stereolithography (SLA) material with Young
Modulus of 2.5e9 and Poisson Ration of 0.41. Regions with high von Mises stress are
likely to fail under the prescribed external loads as shown in Fig. 2.14.
Fig. 2.13 shows the snapshots of using our system for designing and simulating
various tubular structures. Since authors are not professional designers, we just follow
some design ideas searched from internet shown in the leftmost column of the figure.
When high-stress regions is observed, we apply some further geometric edits to the
model including altering the shapes of the cross-sections at critical region (row 1, the
lamp stand model), reducing the curvature connecting neighbor components (row 2,
the laptop holder model), adding extra supporting components (row 3, the bookshelf
model) and reducing the force moment (row 4, the camera rack model). The edited
regions are highlighted in the rightmost column in the figure.

2.7.4

Time Performance

Table 1 reports the detailed statistic of the 3D models we have tested. We compare
the time performance of the proposed two-level subspace simulation method with the
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Figure 2.13: Snapshots of using the proposed design-simulation system.

full-space simulation as well as the subspace simulator using the Lagrange multiplier
method. While the full-space system can be solved using the sparse Cholesky solver
(the built-in SimplicialLLT routine in Eigen library), the simulation is not interactive
along with the design operations with lags of seconds. On the other hand, the
multiplier based subspace solver often has doubled or tripled size comparing with
our method, due to the dulcification of the boundary DOFs as well as the explicit
formulation of unknown multipliers. In addition, the resulting system matrix is no
longer SPD either and cannot be handled with LLT decomposition. Therefore, the
performance data listed in Table 1 is the one using the LU decomposition(the built-in
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Figure 2.14: The 3D printed lamp stand fails and the failure location matches the
area where high stress distribution is observed.

PartialPivLU solver in Eigen library), which is slower than LLT decomposition in
most cases. As a result, even with much fewer DOFs, Lagrange multiplier based

Model

#Ele.

#Nodes

#DOFs

#S(L)DOFs

SDOFs

FT(s)

S(L)T(s)

ST(s)

Lamp stand
Stool legs
Bookshelf
Bookshelf edited
Camera rack
Laptop holder

5184
6456
25,824
25,280
22,400
12,096

5216
25,946
19,547
22,942
22,170
12,128

25,920
129,090
97,750
114,710
110,850
60,480

1,120
5,160
5,120
5,760
4,920
3,040

480
2,040
2,080
1,920
2,240
1,120

0.406
2.108
1.532
1.861
2.060
0.784

0.093
7.278
6.960
9.484
6.301
1.472

0.01
0.633
0.66
0.51
0.62
0.103

#Com.
3
14
11
13
13
7

Table 2.1: Time performance of our method, full-space simulator as well as subspace
simulator using Lagrange multiplier method. #Ele.: the number of elements; #Nodes:
the number of free nodes; #DOFs: the number of full-space DOFs: #S(L)DOFs the
size of the simulator using constraint mode and Lagrange multiplier method; SDOFs:
the size of the simulator using the propose multiplier-free coupling method; FT:
time used to solve the system in full-space; S(L)T: time used to solve the multiplierbased subspace system; ST: time for our method; #Com: the number of the tube
components.
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subspace solver could be even slower than the full-space solver.
The proposed multiplier-free coupling mechanism will have a dense SPD matrix
of much smaller size. Therefore, it is much more efficient than the above-mentioned
two solvers. For 3D models with over 100k full-space DOFs, our method is still able
to perform the accurate structural analysis at an interactive rate. We would like to
remind the reader that unlike most existing subspace model reduction methods, our
method does not compromise simulation accuracy while making the simulation an
order of magnitude faster. Extra computations are required for applying the MGS,
constructing the residual subspace and solving the secondary deflection. However,
such computations are light-weight as they are conducted at the component level. In
most cases, they can be finished within milliseconds.
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Chapter 3
Nonlinear Elasticity with
Overlapped Domain
Decomposition

3.1

Introduction

In this chapter, we will continue discussion about model reduction techniques
but for more general deformable nonlinear elastic model. Realistically simulating
nonlinear deformable objects is known to be expensive, which drives a great amount
of research efforts for developing accelerating techniques. An intuitive thought is to
leverage the fact that deformations in reality are often of low rank, as elastic material
models themselves effectively penalize high-frequency shape variations. Speedups of
orders of magnitude can be obtained by removing less important degrees of freedom
(DOFs). The core question for such model reduction method is how to utilize limited
DOFs to achieve a better deformation expressivity. This objective is often dealt with
either spectrally or spatially.
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1

0.3

Figure 3.1: Overlapping quadratic domains make the simulation robust even under
large deformations. The one-inch-tall bunny model is forced to pass a funnel whose
inner diameter is only 0.3 inch. Our method yields plausible animations (the red
bunny) at an interactive rate comparable to the fullspace simulation (the blue
bunny). Most existing non-overlapping multi-domain simulators (i.e. [1, 2]) fail in
this challenging test. Indeed, our simulator remains stable even when the funnel’s
diameter is reduced to 0.2 inch (Fig. 3.16). Please refer to the supplementary video
and executables for more details.

Spectral subspace methods assign each DOF with a global representative modal
shape or mode, often obtained using PCA or modal analysis [58, 59]. They rely
on a dedicated pre-computation to select key modes. Some recent research further
accelerates the pre-computation [60, 61] nevertheless, it is still at the order of O(rN 2 ),
where r stands for the number of modes and N is the size of the input model. It
is also known that a globally constructed modal subspace lacks the capability of
capturing local deformations. To remedy this limitation, the domain decomposition
method (DDM) trends to be a more attractive option. It allows a domain-level
mode customization and makes the local pre-computation much more efficient (i.e.
O(rN 2 /d) for d domains, which is parallelizable and re-usable if domains are of
the same geometry). When domains are non-overlapping, the influence of domain’s
subspace is analogous to the nodal shape function in the finite element method (FEM),
which evaluates 1 locally and 0 elsewhere. As an unpleasant consequence, domains
need to be explicitly coupled due to such boundary discontinuity. This gives rise
to another concern regarding the simulation robustness under large deformations.
Highly deformed domain interfaces could fail most coupling methods adopted in
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existing nonlinear multi-domain simulators like rigid binding [1], damped springs [62],
or coupling elements [2].
Another collection of acceleration techniques, referred to as spatial reduction here,
scatters DOFs sparsely over the deformable body and utilizes blending functions to
express the deformation in between, similar to the Cage-based [63] or the Free-from [64]
schemes widely used for shape modeling. Here, the concept of DOF is not limited to
the nodal displacement. It could be a linear transformation field [3], a local coordinate
frame [4], or an integration unit [65]. The adopted blend or weight functions smoothly
mix deformations across domains and unnecessitate an explicit domain coupling. As
a result, the spatial reduction behaves more stably against extreme deformations.
This framework is also better suited for local adaptivity and refinement [66, 67] than
the spectral method. On the downside, since weight functions are typically calculated
geometrically, they do not accommodate real material parameters like the Young’s
modulus and the Poisson’s ratio. The deviation of the resulting deformation from
the fullspace standard is often visually noticeable.

Single-domain
spectral
reduction

Multi-domain
spectral
reduction

Spatial
reduction

Our method

Fast
pre-computation
Good nonlinear
expressivity
Robust under
large deformation
Good local
adaptivity

Figure 3.2: Pros and cons of existing single- and multi-domain reduction techniques
for nonlinear deformable models.
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As outlined in Fig. 3.2, our method supplements state-of-the-art spatial reduction
techniques and tries to provide better answers to following three important how-tos:
• How to choose suitable deformation DOFs?
• How to assign limited DOFs in a more profitable way?
• How to design a good weight function?
We show that it is essential, for nonlinear models, to employ high-order DOFs in
the spatial reduction, and we build our reduced simulator using overlapping quadratic
domains so that it remains stable even under extreme-scale deformations. Orthogonal
to existing geometric weighting methods, we propose a new physics-based strategy
yielding local, smooth and material-respecting weight functions. We borrow the idea
of multi-weight enveloping (MWE) for animation skinning [68] and fine-tune weight
functions based on a few given representative deformations. Experiments (i.e. an
example is given in Fig. 3.1) show that such augmentation enhances the expressivity
of the reduced model significantly even with few input poses. This elastic weighting
mechanism is efficient and adaptable so that adding new quadratic DOFs at the
simulation runtime is possible.

3.2

Related Work

Physics-based deformable model has been extensively studied in computer graphics.
We refer readers to excellent review articles [69, 70] for a comprehensive overview
of classic deformable simulation algorithms. Speeding up a deformable simulation
can be achieved using dedicated numerical treatments like the multigrid method [71,
72], an incremental matrix update [73], or parallelizable nonlinear solvers [5, 74].
These methods focus on improving the performance for the fullspace nonlinear
optimization without condensing simulation DOFs. On the other hand, spectral
reduction methods remove less important DOFs and create a reduced or subspace
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representation of fullspace DOFs (i.e. u = Uq). Modal analysis [58, 75, 76] and its
first-order modal derivatives [59] are often considered as the most effective way for
the spectral subspace construction. Yang and colleagues [61] used Krylov iteration
with reduced orthogonalization to further speed up this calculation. Displacement
vectors from recent fullspace simulations can also be utilized as subspace bases [77].
Earlier spectral reduction techniques compute U globally, which become a bit
awkward when localized deformations are desired unless the user includes a large
number of modal bases. As a response to this limitation, domain decomposition
methods, originally designed for large-scale numerical partial differential equations
(PDEs), have been imported to graphics. As subspaces are constructed at domains,
local deformations can be better handled. Many existing multi-domain solvers
are non-overlapping. Consequently – domains must be explicitly constrained at
boundaries, which stands as a primary challenge for state-of-the-art multi-domain
deformable models. Roughly speaking, domain coupling can be achieved either
geometrically [1,55] by enforcing the shape continuity at the interface, or physically [2,
62] by plugging in coupling forces between adjacent domains. Recently, overlapping
domain decomposition has also been explored in graphics. Xu and Barbič [78]
used bounded bi-harmonics weights (BBW) to blend local modal derivative bases
for localized deformations. While targeting on character skinning, it implies that
overlapping domain decomposition is a feasible solution for local deformation effects.
Following this direction, our method can also be considered as an overlapping domain
decomposition system. Unlike [78], which geometrically blends physically-computed
subspace bases, our method physically blends geometrically-constructed bases.
Alternatives are also possible for local deformations. For instance, Harmon and
Zorin [79] made the fast simulation of contact-trigger deformations possible by adding
local modal subspaces based on the Boussinesq solution. However, this method
becomes less powerful when handling other types of local deformations. Teng and
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colleagues [80] extended the linear condensation to handle unpredicted deformations
by evoking the fullspace simulation locally.
Our algorithm falls into another category of spatial reduction methods. Inspired by
the superior accuracy of the higher-order finite element method [81, 82], we choose to
build our deformable model based on overlapping quadratic domains, and each domain
can be considered as a generalized super element. Our method also shares similar
spirits of the shape match method [83]. Unlike shape matching however, our dynamics
formulation is fully physics-based. Material parameters are fully incorporated in our
reduced representation. This is achieved by encoding physically calculated shape
functions, which is referred to as elastic weighting in this article. Calculating weight
functions for shape interpolation has been widely studied in computer animation (see
e.g. [84]). The harmonic coordinate [85], radial basis function (RBF) [86] and mean
value coordinate (MVC) [87, 88] are a few classic paradigms. Similar techniques are
also used in meshless simulations: Martin and colleagues [65] used the generalized
moving least square (GMLS) for local deformation gradient evaluation. Gilles and
colleagues [4] used harmonic kernels to blend rigid body motions for a skinning-like
simulation.
We are not the first trying to accommodate material-awareness in the weight
function calculation. Faure and colleagues [3] built shape functions using stiffnessscaled distance or the compliance distance. However, the other important material
parameter of Poisson’s ratio is disregarded. Nesme and colleagues [89] used static
analysis to compute the weight function, which is similar to our approach. Yet, it is
not clear how boundary conditions should be imposed. Meanwhile, it is difficult to
rely on a single weight function to describe complex nonlinear deformations across
the deformable body. Consequently, we calculate supplementary differential weight
functions for quadratic DOFs based on few given representative deformation poses.
This approach is similar to the multi-weight enveloping [68, 90].
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3.3

Quadratic DOFs

Before starting a detailed discussion of our
overlapping multi-domain
simulator, we first show

Rest shape

α

Shear lock with
Linear DOFs

Quadratic DOFs

that quadratic DOFs are
important in spatial reduction. Illustrated as the inset, think of simulating a simple 2D square under the pure bending using quadrilateral elements. Because only
bending moments are applied, the angle α should be unchanged and retain right
during the bending. Unfortunately, if the local subspace (i.e. shape functions of
the quad-element) is linear, straight lines stay straight, and an artificial shear stress
will be produced because α cannot be a right angle. More importantly, the shearing
energy often increases one- or even two-order (depends on the element’s geometry)
faster than the real bending energy, which stiffens the deformable body. This artifact
is known as the shear locking of linear elements. Shear locking is suppressed when the
elements arrangement is dense as in most FEM based graphics simulations. However
when simulation DOFs are spatially sparse (i.e. in our case), the locking issue becomes
much more severe if we only have affine/linear [3] or rigid [4] DOFs.
To further illustrate this issue, we show an extreme example with side-by-side comparisons among several popular
choices for local DOFs in Fig. 3.3. The beam model undergoes a pure bending test, where external forces applied
are always perpendicular to its neutral axis. The force magnitude linearly varies along the neutral axis (as shown on the left). Under this
circumstance, the deformable object will only have nonlinear bending deformation.
This simulation is particularly challenging for linear elements. As shown in the
figure, even with the correction of the invertible finite element (IFE) method [91],
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110°

100°
90°

Time step

Quadratic fullspace

Linear fullspace

Our method

Affine DOFs

Rigid DOFs

Figure 3.3: We apply pure bending moments along the neutral axis of the beam
model. The bending quality is measured using the maximum shearing angle along
the neutral axis. Our method yields a much smaller shearing locking artifact than
other competitors including affine DOFs [3], and rigid DOFs [4]. The ground truth
is the result using fullspace quadratic tetrahedral elements. Under such challenging
bending test, even fullspace simulation using linear elements will fail.

the fullspace simulation using linear tetrahedral elements still fails this test. While
quadratic 10-node tetrahedral elements produce a convincing ground truth result
(with the cost of a much slower simulation). We evaluate the bending quality by
examining the shearing angle as marked in the figure. A single quadratic domain (30
DOFs) captures the bending better than three affine domains [3] (36 DOFs) and five
rigid domains [4] (30 DOFs).

3.4

Deformable Quadratic Model

We design our reduced model using overlapping quadratic domains. Each domain
houses 30 DOFs grouped into 3 translation DOFs, 9 affine DOFs, 9 quadratic
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homogenous DOFs, as well as 9 quadratic heterogenous DOFs. The kinematics of an
individual domain is the same as in [65]. A domain only influences a local region, and
the global deformation is obtained by combining contributions from multiple nearby
domains.
Kinematics

For a given material point P on the deformable body, we denote

x = [x1 , x2 , x3 ]> and u = [u1 , u2 , u3 ]> as its rest shape position and displacement. A
nearby domain imposes a quadratic influence to its displacement components such that
3×3
ui = x> Qi x+a>
is a symmetric tensor encoding the isoi x+ti for i = 1, 2, 3. Qi ∈ R

quadratic DOFs. We put its three diagonal DOFs into a vector qoi = [Q11 , Q22 , Q33 ]>
and name it as homogenous DOFs. Similarly, the vector qei = [2Q12 , 2Q23 , 2Q13 ]>
containing off-diagonal entries of Qi is referred to as heterogenous DOFs. The affine
DOF a ∈ R3 describes how ui is linearly related to its rest position, and ti is a
translation DOF. Each type of deformable DOFs from different domains are convexly
combined, and the ith displacement component of P can be written as:

X j
j>
j
j>
j>
e + qei x
b ,
ui =
w ti + ai x + qoi x

(3.1)

j

where wj is the location-dependent weight coefficient indicating how much domain
e = [x21 , x22 , x23 ]> and x
b = [x1 x2 , x2 x3 , x1 x3 ]> are
j affects the displacement of P . x
second-order homogenous and heterogenous vectors of P . By stacking all the DOFs
>

>

>

>

from the j th domain into a single vector qj ∈ R30 such that qj = [tj , aj1 , aj2 , aj3 ,
>

>

>

>

>

>

qjo1 , qjo2 , qjo3 , qje1 , qje2 , qje3 ]> , the displacement of P can be concisely expressed as a
matrix-vector product:


u = Gj qj = Gjt |Gja |Gjo |Gje qj ,

(3.2)

where
Gjt = wj I,

Gja = wj I ⊗ x> ,

e> ,
Gjo = wj I ⊗ x

b> .
Gje = wj I ⊗ x

We call matrix Gj the geometric displacement matrix, and the generalized coordinate
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qj prescribes P ’s kinematic configuration as:
X
X
u̇ =
Gj q̇j ,
ü =
Gj q̈j .
j

(3.3)

j

Reduced dynamics

Let ei denote canonical basis vectors of R3 , and we drop

the domain superscript [·]j for succincter notations. Based on Eq.(3.1), each row
of the deformation gradient tensor F = [F1 , F2 , F3 ]> ∈ R3×3 can be written as
Fi = Fti + Fai + Foi + Fei + ei , where
X
X
>
Fti =
∇wti ,
Fai =
a>
i x∇w + wai ,
X
X
e
b
e∇w + wq>
b∇w + wq>
Foi =
q>
q>
oi x
oi X, Fei =
ei x
ei X,
and




x x 0
 2 1



e
X =  0 x3 x2  ,


x3 0 x1



2x
0
0
 1

b =  0 2x
X
0
2

0
0 2x3




.


Here we assume that ∇w is a column 3-vector. On the top of F, one can evaluate the
nonlinear Green strain, E = 12 (F> F − I), and proceed to express the strain energy
density Ψ as well as the first Piola-Kirchhoff stress tensor (PK1) based on the chosen
material model. Our framework works with most hyperelastic materials, and in this
chapter we choose to use the St. Venant-Kirchhoff (StVK) model since it is capable of
producing most desired deformation effects for computer animation. With the StVK
model, the energy density and PK1 are formulated as: Ψ = µE : E + λ2 tr2 (E) and
P = F[2µE + λtr(E)I] respectively, where λ and µ are the Lamé parameters. The
per-domain reduced internal force e
fint and its gradient ∂e
fint /∂q are computed as:
Z
∂F
e
fint = − P :
dV,
(3.4)
∂q
and
>
Z 
∂e
fint
∂P ∂F
∂F
=−
:
:
dV.
∂q
∂F ∂q
∂q
Here,

∂F/∂q

∈

R3×3×30

is

a

block-sparse
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understood as the superposition of three layers

i =1

as shown on the right. The ith layer represents

i=2
i=3

the matrix ∂Fi /∂q and it hosts four sub-matrices:
∂Fti /∂t, ∂Fai /∂a, ∂Foi /∂qo and ∂Fei /∂ae . These
sub-matrices are block-sparse as the partial deriva-

∂Fti
∂t

∂Fai
∂a

∂Fi
∂q
∂Foi

∂q o

∂Fei

∂q e

tive is nonzero only when subscripts of generalized
coordinates agree with each other. Each nonzero block can be easily calculated as:
∂Fti
∂Fai
= ∇w,
= ∇w ⊗ x + wI,
∂ti
∂ai
∂Foi
e > , ∂Fei = ∇w ⊗ x
b >.
e + wX
b + wX
= ∇w ⊗ x
∂qoi
∂qei

(3.6)

Applying temporal discretization using the implicit Euler integration leads to the
final nonlinear system to be solved at each time step:
e
∂e
fint
f − hC
e − h2 ∂ fint )∆q̇ = he
(M
fext + h2
q̇,
∂q
∂q

(3.7)

f is the reduced mass matrix, which can be evaluated block-wisely: M
f ij =
where
M
Z
>
e is
fext is the generalized external force; h is the time step size; and C
ρGi Gj dV ; e
the reduced damping matrix.

3.5

Physics-based Elastic Weighting

Analogous to FEM shape functions that blend nodal quantities volumetrically
within an element, the weight function w(x) interpolates local quadratic transformations to produce the final global result. An ideal weighting mechanism should
be material-customized so that sparsely allocated DOFs well capture the nonlinear
dynamics. To this end, we utilize the per-domain static equilibrium to retrieve the
most physically meaningful weight distribution with carefully prescribed boundary
conditions. It may be difficult to depict complex deformations with a single weight
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function. To address this challenge, we use a method similar to the multi-weight
enveloping [68] to customize weight distributions for quadratic DOFs using an alternating optimization. The block-sparse matrix brought by decomposed domains
allows a block-Jacobi solver to update weight coefficients efficiently.

D1:
D2:
D3:
Voronoi
segmentation

Connectivity
graph

D4:

+
+
+
+

+
+
+
+

Final domain
decomposition

Figure 3.4: Decompose a deformable body into four domains.

Domain decomposition

The input tetrahedral mesh is decomposed into over-

lapping domains. As illustrated in Fig. 3.4, the domain decomposition starts with
subdividing the mesh into non-overlapping segments as in [3, 4]. While many wellestablished mesh segmentation algorithms are available [92], we found that a centroid
Voronoi tessellation typically suffices. Initial seeds of each Voronoi cell are obtained
by a regular sampling within the bounding box of the input model, followed by
a few Lloyd iterations [93]. Users are allowed to manually specify segments with
the provided interface too. After that, we can extract an undirected graph G(V , E)
encoding the connectivity information of the resulting Voronoi segmentation such that
each vertex vi ∈ V on the graph represents a Voronoi cell and hvi , vj i ∈ E iff vi and vj
share at least a triangle face. Finally, a domain is defined as a set of face-connected
tetrahedrons from the ones in vi and vi ’s adjacent segments, and its seed is the seed
of vi . Note that it is possible that domains have the same collection of elements. For
instance in Fig. 3.5 the red and purple, and the blue and green domains coincide with
each other entirely, but they have complimentary weight functions.
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Figure 3.5: The Voronoi segmentation and corresponding domain decomposition of
the bunny model.

Principal direction

The weight function of a domain ought to comply with the

pattern describing how the deformation amplitude dissipates from its seed, where
the maximum local displacement occurs. Following this thought, a reasonable way
is to solve a static equilibrium [3, 89], by imposing an external nodal force fs at the
seed while retaining other neighbor seeds and domain’s boundary. Unfortunately,
this solution is ill-defined as we have infinite numbers of choices for applying fs –
obviously they lead to different weight distributions especially when the domain’s
geometry and material are irregular.

We resolve this ambiguity by restricting fs along the principal direction p. It can
be understood as the most deformable direction such that domain’s displacement
is maximized when fs = p. Let [·]s and [·]n denote domain’s (three) seed DOFs
and non-seed DOFs1 . We partition domain’s stiffness matrix accordingly and the
principal direction of the domain can be mathematically formulated as a quadratically

1 Seed

DOFs are the x, y, and z displacement freedoms of the domain’s seed node while
non-seed DOFs are the DOFs of the non-seed nodes.
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constrained quadratic program (QCQP) problem:
kuk

K
Ksn 0
 ss
 >
subject to  Ksn Knn C>

0
C
0
{z
|
K
arg max
p

and









u
p
 s  

 


  un  =  0n  ,
 


λ
0λ
}

(3.8)

kpk = 1.

Here λ is the unknown multiplier vector. C is a constraint matrix prescribing
necessary boundary conditions, which include: 1) user specified constraints like
anchor nodes; 2) seeds of neighbor Voronoi cells; and 3) domain’s boundary DOFs (as
shown on the right). Doing so makes the resulting weight function always evaluate
1 at its own seed and 0 at others’. It is also local and has a vanished influence
outside the domain. K is the domain’s stiffness matrix (using linear elements).
User-specified constraint

Do

In general, QCQP is NP-hard [94]. However as

ma
in

Eq. (3.8) only activates low-dimensional equality

bo
un

N
so, we first rewrite the linear constraint term in eigh
bo
rs
ee
Eq. (3.8) using partitioned compliance matrix L
ds
Boundary cond. for
(i.e. L , K−1 ) as:
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Lsn Lsλ
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0
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L
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un
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constraints, it can be efficiently solved. To do

+

+

(3.9)
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e only has three columns and it can
While evaluating the full L matrix is expensive, L
be quickly computed by solving:

 

L
I
 ss   s 
 >  

K  Lsn  =  0n  .

 

L>
0
λ
sλ

(3.10)

Recalling that KL = I, it is easy to understand that the right hand side of Eq. (3.10)
is simply the first three column of the identity matrix. After that, the target function
to be maximized becomes:
kuk =

p
p> Bp,

e > L.
e
B=L

(3.11)

B is a symmetric positive definite (SPD) matrix and can be diagonalized with the
eigenvalue decomposition as: B = R> ΣR, where Σ = diag(d1 , d2 , d3 ), d1 ≤ d2 ≤ d3
is the diagonal matrix of eigenvalues. R is an orthonormal matrix. Substituting B
by R> ΣR in Eq. (3.11) yields:
kuk =

p
p
(Rp)> diag(d1 , d2 , d3 )(Rp) ≤ d3 .

It shows that kuk reaches the maximum value

√

(3.12)

d3 when p is the eigenvector of B

corresponding to its largest eigenvalue.
Principal weight & principle projection

After p is ready, one can solve

domain’s static equilibrium prescribing p as the seed displacement and use the norm
of the corresponding nodal displacement as its weight coefficient. Unfortunately, the
resulting weight distribution leads to noticeable locking artifacts. Reasons are twofold.
First, using the displacement norm as weight coefficients rules out the possibility of
negative weight values, which are essential for high-order overlapping shape/weight
functions. Second, when nodes are completely fixed, weight distributions among them
are damped (as shown in Fig. 3.6 (a)) making the corresponding region artificially
stiffened. The solution is simple: since the principal direction reveals the most
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deformable direction of the domain, we should only consider the displacement along
it other than incorporating information from “less important” directions.
Following this rationale, we allow all the
constrained nodes to move on a plane per-

Local seed

pendicular to the principal direction and only

Neighbor seeds
Boundaries

restrict their displacements along p. The re-

(a)

sulting per-node equilibrium displacement is
also projected on p as the final principal weight.
As illustrated in Fig. 3.6 (b), such principal

(b)

projection is able to produce a natural and
smooth weight distribution with necessary negative values across the domain. Clearly, the Figure 3.6: (a) Anchoring boundary
principal direction plays an essential role form- nodes completely results in weight
ing the principal weight function. Since differ- damping.

(b) Principal projection

ent deformations propagate over the domain yields smoother weight functions.
with different patterns, the principal direction
effectively captures the most dominant one. Thus, animations produced using the
principal weight are often distinguishably better. A simple test shown in Fig. 3.7
validates the importance of principal direction. In this test, the beam model only has
one domain seeded at the middle. The principal direction is vertical to its neutral
axis. We compare its deformation using weight functions calculated under a direction
that is gradually away from the principal one (from 0◦ to 90◦ as shown in the figure).
It can be clearly seen that the more it diverges from the principal direction, the more
locking artifacts are observed.
Elastic weighting encodes both domain’s material and geometry information.
Our experiment shows that the principal weight yields more realistic animations
compared with geometry-based weights (e.g. harmonic coordinate [85], RBF [86] or
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Principal
direction
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Relative errors

Ground truth
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(b)
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0
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30°
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Figure 3.7: Computing weight function along different directions other than the
principal direction leads to locking artifacts. (a) shows the rest shape of the beam,
whose principal direction is along the y axis. We show its equilibrium shapes under
the gravity using weight functions calculated with directions further and further away
from the principal direction. The resulting shapes are aggregated for the comparison.
The ground truth is also given in (c). In (d) we plot the relative shape difference for
different directions.

MVC [87, 88]) especially when the material of the deformable body is heterogeneous
(e.g. see §3.7, Fig. 3.12).
Elastic multi-weight enveloping

While the principal weight function captures

most visible deformations and produces natural results in general, the expressivity
of our reduced model can be further enriched by using more customized weight
functions at high-order DOFs, given a few representative shapes. Our method is
similar to the multi-weight enveloping method [68], and we name this approach as
elastic multi-weight enveloping (EMWE). Since the Cubature scheme [95] is also
used for a fast runtime integration. Such shapes can be picked out of the Cubature
training pose set if not specially provided.
We split domain’s geometric displacement matrix G (i.e. Eq. (3.2)) into two
sub-matrices G = [Y|Z] defined as Y = [Gt |Ga ] and Z = [Go |Ge ] housing the
linear and quadratic parts of G matrix respectively. Similarly, we subdivide domain’s
>
> >
>
>
>
>
>
> >
reduced coordinate into y = [t> , a>
1 , a2 , a3 ] and z = [qo1 , qo2 , qo3 , qe1 , qe2 , qe3 ] so

that u = Gq = Yy + Zz.
Y matrix is constructed using the principal weight function discussed previously.
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For a given exemplar shape uk , we compute its residual error vector as:

∆uk , I − Y(Y> Y)−1 Y> uk ,

(3.13)

which is a difference vector between the shape uk and its best-fitting reduced representation in the column space of Y (i.e. (YY> )−1 Y> uk ). Our goal is to minimize
k∆uk − Zzk by assigning each quadratic DOF an independent isotropic weight function so that uk can be well expressed in the subspace. Mathematically, this reflects
an updated formulation for Go and Ge :

Go = I ⊗ wo> diag(e
x)


Ge = I ⊗ we> diag(b
x) ,

(3.14)

where wo , we ∈ R3 are weight coefficients for homogenous (x21 , x22 , x23 ) and heterogenous (x1 x2 , x2 x3 , x1 x3 ) quadratic DOFs. We split Zz into homogenous and
heterogenous parts as Zz = Go zo + Ge ze . A few manipulations extract the homogenous weight vector as:
Go zo =



I ⊗ (wo> diag(e
x)) zo

e> )(I ⊗ diag(wo ))zo
= (I ⊗ x
e> ) [diag(qo1 )|diag(qo2 )|diag(qo3 )]> wo .
= (I ⊗ x
|
{z
}
Wo

(3.15)

b> ) [diag(qe1 )|diag(qe2 )|diag(qe3 )]> , we construct the
Together with We = (I ⊗ x
matrix W = [Wo |We ] such that Zz = Ww, where w = [wo> , we> ]> is the quadratic
weight vector. Clearly, both z and w are unknown and final weight coefficients should
be calculated alternatingly. We initialize w as the principal weight, fix it, and compute
the current optimal z using least square as: z ← (Z> Z)−1 Z> ∆uk . Afterwards, z is
fixed, and we compute the optimal w respecting the updated z. The iteration stops
when k∆uk − Wwk converges.
To avoid irregular weight distributions, we also added a penalty term when solving
w. Let L ∈ R6N ×6N be a graph-Laplacian matrix computing the weight difference
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between a node and its local average. The augmented optimization for w becomes:
arg min k∆uk − Wwk + αkLwk,

(3.16)

w

which leads to the final weight update as w ← (αL> L + W> W)−1 W> ∆uk . Here, we
set α = 0.1 in all of our experiments. αL> L + W> W ∈ R6N ×6N is a big matrix and
explicitly factorizing it is expensive. Fortunately, it is also block dominant since W> W

Relative errors

0.15
0.1

0.05
0

0

is block diagonal. As a result, we use the iter-

bunny
snake

ative block-Jacobi solver to solve w efficiently.
For instance for the bunny model, block-Jacobi
can complete one weight update within tens
of milliseconds while the Pardiso solver takes
several seconds. As shown on the left, few (3

10
20
30
to 5 iterations) alternations are sufficient to
Number of alternating
produce good quadratic weights.

EMWE enriches the expressivity of the geometric displacement matrix and allows
interesting deformable effects that could be challenging for exiting methods with
similar numbers of simulation DOFs. Fig. 3.8 reports snapshots from a set of
comparative simulations of a winding snake model. A circular force field is applied
and the fullspace simulation with 10,800 DOFs winds the snake for about 800◦ (i.e.
360◦ + 360◦ + 180◦ ) as shown in the first row in the figure. Applying the principal
weight for all the 30 DOFs only yields a 360-degree wind (second row in the figure).
This result is similar to what one could obtain using modal derivatives [59] with 30
modal bases. However, EMWE using only three poses is able to improve the resulting
animation making it visually similar to the fullspace result (third row in the figure).
This result is even more plausible than modal derivatives with 60 bases (forth row in
the figure). Notice that training poses used are quite different from the final frame of
the fullspace simulation. Indeed, these poses simply imply that larger weights should
be assigned to quadratic DOFs at the middle part of the snake. The entire EMWE
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Training poses

frame 0

frame 200

Fullspace
groundtruth
10,800 DOFs
Our method
without EMWE
single domain
30 DOFs
Our method
with EMWE
single domain
30 DOFs
Modal derivative
single domain
60 DOFs
Affine frames
3 frames
36 DOFs

frame 50

frame 100

frame 150

frame 200

Figure 3.8: Comparative simulation of a winding snake.

training takes less than 300 ms. Results using multiple domains but with only affine
transformations as in [3] are also reported in the bottom row. Clearly our method
outperforms the spatial reduction using linear DOFs.
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3.6

Adaptability and Extensibility

Assembling G only needs to solve domain’s rest-shape stiffness matrix (i.e. for
handling Eq. (3.10) and computing the principal weight), which is efficient and
allows an interactive DOF adaption during the simulation runtime to incorporate
novel deformations, for example induced by collisions. Besides, the locality of
domain’s subspace also makes the Cubature training orders of magnitude faster
and parallelizable at each Voronoi segment. Overlapping domains do not need an
explicit domain coupling treatment. Therefore, our method is able to simulate
extreme-scale deformations robustly even when the mesh geometry is degenerated.
Runtime domain adaption

It is known that geometrically constructed shape

functions can be conveniently altered and adapted at the run time to accommodate
new deformations [3, 96]. Our elastic weighting function also possesses this property.
Suppose a novel deformation is triggered by a local contact on the deformable body. A
reasonable reaction is to add a new domain Da seeded at the node where the deepest
inter-penetration is found. Due to the presence of Da , weight functions of existing
domains that overlap with Da need to be updated.
Consider a 1D example shown in Fig. 3.9. The original weight function of an
existing domain D seeded at S, as well as the newly-plugged domains Da seeded at
Sa are known. The weight interpolating property requires that the updated weight
w0 of D
must have vanished values at both B (the original domain boundary) and Sa
while remaining 1 at its own seed S. In other words, we seek for a smooth function
to offset w such that it becomes 0 at Sa while its original values at S and B are
unchanged. Interestingly, wa serves this purpose perfectly as it evaluates 0 at both S
and B so that stacking wa over w will not change w’s original boundary conditions.
As a result, the updated weight function of D, after Da is inserted, can be instantly
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Domain seed
New domain seed
Domain boundary

w

w( S a ) B s

s
Weight of 

wa

w ' = w − w( S a ) ⋅ wa

sa
Weight of

B

a

s

sa

B

Updated weight of 

Figure 3.9: Left: the initial weight distribution w of an existing domain seeded at
S. Mid: the weighting function of a newly inserted domain wa . Right: the updated
weighting function w0 can be fast obtained as the linear combination of w and wa .
obtained without resorting to the re-computation from scratch as:
w0 = w − w(Sa ) · wa .

(3.17)

It is noteworthy that such combination of weight functions also agrees with the
superposition principle of linear elasticity. If principal directions of D and Da align
each other, it can be shown that the updated weight distribution w0 is identical to
the fresh-calculated elastic weight, under new boundary conditions. Eq. (3.17) also
implies that the new weight from Da supplements existing subspaces rather than
replacing them. In the example shown in Fig. 3.10, a concentrated external force is
applied at the facet center of a rubber brick. Inserting a new domain correspondingly
yields a natural denting effect. The updated weight functions on the surface are also
plotted.
Parallelized local Cubature

An efficient integration to compute the reduced

internal force and its gradient is important for interactive deformable models. Barbič
e are low-degree polynomials of the reduced
and James [59] found that entries of e
f and K
displacement for StVK materials, whose coefficients can be pre-computed. Another
more general solution named Cubature [95] uses 3D quadrature to approximate the
internal force at a few Cubature elements. Cubature was originally adopted for model
reduction using global bases, and we notice that this procedure can be significantly
accelerated under our framework due to the locality of the per-domain subspace.
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It is clear that (i.e. in Fig. 3.4) elements in the
same Voronoi segment are affected by the same
subset of reduced DOFs from adjacent domains.
As a result, the Cubature training can be carried
out segment by segment. Such local training
is independent and can be trivially accelerated
with multi-threading. More importantly because
a segment has much fewer (typically less than Figure 3.10: Adding new domain
20) Cubature points, the associated NNLS (non- produces natural denting effects on
negative least square) solves run much faster the brick.
than the global Cubature training. For instance,
training the bunny model would take more than
three hours with global bases, which is only less than two minutes when domaindecomposed. After the Cubature training is finished, the runtime evaluation of force
P
l
e ≈ P ηl ( ∂Fl )> ( ∂Pl )> ∂Fl ,
and force gradient is simplified as: e
fint ≈ l ηl Pl ∂F
and K
l
∂q
∂q
∂Fl
∂q
where ηl is the non-negative Cubature weight at the element l.
Recovering domain degeneration Some materials such as the StVK model suffer
the stability issue under a large compression. This is because the constitutive law
does not produce necessary resisting forces to restore the volume from degeneration.
This issue is often invisible for spectral reduction methods as the high-frequency
displacements are already filtered by the subspace. Unfortunately, we do not have any
mechanism preventing a domain from inversion. To deal with the domain degeneration,
we transplant the invertible finite element or IFE method [91, 97] into our framework.
IFE alters singular values of F if they are smaller than a certain threshold so that an
element always produces restoring internal forces. Doing so modifies the differential
relation between PK1 and the deformation gradient. We follow the formulation in [98]
to update ∂P/∂F. While F is linearly related to the reduced coordinate, clamping
its singular values does not alter this relation. Therefore, ∂F/∂q remains unchanged.
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Figure 3.11: Use reduced IFE simulation to imitate the inflation of a hot-air balloon.
In this example, we simply use Cubature points as restorative elements. Three
domains are defined.
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Figure 3.12: Compare different weighting algorithms with a cylinder beam of heterogenous materials: the Young’s modulus of the beam varies along its neutral axis.
Two quadratic domains are set. The weight distributions from different algorithms
are also plotted.

In general, IFE is slow because the deformation gradient at each element must
be checked and adjusted if necessary. This leads to O(N ) runtime efforts, and an
interactive IFE simulation is hardly possible for large meshes, where N stands for
the total number of elements on the mesh. We note that such calculation could
also be accelerated following the idea of numerical quadrature, which has also been
successfully utilized to resolve self-contacts [99] recently. We follow the standard
Cubature procedure to find a small number of restorative elements R so that the
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domain-wise restoring force can be well approximated at restorative elements based
on a set of degenerated training poses. The runtime corrective forces resolving the
volume inversion can then be computed via:
e
fr =

X

υi G>
i

h

i
b
fi (Fi ) − fi (Fi ) ,

(3.18)

i∈R

b i ) are element internal forces calculated using the current dewhere f (Fi ) and f (F
b i . υi
formation gradient Fi and the singular-value-corrected deformation gradient F
is the non-negative weight. The approximation of Eq. (3.18) does not have to be
fr
precise, because the restoring force itself is ad-hoc when a material failure occurs. e
only provides a momentum to recover the degenerated volume, and it will be replaced
by regular Cubature forces as long as the degeneration is resolved. In practice, the
reduced IFE produces physically-plausible responses under extreme deformations
and it is at least an order faster than the fullspace IFE method. Fig. 3.11 shows an
example of using our reduced IFE to imitate inflating a collapsed hot-air balloon.

3.7

Experimental Results

Our system was implemented using Visual Studio 2013 on a Windows 10 X64
desktop PC equipped with an Intel Core i7-5960 CPU and 12G RAM. Numerical
algorithms were implemented on the top of Eigen C++ template and Intel MKL
library. Unless specified, the performance reported is with the single-core implementation. The statistics of tested 3D models and simulation benchmarks are summarized
in Tab. 3.1. Since our method uses the model reduction, all the experiments run at
an interactive rate, which is two to three orders faster than the fullspace simulation.
Here we would like to remind readers that the EMWE is only used for funnelling
the bunny (Figs. 3.1 and 3.16) and winding the snake (Fig. 3.8) with six and three
training poses. All the other experiments discussed are based on the principal weight
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Model

#Ele

#D

#Cub

Pre

Sim

FPS

Bunny
Balloon
Stay-Puft
Cactus
Armadillo

64K
56K
49K
23K
39K

5
3
5
4
6

389
248
138
102
348

2(4.2%)
1(3%)
0.5(5%)
0.2(4.5%)
1.5(7%)

26
55
23
175
31

16
25
13
63
23

Table 3.1: Model statistics and simulation benchmarks. #Ele: the number of
elements on the simulation mesh; #D: the number of initialized quadratic domains;
#Cub: the number of cubature elements in total; Pre: pre-computation time in
minutes (with multi-threading enabled) and the accuracy of the Cubature training;
Sim: average FPS for simulating the deformable bodies (collision handling not
included). FPS: over all FPS including collision/self-collision handling and OpenGL
rendering.

and local adaption. After all, it is not surprising that EMWE can produce highly
stylized animations similar to [100] with carefully selected weight training, which
makes the comparison unfair.
Weighting quality

In the first experiment, we compare the proposed elastic

weighting with other widely-used weighting algorithms including Harmonics weight [4],
radial basis function (RBF) [86], mean value coordinate (MVC) [88] and the method
used in [89]. As shown in Fig. 3.3, quadratic DOFs produce better nonlinear bending
than linear or rigid ones. Therefore, we use two quadratic domains (i.e. 60 simulation
DOFs) for all the tests in order to eliminate the interference brought by using different
simulation DOFs.
The result is summarized in Fig. 3.12. Here, the material distribution of the
cylinder beam is not uniform. The fixed end of the cylinder beam is stiffer where
the Young’s modulus is set as 10, 000. The stiffness linearly decreases to 1, 000 at
the middle region. The deformed shapes under the gravity are shown along with the
corresponding weighting distributions. One can see that geometrically constructed
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weight functions (Harmonics, RBF and MVC) yield results that do not reflect the
material variation. Our method with principal weights well handles such heterogenous
elastic object. In [89], the weight function is computed based on a high-resolution
equilibrium analysis which also takes the material into account. Similar results can
be obtained using compliance distance [3], which augments the weight function with
Young’s modulus. However without computing the principal direction and performing
the principal projection, the locking artifact (near the free end of the beam) is
discernible. The fullspace ground truth (using un-reduced FEM simulation of linear
elements) is the leftmost and the relative error of the free end displacement is also
plotted.
One may also notice from Fig. 3.12 that our weighting function will have negative
values occasionally. In fact, in the context of overlapping domain decomposition
having negative weighting coefficient is essential to avoid the locking artifact. To
explain this argument, let us look at an illustrative toy example of a 1D element
with two nodes A and B. Under this configuration, only interpolation is needed as
shown in the leftmost subfigure of Fig. 3.13. Here, interpolation means A’s weighting
function WA is defined within its nearest boundary condition: WA (B) = 0, and
negative weight should be avoided. When a new node C is inserted into this 1D
element between A and B 2 , it induces a new boundary condition: WA (C) = 0. That
also means WA need to be extrapolated beyond its nearest boundary condition in order
to allow A to influence the entire element. If one chooses to design a smooth shape
function, in order to incorporate boundary conditions at B and C, the lowest-degree
polynomial solution is a quadratic curve with negative values after C (the rightmost
subfigure in Fig. 3.13). If one chooses to clamp the functions values as the bounded
biharmonic weights (BBW) [101], the weighting function becomes discontinuous and
locking artifacts could occur (mid sugfigure in Fig. 3.13). In this case, the element is
degenerated to be a linear one. Without negative weight values, no smooth shape
2 Doing

so actually makes this element nonlinear.
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Figure 3.13: Shape functions of a simple 1D element.

functions can satisfy both boundary conditions at B and C simultaneous.
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Figure 3.14: BBW may induce locking artifacts.

Whether or not we should have negative weighting functions depends on whether
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Our method

Fullspace

[Barbicv and Zhao 2011]

[Wu et al. 2015]

Figure 3.15: Simulate a swinging cactus using deformation substructuring [1], unified
domain decomposition [2], our method, and the fullspace solver.

or not the weighting function needs to be extrapolated beyond its nearest boundary
conditions. In many existing graphics literature, weighting functions are not supposed
to influence areas outside of its neighboring boundary conditions. As a result, such
blending is just interpolation and should be convex. However, our system is designed
for the overlapping domain decomposition and negative weights become essential.
Fig. 3.14 gives a 3D example. The beam model has two domains both covering the
entire model. Their seeds are at the 1/4 and 3/4 along the neutral axis of the beam.
If BBW is used, weight values of both domains at nodes right to seed 1 will be 1 and
0. This leads to locking effect. However, our method does not have such problem.
Robust nonlinear expressivity

Next, we evaluate the capability of the proposed

simulator capturing large nonlinear deformations. We compare our method with two
paradigmatic state-of-the-art multi-domain nonlinear simulators using deformation
substructuring [1] and coupling elements [2]. As shown in Fig. 3.15, the cactus model
is decomposed into four domains. The Voronoi segments (left in the figure) are
used for the non-overlapping domain decomposition for [1] and [2] with 30 modal
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derivatives per domain. Therefore all the reduced models have 120 simulation DOFs.
From snapshots reported in the figure and the supplementary video, we can see
that all the simulators produce plausible deformable animations comparable to the
fullspace result.
On the other hand, our method does not require an explicit domain coupling. This
advantage makes our system robust against large-scale deformations. Figs. 3.1 and 3.16
show snapshots of a challenging scenario: a one-inch-tall bunny model is forced to pass
through a thin funnel. The Young’s modulus of the bunny is 500 and the Poisson’s
ratio is 0.4. Five domains are used in this example and all the solvers use 150
simulation DOFs. When the funnel is relatively wide (i.e. 0.4) as shown in Fig. 3.16
top, all the simulators produce plausible and interesting animations. However, if
we reduce the size of the funnel to 0.3, non-overlapping solvers fail. This is because
when domains’ interfaces are highly distorted, the rigid interface assumption [1] does
not hold and the coupling elements [2] are degenerated. Our method is still able to
produce a similar animation compared with the fullspace simulation (Fig. 3.1) and
remains stable even the funnel is further shrunk to 0.2 (Fig. 3.16 bottom).
A more extreme case highlighting the robustness of our solver is shown in Fig. 3.17.
In this test, we collapse the Armadillo model into a small 2D disk initially. When this
strong geometry constraint is released, our method quickly restores the model back to
the rest shape with the help of reduced IFE simulation. While the IFE contributes the
calculation of necessary internal forces, the main reason behind such good numerical
stability is the overlapping domain decomposition. A fullspace IFE [91] simulated
animation is also available in the video for readers’ reference.
Local adaptivity

Lastly, we test the adaptivity of our algorithm. Fig. 3.18

reports results using our method, local subspace [79] and the fullspace solver when
we push the Stay-Puft with a spiky board. The Stay-Puft model originally has five
domains and extra two domains are inserted corresponding to the external collision
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Figure 3.16: Drag the bunny through a thin funnel (available as the supplementary
executable too).

with spikes. We can see from the figure that, newly-added domains provide necessary
deformable freedoms to simulate local deformation, and realistic results comparative
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Figure 3.17: Our solver remains stable under severe geometry constraints.

to the fullspace ground truth are produced.

Fullspace

[Harmon and Zorin 2013]

Our method without local adaption

Our method with local adaption

Figure 3.18: Adding new domains according to the contacts from a moving spike
board greatly enriches detailed local deformation.

It is noteworthy that similar denting effects can also be obtained by building a
local subspace using Boussinesq equation [79] as shown in Fig. 3.18. However, our
method is able to deal with a much wider range types of deformation. As shown
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Figure 3.19: Runtime domain adaption does not only yield better denting effects on
the bunny, but also enriches local deformations at the lollipop.
in Fig. 3.19, the falling bunny hits an elastic lollipop. The local domain insertion
does not only help for a better denting effect on the bunny’s body, it also enriches
the local deformation for the lollipop. Initially, the bunny has five domains and the
lollipop has only one domain seeded at the middle.
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Chapter 4
Complex Step Finite Difference for
Solid Dynamics

4.1

Introduction

In this chapter, we will deal with another essential computing task in physicsbased simulation, the evaluation of various derivatives like total derivative, partial
derivative, directional derivative, second- or high-order derivatives, etc. often stands
out as a significant technical or implementation obstacle. Normally, people incline
to infer an exact formula of derivative functions, which gives the best efficiency and
accuracy. However, there are also many situations where a closed-form expression of
the target function is not available, or deriving its actual derivative is too involved
for just performing preliminary proof-of-concept trials. The numerical derivative is
then preferred.
The commonly used strategy for numerical derivative is the finite difference
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Figure 4.1: We present an accelerated complex-step finite difference algorithm, which
efficiently computes highly accurate numerical derivative. This method can be
coupled with the Cauchy-Riemann formula to allow us to fully exploit existing (realvalued) linear algebra libraries to evaluate derivatives of tensor-valued functions.
This figure reports an example of designing vibration frequency of a bridge model
(21, 414 elements) by changing its geometry. The target frequency is visualized on a
rectangular beam. Given an external force field, the bridge oscillates under the same
frequency as the beam model does.

method. For instance, the forward difference scheme estimates the derivative as:
f (x0 + h) − f (x0 )
f (x0 + ∆x) − f (x0 )
≈
,
∆x→0
∆x
h

f 0 (x0 ) = lim

(4.1)

where a small perturbation h ∈ R is used to approximate lim∆x→0 (·). It appears
that the smaller h is, the better approximate Eq. (4.1) delivers. However, we are not
allowed to make h arbitrarily small to improve the precision of Eq. (4.1). This is
because the subtraction between two nearly equal numbers, such as f (x0 + h) − f (x0 )
in Eq. (4.1) when h is very small, could eliminate many of their significant digits
and contaminate the result. This issue is often known as the subtractive cancellation.
During the simulation, finite difference would accumulate numerical errors along the
time integration and crash the solver quickly.
Fortunately, this numerical instability can be averted using the so-called complexstep finite difference [102–104] or CSFD. The trick is to apply the perturbation h in
the imaginary domain after promoting f to be a complex function. The subtraction
of the first-order terms is skipped in the complex Taylor expansion [105], and we can
make the perturbation h very small to accurately approximate the derivative without
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worrying about the subtractive cancellation. CSFD allows us to conveniently obtain
a highly accurate numerical derivative without deriving its actual formulation, which
could be otherwise tedious and error-prone.
On the downside, CSFD has several fundamental limitations. First of all, promoting a real-valued function to be a complex-valued one induces significant computation
overheads. A naı̈ve CSFD implementation as in existing literature [102, 103] is often
orders-of-magnitude slower than the analytic derivative. Secondly, complex-version
Taylor expansion only circumvents the subtractive cancellation of the first-order
derivative. Second- and higher-order derivatives still suffer with this issue and cannot
be robustly approximated. In many simulation problems, we also need to deal with
tensor functions, whose outputs are based on complicated numerical routines like
Cholesky decomposition or SVD. Original CSFD becomes awkward as those numerical
procedures are difficult to be explicitly formulated. Promoting such tensor functions
is rather involving, if not impossible. As an echo to those drawbacks, we augment
classic CSFD scheme making it more efficient, generalizable, and robust. While
our extensions utilize some known techniques like multicomplex number [106, 107]
and Cauchy–Riemann equation [108], to the best of our knowledge, we are the first
to optimize CSFD performance making it nearly as efficient as the analytic derivative, re-engineer it to be a handy off-the-shelf numerical differentiation solution for
physics animation, and thoroughly validate its feasibility in the context of deformable
simulation. Specifically, we would like to summarize our contributions as follows:
• Analysis CSFD is a relatively new numerical method. We provide an extensive
explanation of its numerical mechanism, error source, and theoretical foundation.
• Acceleration We systematically optimize the original CSFD scheme. Without
losing accuracy, we obtain multifold speedups, and our accelerated CSFD is as
efficient as the analytic derivative. This is achieved by discarding high-order error
terms, decoupling real and imaginary calculations, replacing expensive functions
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(e.g. trigonometric functions), and isolating the propagation of the perturbation in
composite and nesting functions.
• Adaptation Instead of resorting to high-order Taylor expansion or Fourier expansion, we choose to promote a real-valued function with multicomplex arithmetic,
which leads to a multicomplex-step finite difference scheme (MCSFD) for high-order
finite difference. Our acceleration techniques naturally synergize with this generalization. In addition, we leverage the Cauchy-Riemann formula to further adapt
CSFD/MCSFD for tensor functions.
• Application We thoroughly validate CSFD/MCSFD in both numerical experiments as well as in complicated nonlinear deformable simulations. Without knowing
the actual formulation of the internal force and the tangent stiffness matrix, nonlinear deformation can be robustly and accurately simulated with CSFD/MCSFD.
First- and high-order modal derivative bases can also be constructed for sophisticated materials. Many challenging inverse simulation problems now can be easily
tackled using standard gradient/Hessian-based optimization approaches such as the
Newton’s method (e.g. see Fig. 4.1).

4.2

Related Work

Calculating the differentiation of a function is an important computational procedure in many graphics research problems. For instance, in physics-based animation [109], such as rigid body dynamics [110, 111], fluid/smoke animation [112],
and cloth simulation [28, 113], etc, the key challenge is to solve the unknown ordinary/partial differential equations, and one needs to use numerical approaches
to discretize the differential operation. In computational fabrication, the optimal
design is often obtained via following the gradient direction of the inverse simulation [44, 114, 115], not to mention a vast volume of research involving various
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optimization procedures, many of which rely on the information of the gradient
and/or Hessian of the objective function.

Evaluating the derivative is also a key ingredient in deformable simulation [116]
especially for hyperelastic models [117]. Those materials are fully characterized
by the strain energy density E(F) of the local deformation gradient F. Modeling
such materials requires the first- and/or second-order spatial derivatives of E to
establish the equilibrium equation. Dynamic simulation can also be casted as an
optimization problem of the variational form [118, 119]. Newton’s method [120],
quasi-Newton method [121] or gradient descent method [5] can then be used when
gradient information is provided. The closed-form formulation of derivatives of E
for some materials can be found in the literature [7, 117, 122]. However, for other
more complicated models like phenomenological and user-crafted materials [123, 124],
obtaining the analytic derivative is non-trivial and labor-intensive. For principal
stretch based nonlinear materials, such as Ogden and spline-based materials [125],
careful numerical thresholding is required, even at the rest configuration, to obtain
the actual tangent stiffness matrix. Deriving those derivatives analytically could be
tedious and seemingly unworthy, if the user just wants to toy with a new hyperelastic
energy to see how it behaves in a given animation scenario. Even with the help
of symbolic differentiation packages like Mathematica [126] and Maple [127], the
implementation efforts are still considerable. Besides, there are also many cases
where the target function’s formulation is not even accessible, and one has to use the
numerical derivative to infer the underlying kinematics [128–130]. In model reduction,
it is known that linear modes are not sufficient to capture large nonlinear deformation,
and the modal derivative [11, 131] should be used. Those derivative modes are
computed through evaluating the third-order gradient of the energy function (i.e.
the Hessian of the internal force), which makes this technique less popular for more
sophisticated materials other than the St. Venant-Kirchhoff (StVK) model.
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The finite difference method is a standard procedure of computing the numerical
derivative [132]. Its variances include forward difference (FD), backward difference
(BD), and central difference (CD). CD is twice as expensive as FD or BD, but it is
also the most accurate among them. Nevertheless, all of these schemes suffer from the
subtractive cancellation issue: decreasing the magnitude of the perturbation does not
make the finite difference converging, and the result will oscillate around the correct
value and explode eventually [133]. This numerical behavior prevents the adoption of
the finite difference method for applications that are sensitive to the accuracy of the
differentiation.
On the other hand, CSFD is a powerful finite difference scheme but often overlooked
in classic numerical analysis textbooks [102]. This method is based on the complex
version of Taylor series expansion of a function, which dates back to the 1960s [134].
Unlike regular finite difference method, CSFD obviates the subtractive cancellation
problem (in the first-order approximation) so that a very small perturbation (e.g.
1.0×10−20 or even smaller) can be used making the resulting derivative approximation
highly accurate. Indeed, we show that CSFD is able to completely replace the
analytic gradient without any accuracy concerns in deformable simulation. Due to its
superior accuracy, CSFD has been gradually recognized and used for the sensitivity
analysis [135–138]. For nonlinear finite element method (FEM) simulation with
high-order shape functions, CSFD has also been used to obtain the numerical tangent
stiffness matrix [139–141].
Because the target function is promoted to be a complex one, a naı̈ve implementation of CSFD involves much heavier computations than the real-valued finite
difference. We show that this limitation can be ameliorated by carefully manipulating
the promoted target function and discarding high-order perturbation terms. Our
results show that we are able to achieve a multifold speedup, making CSFD nearly
as efficient as using the exact derivative. Instead of referring to the Fourier differ-
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entiation [142, 143], we use the multicomplex-step finite difference [144] to handle
high-order derivative. Doing so allows our acceleration scheme to be seamlessly
integrated for high-order numerical derivatives.

CSFD vs. automatic differentiation Another relevant and widely known differentiation technique is the automatic differentiation (AD) [145–147], which decomposes
complicated functions with the chain rule. AD has been used in graphics [30,148,149].
Indeed, the back propagation optimization [150] commonly used for neural network
training is a special implementation of the reverse AD.
A key difference between CSFD and AD lies in the fact that “AD uses exact
formulas along with floating-point values” [151], and it is “not numerical differentiation” [152]. CSFD, on the other hand, is a numerical approach seeking for the
derivative approximation. AD is more sensitive to the smoothness of the function
and could fail at discontinuities. CSFD behaves more robustly in such cases: because
the complex perturbation is orthogonal to the real domain, CSFD always returns
the derivative as long as the target function exists. AD also has practical difficulties
for high-order generalization [153]. For instance, some existing AD packages (e.g.
Adept [154]) only deals with the first-order derivative. While one may perform
first-order differentiation multiple times to obtain a high-order derivative, it has been
argued that recursively applying AD leads to inefficient and numerically unstable
code [153, 155]. High-order AD is seldom well supported and could be extremely slow.
On the other hand, MCSFD extension generalizes our acceleration scheme to highorder cases with excellent robustness and accuracy. Our accelerated CSFD/MCSFD is
over 30× faster than commonly used AD packages even for the first-order case. Tensor
functions that involving complicated numerical procedures are also problematic with
AD. It remains unclear if the Cauchy–Riemann generalization [108] can be applied
in AD. Our accelerated CSFD is orthogonal to and complements the AD technique.
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Because CSFD is highly accurate (as accurate as the analytic result), it is possible to
harness CSFD/MCSFD for calculating derivatives along the chain rule that could be
otherwise troublesome to AD.

4.3

Background

In order to make the chapter more self-contained, we start our discussion with
a brief review of the error source of the finite difference method and the numerical
issue of the subtractive cancellation.
Suppose that the function f : R → R is differentiable around x = x0 . After a
small perturbation h is applied, it can be Taylor expanded as:
1
f (x0 + h) = f (x0 ) + f 0 (x0 ) · h + f 00 (x0 ) · h2 + · · ·
2
0
= f (x0 ) + f (x0 ) · h + O(h2 ),

(4.2)

which leads to the forward finite difference of Eq. (4.1). Eq. (4.2) also suggests that h
should be as small as possible for a good approximation. In the meantime, because the
total number of bits used to represent a real number is limited on a computer, all the
floating-point arithmetics have the round-off error [156], which is a small relative error
also known as machine epsilon . For the double precision of IEEE 754 floating-point
standard [157],  ≈ 1.11 × 10−16 . Normally, the round-off error does not seriously
impair the stability or the accuracy of a numerical procedure. However, when h gets
smaller, f (x0 + h) and f (x0 ) become nearly equal to each other. Subtraction between
them would eliminate many significant digits, and the result after rounding could
largely deviate from the actual value of f (x0 + h) − f (x0 ).
We elaborate this issue using a simple four-digit decimal floating-point system.
Here, a real number a = 1999.99 is represented as e
a = 1.999 × 103 (because we only
f to denote a digitalized number in a
have four digits for the mantissa), and we use (·)
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floating-point system. In this example, we simply choose the round-by-chop rule that
discards all the out-of-precision digits, and the corresponding round-off error is:

Eround =

|a − e
a|
|1999.99 − 1.999 × 103 |
=
≈ 4.95 × 10−4 .
|a|
|1999.99|

(4.3)

Next, let b = 1998.88, which is represented as eb = 1.998 × 103 . The error of calculating
a − b with this toy floating-point system is:
|(e
a − eb) − (a − b)|
|a − b|
|(1.999 − 1.998) × 103 − (1999.99 − 1998.88)|
=
|1999.99 − 1998.88|
≈ 0.1.

Esubtraction =

(4.4)

We can see from Eqs. (4.3) and (4.4) that rounding loses us the least important
significant digit, and it only yields an error at the order of the floating-point precision
(10−4 ). However, the subtraction between e
a and eb eliminates three leading significant
digits, which yields a much more substantial error. If we set b even closer to a as
b = 1999.88, Esubtraction increases to 100% as all the significant digits are eliminated.
This is why the cancellation of subtracting numbers of similar magnitude is also called
catastrophic cancellation.
Some numerical literature (e.g. [146]) shows that CD with the form of:

f 0 (x0 ) ≈

f (x0 + h) − f (x0 − h)
,
2h

(4.5)

has a better accuracy with a quadratic error, while FD and BD have an error term of
O(h). This conclusion is based on the assumption that subtractive cancellation does
not occur. As to be discussed in the next section, CD could be even more sensitive
to a smaller h (because of its faster convergent rate).
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4.4

Complex-Step Finite Difference

CSFD is based on the complex Taylor series expansion [105]. Let (·)∗ denote a
complex variable, and suppose f ∗ : C → C is differentiable around x∗0 = x0 + 0i. If a
perturbation h is applied at the imaginary domain, f ∗ can be expanded as:
0

f ∗ (x0 + hi) = f ∗ (x∗0 ) + f ∗ (x∗0 ) · hi + O(h2 ).

(4.6)

For any smooth and real-valued function f , we can always lift it to be a complex one
f ∗ by allowing complex input while retaining its computation procedure unchanged.
0

Under this circumstance, both f ∗ (x∗0 ) = f (x0 ) ∈ R and f ∗ (x∗0 ) = f 0 (x0 ) ∈ R do not
have imaginary parts. Taking the imaginary part (i.e. using the operator Im(·) ∈ R)


0
of both sides of Eq. (4.6) leads to Im f ∗ (x0 + hi) = Im f ∗ (x∗0 ) + f ∗ (x∗0 ) · hi + O(h3 ).
We can then have the first-order CSFD approximation:


∗
∗
Im
f
(x
+
hi)
Im
f
(x
+
hi)
0
0
+ O(h2 ) ≈
.
f 0 (x0 ) =
h
h

(4.7)

Compared with Eq. (4.1) or Eq. (4.5), we can see that Eq. (4.7) does not have a
subtractive numerator meaning it only has the round-off error regardless of the size
of the perturbation h. In addition, the operation of Im(·) removes the (hi)2 term in
Eq. (4.6), making the actual approximation error O(h2 ). Thus, we can employ a very
small h to obtain a highly accurate numerical derivative.
In addition to complex-step finite difference of Eq. (4.7), it is also possible to
apply the perturbation in the dual domain, which corresponds to the dual number
method [158, 159]. Similar to the complex number, a dual number d = a + b
has a real part a and a dual part b such that  6= 0 but 2 = 0. This property
makes all the higher-order terms of  vanished. As a result, the dual version Taylor
expansion of a given function leads to f (x0 + h) = f (x0 ) + f 0 (x0 ) · h, and one can
obtain the exact derivative by exacting dual part of f (x0 + h) and setting h = 1

as: f 0 (x0 ) = Du f (x0 + ) . The question here is how can we evaluate the dual
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1.00E-09
1.00E-10
1.00E-11
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1.00E-13
1.00E-14
1.00E-15
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Complex-step finite difference
Central difference
Forward difference
Forward difference (long double)

Perturbation size
Figure 4.2: We use FD, CD, and CSFD to calculate the first-order derivative of
f (x) = ex /(x4 + x2 + 1) at x = 4. The resulting numerical derivative is compared
with the analytic derivative, and the relative error is plotted against the size of the
perturbation, ranging from 2−2 to 2−127 .

function f (x0 + ). The literature of dual number arithmetic is far less extensive
than the complex arithmetic. Normally, a dual function can be evaluated as a dual
polynomial [160], which is based on the analytic derivative f 0 (x0 ). In other words, the
dual number formulation is equivalent to using the analytic differentiation (because
you need to compute f 0 (x0 ) to obtain the promoted dual function).
Fig. 4.2 reports a numerical experiment of f (x) = ex /(x4 + x2 + 1). We compute
the first-order numerical derivative at x = 4 using FD, CD and CSFD. The analytic
derivative of this simple function can be derived as: f 0 (x) = (x4 − 4x3 + x2 −
2x + 1)ex /(x4 + x2 + 1)2 , and f 0 (4) = 0.006593183194438 is considered as the
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ground truth. In this example, both f (x) and f 0 (x) are well scaled, and the issue of
subtractive cancellation starts to take place when h ≈ 2−26 ∼ 1.0 × 10−8 with FD and
h ≈ 2−17 ∼ 1.0×10−6 with CD. We do see CD converges faster than FD before hitting
the threshold of subtractive cancellation. However, both CD and FD explode quickly
after the cancellation occurs. When h becomes smaller than 2−47 ∼ 1.0 × 10−15 , the
subtractive cancellation eliminates all the significant digits making f (x0 + h) − f (x0 )
and f (x0 + h) − f (x0 − h) vanished by the rounding. In this case, we cannot obtain
any useful information of the derivative out of the finite difference approximation,
and the relative error stays 100%. The numerical performance of FD can be improved
by extending the floating number precision. As indicated in the figure, after doubling
the precision from double to long double (128 bit), the subtractive cancellation is
delayed. If we choose the perturbation size carefully, FD is also able to yield good
accuracy in this particular example. In real applications however, f often takes a
high-dimension vector x as the dependable variable. f and ∂f /∂xi may also be badly
scaled. These circumstances make subtractive cancellation happen much earlier. As
a result, the numerical derivative of FD and CD is fallible: a conservative h has
a big approximation error, while an aggressive h could be even worse due to the
cancellation. In physics-based simulations, FD/CD is always problematic and often
the demon behind the numerical instability. On the other hand, CSFD shows a
superior performance in terms of both convergence rate and numerical stability. As
CSFD does not have the subtractive cancellation problem, the relative error decreases
consistently with a smaller h. When h is sufficiently small (i.e. h < 2−26 ∼ 1.0×10−8 ),
CSFD delivers a result with an error below 1.0 × 10−15 . Note that the “ground truth”
itself also has a round-off error at the order of 10−16 . In other words, CSFD is as
accurate as the analytic derivative for a sufficiently small h.

Naı̈ve complex promotion In order to apply CSFD, we must promote the real
function f (x) to be a complex one f ∗ (x∗ ). While the specific form of f (x) could
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be complicated, it is always constructed with binary operators of +, −, ×, ÷ and
unary operators including power function (xa ), exponential function (ex ), logarithmic
function (ln x), and trigonometric functions (sin x etc.). Promoting these elementary
functions follows the standard complex number arithmetic [161]. For a quick reference,
we also list the complex promotion of some commonly used functions in Appendix B.
If efficiency is not the primary concern, CSFD can be quickly implemented
via overloading existing floating-point arithmetic operators with the corresponding
complex version. C++ Template provides a flexible mechanism for this purpose: one
can code f (x) using a generic data type and choose the complex-type template
specialization when CSFD is needed. Standard C++ STD library has a collection of
stable complex number routines. Besides, there are also a few third-party opensource
complex number libraries such as Boost [162] and Eigen [163]. Nevertheless, such
naı̈ve CSFD implementation induces a significant overhead. In many cases, CSFD
runs orders-of-magnitude slower than the analytic derivative. One of our major
contributions is to optimize CSFD computation to regain the efficiency of the finite
difference. This is to be detailed in the next section.

4.5

CSFD Acceleration

Using general-purpose complex number arithmetic to promote f (x) is actually
“overkill” for just using CSFD to compute numerical derivatives. We show that CSFD
approximation can be substantially simplified and accelerated, and our accelerated
CSFD is as efficient as using the analytic derivative. Our strategy is based on the
following three important observations:
• According to Eq. (4.7), it is clear that calculating the real part of f ∗ is unnecessary for CSFD, therefore nearly half of the computation brought by the complex
promotion can be discarded.
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• Complex number arithmetic for CSFD is quite different from a general complex
operation. The imaginary part of f ∗ comes from the applied perturbation hi, which
is a very small value (i.e. h < 1.0 × 10−20 ). Many calculations can be simplified
by treating h as an infinitesimal: for instance we can have sin h ∼ h to avoid the
expensive evaluation of the trigonometric function of sin h.
• Because h appears as the denominator of Eq. (4.7), all the quadratic or higher-order

terms of h in Im f ∗ (x0 +hi) can be discarded, which only leads to an approximation
error up to O(h).

4.5.1

Accelerate CSFD of a Single Elementary Function

We start our discussion by assuming that f (x) is an elementary function (i.e.
listed in Appendix B), and take f (x) = x1/m an example to show how it can be
much more efficiently evaluated for CSFD. First, the standard complex promotion
(Eq. (B.4)) gives us:



Im f ∗ (x0 + hi)
1
φ
1
=
r m · sin
.
h
h
m

(4.8)

Here, r(cos φ + sin φi) is the polar form of x0 + hi. Recalling that h is a very small
quantity, we have:
sin φ =

h
h
⇒φ= ,
r
r

(4.9)

because hsin a ∼ ai is a pair of equivalent infinitesimals when a → 0. With Eq. (4.9),
the RHS of Eq. (4.8) can be greatly simplified as:
1
h


r

1
m

φ
· sin
m



1
=
h


r

1
m

φ
·
m



1
=
h



1
1
h
rm
rm ·
=
.
rm
rm

(4.10)

The performance improvement of Eq. (4.10) is substantial. We record the computation time of running Eqs. (B.4), (4.8), and (4.10) respectively as well as directly
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Eq. (B.4)
13.1s

Eq. (4.8)
Eq. (4.10)
Analytic
9.49s(1.4x) 0.056s(233x) 0.064s

Table 4.1: Time statistics of using the optimized CSFD (i.e. Eqs. (4.8) and (4.10)) and
the naı̈ve CSFD implementation (Eq. (B.4)) of the exponential function f (x) = x1/m
for 100 million times. The computation time using analytic derivative is also reported
for the reference. Our CSFD simplification is over 200× faster than the naı̈ve
implementation. In this example, it is even faster than using the analytical derivative.
The relative error is at the order of the machine epsilon (10−16 ).

Relative error

1.00E-04

Standard CSFD

1.00E-06

Accelerated CSFD (Eq. 10)

1.00E-08
1.00E-10
1.00E-12
1.00E-14
1.00E-16

Perturbation size
Figure 4.3: Our fast CSFD implementation has good numerical stability and accuracy.
The relative error converges as quickly as the regular CSFD and remains at the order
of machine epsilon after h is sufficiently small.

1 1 −1
x m for 100 million times on an
m
Intel i7 laptop. The result is reported in Tab. 4.1. As expected, we can see from the
1

calculating the analytical derivative of x m

0

=

table that Eq. (4.8) modestly improves the calculation efficiency by discarding real part
computation. The most significant speedup originates from equivalent infinitesimal
based simplification, which frees us from performing expensive trigonometric function
calculation. In this example, CSFD is even faster than using analytic derivative
1

because Eq. (4.10) has a simpler exponential term of (·) m than the exponential term
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1

in the analytic derivative: (·) m −1 . Meanwhile, our accelerated CSFD retains all the
favored advantages of CSFD. As shown in Fig. 4.3, fast CSFD implementation has the
same convergency and accuracy. For small h, the relative error reaches the machine
p
epsilon stably. Interestingly, if one further simplifies r such that r = x20 + h2 = x0
when h → 0, Eq. (4.10) converges to the analytic derivative formulation. This finding
reveals that, unlike regular finite difference, the actual derivative of the function is
essentially hidden in its complex promotion. This is another important reason that
explains why CSFD is able to achieve such high accuracy.
The strategy of leveraging equivalent infinitesimals can be readily applied to other
elementary functions. For instance for trigonometric functions, the most expensive
arithmetic is the evaluation of e±h . Again, because h is an infinitesimal, we exploit the
fact that he±h ∼ 1 ± hi is also a pair of equivalent infinitesimals. This simplification
brings another orders-of-magnitude speedup.

4.5.2

Accelerate CSFD of Composite Binary Operators

In reality, f (x) houses a chain of binary operators such that:
f (x) = f1 (x) ◦ f2 (x) ◦ f3 (x) ◦ · · · ◦ fk (x) ◦ · · · ◦ fN (x),

(4.11)

for ◦ ∈ {+, −, ×, ÷}. Each fk (x) could also be a nesting composite of multiple unary
functions: fk (x) = fk,1 (fk,2 (fk,3 (...))). We defer the discussion of nesting operators to
the next subsection and assume that the promoted form of each function along the
chain is known.
Eq. (4.11) may be split into several sub-chains according to the parenthesization
and operator priority. For instance, the example used in Fig. 4.2 can be understood

as f (x) = f1 (x)/ f2 (x) + f3 (x) + f4 (x) , where f1 (x) = ex is an exponential function;
f2 (x) = x4 and f3 (x) = x2 are power functions; and f4 (x) = 1 is a constant. If a
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sub-chain only consists of addition and subtraction operators, which are independent
for real and imaginary parts, we just evaluate the imaginary part of each promoted
function fk∗ along the chain for CSFD approximation and ignore the calculation for
the real part.
However, if the sub-chain is concatenated with multiplication and/or division
operators, we cannot discard the real part of each function because the real and
imaginary parts are coupled in the multiplication operation – one can easily verify
that the imaginary part of f1∗ (x∗ ) · f2∗ (x∗ ) contains the information of both real and
imaginary parts of f1∗ (x∗ ) and f2∗ (x∗ ). Division is similar, which is regarded as the
multiplication of the conjugate of the dividend.
We show that evaluating a multiplication chain can also be significantly accelerated
based on a binary branching strategy. Let fk∗ (x∗ ) = ak +bk denote a promoted function
on the chain, where bk is an imaginary quantity. Our base case is the chain of a single
promoted function f ∗ (x∗ ) = f1∗ (x∗ ) = a1 +b1 with two addends. Putting an additional
multiplying function after it leads to f ∗ (x∗ ) = f1∗ (x∗ )·f2∗ (x∗ ) = (a1 +b1 )a2 +(a1 +b1 )b2 .
In other words, each item of a1 and b1 is multiplied by a2 and b2 respectively. The
multiplication of f2∗ (x∗ ) thus doubles the total number of addends. This procedure
can also be visualized with a binary tree shown in Fig. 4.4. Each complex function
fk∗ (x∗ ) along the chain increments the height of the tree by one, and we have 2N
addends at the bottom level for a chain of N functions. Recall that imaginary parts
of bk correspond to a very small perturbation bk = hi ∼ 0, and we can discard all
addends that are quadratic or higher-order of bk . The key question here is how can we
directly identify those addends without actually expanding the multiplication chain?
From Fig. 4.4, we can see that each extra multiplication induces a binary branch
towards the next level. A left branch appends an ak after an existing addend while a
right branch appends a bk . The final form of a leaf addend depends on how many
left and right branches at which levels it takes along the path from the root. Clearly,
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Figure 4.4: The procedure of evaluating a chain of multiplications (and divisions)
can be visualized with a binary tree. The leaf nodes can be concisely encoded by a
binary number. As a result, we can discard higher-order infinitesimals with two or
more 1s (e.g. 011) at the bottom level.

the leftmost and rightmost leaves are always a1 a2 ...aN −1 aN and b1 b2 ...bN −1 bN . The
second leftmost leaf differs from the leftmost one because it takes a right branch
at the last level. Accordingly, its final form becomes a1 a2 ...aN −1 bN . Interestingly,
this branching mechanism mimics the ripple-carry addition of binary numbers. If we
encode ak with 0 and bk with 1, all the addends at the bottom level, from left to right,
can be concisely represented as a sequence of binary numbers B0 , B1 , B2 , ..., B2N −1
such that Bk = (k)binary is the binary representation of the decimal index k. For
instance, if we have three functions along the chain, the eight leaf addends from B0 to
B7 are: 000, 001, 010, 011, 100, 101, 110 and 111. The number of ones in Bk implies
the order of h. Since anything higher-order than h2 can be safely discarded, we only
sum up addends with exact one 1-digit (the leftmost leaf is a real number, which

is also discarded) such that: Im f ∗ (x∗ ) = a1 a2 b3 + a1 b2 a3 + b1 a2 a3 + O(h2 ). From

Eq. (4.6), we can also understand that f (x0 ) = Re f ∗ (x0 + hi) + O(h2 ) meaning
replacing ak by fk (x) only induces an approximation error of O(h2 ). As a result,
we can stick with our acceleration strategy of ignoring the real part of a promoted
function. If a long multiplication chain is identified (e.g. more than 10 multiplicands)
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whose derivative is to be evaluated via CSFD, we also pre-compute the product
among all the ak as:
N
2
A = ΠN
k=1 ak = Πk=1 fk (x) + O(h ).

(4.12)

Therefore, a leaf node, say a1 b2 a3 for instance, can be efficiently computed at O(1)
time as:



a1 b2 a3 = Re f1∗ (x∗ ) · Im f2∗ (x∗ ) · Re f3∗ (x∗ ) ≈


A
· Im f2∗ (x∗ ) .
f2 (x)

(4.13)

Note that using Eq. (4.12) potentially brings us the division-by-zero issue if fk (x) is
zero or close to zero. This risk can be avoided by rolling back to the standard formula
of a1 b2 a3 instead of Eq. (4.13), if f2 (x) is found smaller than a given threshold
(say 1.0 × 10−16 ). The timing benchmark shows that our strategy brings CSFD
approximation an additional 5× boost. After the value of each fk (x) is computed,
the naı̈ve implementation uses 21 ms to calculate the first-order CSFD derivative for
N = 100 , while our method only needs 4 ms on an i7 laptop.

4.5.3

Accelerate CSFD of Composite Unary Operators

Real-world functions may also be in a nesting form of multiple unary operators:
f (x) = fN (fN −1 (fN −2 (· · · f2 (f1 (x))))),

(4.14)

where each fk for 1 ≤ k ≤ N could be a power, exponential, logarithmic, or trigonometric function. We stick with the notation of fk∗ (x∗ ) = ak + bk , where bk is an
imaginary quantity, and x0 + hi = a0 + b0 is the input of f1∗ i.e. the innermost function.
Note that the CSFD approximation of f 0 (x) is actually the ratio between bN and b0 :



Im fN∗
Im fN∗ i
Im aN + bN i
bN
0
f (x) ≈
=
=
=
.
(4.15)
h
hi
hi
b0
Similar to the multiplication case, the real and imaginary parts of an outer function
are also coupled with the input real and imaginary parts from its inner function. The
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algebraic relation between bN and b0 could be complicated, and expanding the entire
composite equation to compute the actual value of bN is expensive.
Fortunately we notice that in order to compute f 0 (x) with CSFD, only the ratio
between bN and b0 is needed, and their exact values are of less interest. Therefore,
we convert bN /b0 to be:
bN
b1 b2 b3
bN
=
· · · ... ·
.
b0
b0 b1 b2
bN −1

(4.16)

A multiplicand in RHS of Eq. (4.16), bk /bk−1 , describes how the imaginary perturbation is changed through fk∗ . An important observation here is the imaginary part of a promoted function remains infinitesimally small after being applied
with an infinitesimal imaginary perturbation. This can be easily verified by the
0

complex Taylor expansion: f ∗ (x0 + hi) ≈ f ∗ (x∗0 ) + f ∗ (x∗0 ) · hi, which leads to

Im f ∗ (x0 + hi) ≈ f 0 (x0 ) · h = O(h) ∼ h. In other words, all the bk in Eq. (4.16) are
small imaginary perturbations of the same order of hi. Therefore, we re-set each
intermediate perturbation of bk−1 as h. In the meantime, its real part input ak−1 can
∗
be efficiently computed as fk−1 without resorting to fk−1
as:

Im fk∗ (ak−1 + bk−1 ) i
bk
=
bk−1
bk−1


Im fk∗ (ak−1 + hi)
Im fk∗ (fk−1 + hi)
≈
≈
.
h
h

(4.17)

Eq. (4.17) literally breaks the coupling of the imaginary parts along the nesting chain
– when computing bk /bk−1 , the actual imaginary values from inner functions are not
required, and the propagation of the initial imaginary perturbation b0 = hi is isolated.

Discussion Eq. (4.16) should look immediately similar to the chain rule, which
forms the foundation of AD techniques. Indeed, one may also understand Eq. (4.17)
as breaking Eq. (4.14) using the chain rule and applying CSFD to approximate
each intermediate derivative afterwards (i.e. by setting bk−1 = hi and ak−1 =
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fk−1 ). In other words, Eq. (4.16) is practically equivalent to augmenting AD with
accelerated CSFD without referring to differentiation rules. Regular AD packages
(e.g. CppAD [164] and Adept [154]) mainly aim on first- or second-order derivatives,
and their generalization to high-order derivative is nonintuitive and inefficient, if
not impossible. However, as we will see in the next section, CSFD can be elegantly
generalized to handle high-order derivatives. All the acceleration techniques discussed
in this section are naturally inherited.

4.6

Multicomplex-Step Perturbation

Regular finite difference evaluates high-order derivative by recursively applying
the first-order approximation of Eq. (4.1). For instance, the second-order derivative
is approximated as:
f 00 (x0 ) =

f (x0 + h) − 2f (x0 ) + f (x0 − h)
+ O(h2 ),
h2

(4.18)

which requires two extra function evaluations for both f (x0 + h) and f (x0 − h). The
complex Taylor series expansion of Eq. (4.6) gives a real second-order term (with a
factor of i2 ), which yields:

2 f (x0 ) − Re f ∗ (x0 + hi)
f (x0 ) =
+ O(h2 ).
h2
00

(4.19)

Eq. (4.19) only needs one extra function evaluation of f ∗ (x0 + hi): its imaginary
part can be used for the first-order CSFD while its real part is being used for the
second-order CSFD. However, both schemes suffer with the subtractive cancellation.
Besides, computing f ∗ (x0 + hi) could be even slower than computing both f (x0 + h)
and f (x0 − h) due to the extra complexity induced by the promotion. Therefore,
second-order CSFD is less appealing to us. A more numerical stable approach is based
on Fourier differentiation [143], which generalizes the complex Taylor expansion to
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Fourier expansion by not retaining the perturbation on the imaginary axis:
0

00

f ∗ (x0 + heθi ) = f ∗ (x∗0 ) + f ∗ (x∗0 ) · heθi + f ∗ (x∗0 ) ·

h2 2θi
e ··· .
2

(4.20)

High-order derivative can be computed by using different argument angles of θ to
cancel out unwanted terms. For instance, setting θ = π/4 and π + π/4 leads to one
possible second-order approximation [142]:
f

∗00

(x∗0 )

1 
1
Im f ∗ (x0 + h · i 2 ) + f ∗ (x0 − h · i 2 )
+ O(h2 ).
=
2
h

(4.21)

While Fourier differentiation may be able to avoid the subtractive cancellation with
a carefully chosen θ, its formulation is quite different from the first-order CSFD1 .
In practice, users have to use distinct implementations for different differentiation
orders, and most calculations among them cannot be shared.
Alternatively, there is a more concise formula that generalizes the perturbation
to be a multicomplex quantity, and we refer to this method as multicomplex-step
finite difference (MCSFD). The detailed derivation of MCSFD formulation can be
found in existing literature [144, 165]. MCSFD extends the regular complex number
to have multiple mutual-orthogonal imaginary directions. The most attractive feature
of multicomplex number to us is it can be defined recursively: its base cases are the
real number R and the regular complex number C, which are considered as zero- and
first-order multicomplex sets C0 and C1 . C1 extends the real set (C0 ) by adding an
imaginary unit i as: C1 = {x + yi|x, y ∈ C0 }, and the multicomplex number up to an
order of n is defined as:

Cn = z1 + z2 in |z1 , z2 ∈ Cn−1 .

(4.22)

The order of a multicomplex number matches the number of its imaginary directions,
and all the imaginary units in have the property of i2n = −1. Fully expanding the
1 The

fact is Fourier differentiation still has the subtractive cancellation issue. Explicitly
avoiding the subtraction is not a real cure of cancellation. This is out of scope of this
chapter, but numerical experiments clearly verify this.
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recurrence of Eq. (4.22) yields:
Cn = x0 + x1 i1 + x2 i2 + · · · + xn in
+x1,2 i1 i2 + · · · + xn−1,n in−1 in
(4.23)

+x1,2,3 i1 i2 i3 + · · · + xn−2,n−1,n in−2 in−1 in
..
.
+x1,2,...,n i1 i2 · · · in ,

where all of x0 , x1 , ..., xn , x1,2 , x2,3 , ..., xn−1,n , ..., x1,2,...,n are real coefficients. For
instance, setting n = 2 leads to C2 = x0 + x1 i1 + x2 i2 + x1,2 i1 i2 . A Cn number has
2n x-coefficients: one x0 for the real part, n coefficients x1 , x2 , ..., xn for a single
imaginary direction. All the other coefficients are for mixed imaginary directions
with multiple ij . Unlike quaternion [166], the product between different imaginary
units is commutative such that ij · ik = ik · ij for j 6= k.
Following the formulation in [144], the Taylor series expansion of f ? under a
multicomplex perturbation is:
?

?

f (x0 + hi1 + · · · + hin ) = f (x0 ) + f

?(1)

(x0 ) · h

n
X

ij

j=1

f ?(2) (x0 ) 2
+
·h
2

n
X
j=1

!2
ij

f ?(n) n
·h
+ ··· +
n!

n
X

(4.24)

!n
ij

+ ··· .

j=1

P
Here, f ?(n) is the n-th-order derivative of f ? . ( ij )k can be expanded following the
multinomial theorem, and it contains products of mixed k imaginary directions for
the k-th-order term. We refer the reader to [144, 165] for a detailed step-by-step
P
P
derivation. Because ( ij )k 6= ( ij )l for k 6= l, Eq. (4.24) allows us to approximate
an arbitrary-order derivative by directly extracting the corresponding imaginary

combination, just as we did in CSFD. In order to do so, Im · should also be

generalized to Imκ · to handle multiple imaginary directions:
Imκ (z) = xκ ∈ R,

(4.25)
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which picks a coefficient xκ that matches the imaginary combination of κ (i.e. the
subscripts combination of ij ).
The MCSFD approximation of the n-th-order derivative can then be concisely
formulated as:
f

(n)


Im(n) f ? (x0 + hi1 + hi2 + ... + hin )
(x0 ) =
+ O(h2 ).
n
h

Similarly, n-th-order partial derivative can be approximated as:

P
P
Im(n) f ? (x1 + h j∈Π1 ij , · · · , xp + h j∈Πp ij )
∂ n f (x1 , · · · , xp )
≈
,
k
hn
∂xk11 · · · ∂xkp

(4.26)

(4.27)

where Im(n) = Im1,2,..,n is a shortcut notation,
of the mixed
( j−1 which picks jthe coefficient
)
X
X
imaginary direction of i1 i2 · · · in . Πj =
kl + 1, · · · ,
kl . By setting n = 2 in
l=1

l=1

Eqs. (4.26) and (4.27), elements of the Hessian matrix (of a function f (x, y) : R2 → R)
can be easily obtained as:


(2)
2
Im
f
(x
+
hi
+
hi
,
y)
∂
f
(x,
y)

1
2


≈
,

2

h

 2 ∂x2

Im(2) f (x, y + hi1 + hi2 )
∂ f (x, y)
≈
,

∂y 2
h2




Im(2) f (x + hi1 , y + hi2 )
∂ 2 f (x, y)
∂ 2 f (x, y)



=
≈
.
∂x∂y
∂y∂x
h2

(4.28)

The most pleasing advantage of MCSFD to us is its handy implementation.
As long as CSFD is implemented, all the routines for CSFD can be recursively
used for MCSFD. More importantly, all the acceleration techniques discussed in
Sec. 4.5 are also inherited with MCSFD. The numerical performance of MCSFD is
excellent as reported in Fig. 4.5, where we evaluate the second-order derivative of
f (x) = ex /(x4 + x2 + 1) at x = 4, the same example used in Fig. 4.2. The actual
derivative f 00 (x) = (x8 −8x7 +22x6 −12x5 +21x4 −12x3 −4x2 −4x−1)ex /(x4 +x2 +1)3
is used as the reference. In this example, second-order finite difference (Eq. (4.18))
has a similar behavior of its first-order counterpart. After h hits a certain threshold
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Finite difference
Complex-step finite difference
Multicomplex-step finite difference

Perturbation size
Figure 4.5: The performance of MCSFD approximation. We use the same test
function of f (x) = ex /(x4 + x2 + 1) as in Fig. 4.2 and calculate its second-order
derivative at x = 4. The relative error w.r.t to value of analytic derivative is plotted
against the size of the perturbation, ranging from 2−2 to 2−63 .

(∼ 1.0 × 10−13 ), the subtractive cancellation makes the numerator a numerical zero
leading to a 100% relative error. The second-order CSFD approximation of Eq. (4.19)
also suffers from this issue. MCSFD however, accurately approximates the secondorder derivative. With a sufficiently small h, the relative error becomes comparable to
the machine epsilon, and the approximation can be used to fully replace the analytic
derivative.
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4.7

Tensor Function

Most examples we have discussed so far are real functions taking a single realvalued input. In many simulation problems, however, we deal with functions with
a tensor input. If we know how each component of the input tensor contributes
to the output, we can simply overload the corresponding calculation to evaluate
the promoted function value. For instance, f (X) : RN ×N → R = |X|F returns the
Frobenius norm of the input matrix X. As we know the exact form of this function
qP P
2
is: f (X) =
, evaluating the partial derivative of ∂f (X)/∂Xi,j is nothing
Xi,j
more than fixing unrelated tensor components to pose f as a scalar-input function.
However, there are also many functions that do not rely on an explicit formulation
such as the one solving an input linear system:
f (X) : RN ×N → RN = X−1 a.

(4.29)

The exact inverse of a high-dimension matrix X is seldom given analytically. Instead, appropriate numerical routines like LU decomposition and forward-backward
substitution are used to retrieve the function output. It is difficult for us to apply
CSFD or MCSFD promotions without altering the underlying implementation of
those numerical procedures.
An important advantage of CSFD/MCSFD is that one can exploit the CauchyRiemann (CR) formulation [108] to achieve (multi-)complex perturbations without
overloading the complex arithmetic. CR form represents a multicomplex number in
the form of a real matrix. Suppose z 1 = z00 + z10 i, its CR form is a 2 × 2 matrix:


0
0
z0 −z1
 , where z 1 ∈ C1 and z00 , z10 ∈ C0 = R.
z 1 = z00 + z10 i = 
0
0
z1 z0
Here, we use the superscript (·)n to denote the order of a multicomplex number. The
CR matrix of z n can be constructed recursively using the CR matrices of z0n−1 and
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z1n−1 following the definition of the multicomplex number (Eq. (4.22)) as:


n−1
n−1
z
−z
0
1
.
z n = z0n−1 + z1n−1 in ∈ Cn = 
n−1
n−1
z1
z0

(4.30)

Each of the 2 × 2 blocks in Eq. (4.30) is a (n − 1)-order multicomplex number,
which can be further expanded with (n − 2)-order multicomplex numbers and so on.
Eventually, the CR form of z n becomes a 2n × 2n real matrix.
CR form can also be generalized for tensors i.e. z00 and z10 can be real-valued
tensor quantities. As a result, f (X) of Eq. (4.29) can be promoted as:


 −1 

 
∗
∗
∗
∗
Re X
−Im X
Re a
−Im a
 
f ∗ (X∗ ) = 



 .
∗
∗
∗
∗
Im X
Re X
Im a
Re a

(4.31)

Because all the tensors are now real quantities, Eq. (4.31) can be evaluated without
involving any complex number calculations. The resulting function value is also the
CR form of f ∗ (X∗ ), and we can extract its imaginary values from off-diagonal blocks.
Fig. 4.6 reports another numerical experiment of using CR form to calculate first-order
and second-order derivative of the inverse of a 3 × 3 matrix: f (X) = X−1 ∈ R3×3
w.r.t X2,2 (i.e. the element resides at the second row and second column of X). In
this example, we generate a random 3 × 3 non-singular matrix, and compute its
inverse matrix analytically. The exact formulation of the first-order and second-order
derivative of matrix inverse is:
∂f
∂X −1
= −X−1
X ,
∂X2,2
∂X2,2

∂ 2f
∂X −1 ∂X −1
= −2X−1
X
X ,
2
∂X2,2
∂X2,2
∂X2,2

and it is used as the reference.
The relative error of the numerical derivative computed using CR form as well as
using the finite difference is plotted. We can see from Fig. 4.5 that CR form based
CSFD and MCSFD also have excellent accuracy, while the regular finite difference
still suffers with the subtractive cancellation.
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Cauchy-Riemann 2nd

Finite difference 1st
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Perturbation size
Figure 4.6: Cauchy-Riemann formula allows us to use existing linear algebra libraries
to compute high-order numerical derivative without referring to an explicit complex
promotion. In this example, we compute the first- and second-order derivative of
3 × 3 matrix inverse. CR-form based CSFD and MCSFD still have excellent accuracy
compared with regular finite difference.

4.8

Experimental Results

We implemented CSFD/MCSFD on a desktop computer with an Intel i7 8700K
CPU and 32 GB memory. Both regular complex arithmetic and the generalized
multicomplex arithmetic were implemented using C++ double precision (64 bit on a
x64 computer). While we believe CSFD/MCSFD will be useful for many graphics
problems, in this chapter we demonstrate its applications in modeling and simulating
elastic objects. Unless specified, we set h as 1.0×10−40 in our experiments. Our general
observation is that one can fully rely on CSFD/MCSFD-based derivative without
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CSFD
1st
2nd
3rd

Adept (s)

CppAD (s)

ADOL-C (s)

ad (s)

114 ms 11.1 (97×)
242 ms
NA
768 ms
NA

8.2 (72×)
11.2 (49×)
NA

1.4 (13×)
5.9 (24×)
51 (62×)

72.1 (632×)
80.3 (332×)
NA

Table 4.2: Time statistics of computing first- (1st), second- (2nd), and third-order
(3rd) derivatives for 1 million times of the function: f (x) = ex /(x4 + x2 + 1) using
CSFD/MCSFD and some popular AD packages.

any accuracy concerns. Performance-wise, accelerated CSFD/MCSFD is almost
as efficient as analytic derivatives. We also compared CSFD/MCSFD with some
widely used AD packages. While both CSFD/MCSFD and AD produce accurate
results in well-conditioned problems, CSFD/MCSFD excels at its robustness for
nonsmooth functions, high-order generalization, and tensor extension. Accelerated
CSFD/MCSFD is also much faster: it is over 20× faster than C++ based AD packages
and ∼ 300× faster than Python based AD packages.

Analytic Newton

MCSFD Newton

CSFD Newton PCG

Gradient descent

Finite difference

Figure 4.7: The Armadillo model falls quickly and hits a glassy rod. Due to the
sharp collision, gradient descent method [5] yields artifact because the residual is not
sufficiently reduced. Regular finite difference method crashes instantly. Newton’s
method with MCSFD-based Hessian yields the same result as using the analytic
Newton. Newton-PCG with CSFD-based directional derivative also has the same
result.

Comparison with AD packages In the first experiment, we would like to examine
the efficiency of our accelerated CSFD/MCSFD as well as some widely used AD
packages including Adept [154], CppAD [164], ADOL-C [167], and ad [168]. The first
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three libraries are in C++, and ad is a famous Python package. We record the time
performance for evaluating derivatives (for 1 million times) of the function: f (x) =
ex /(x4 +x2 +1) at x = 4 (i.e. the one used in Figs. 4.2 and 4.5). The computation time
for the analytic first- and second-order derivatives is 104 ms and 238 ms respectively,
which is quite close to our CSFD/MCSFD taking 114 ms and 242 ms. This function
is smooth and differentiable, and all AD packages return accurate first-order derivative
results successfully. Yet, our method is massively faster than AD packages as reported
in Tab. 4.2. In general, the accelerated CSFD/MCSFD is dozens times faster than
C++ based AD packages and hundreds times faster than Python based ones. In
this experiment, Adept does not support second-order derivative natively. CppAD
and ad only support high-order derivative up to the second order. ADOL-C is the
most sophisticated package, which has dedicated sub-routines for second-order and
high-order derivatives. Nevertheless, it is still more than one order slower than our
method. ADOL-C becomes even slower for higher-order derivatives as it calls the
first-order routine repeatedly for high-order cases (i.e. with its forward() routune).
Python package is the slowest.

Figure 4.8: We simulate a Neo-Hookean Armadillo model using Newton’s method.
The Armadillo has 69, 074 elements. The gradient and Hessian of the target function
f (i.e. Eq. (4.35)) is approximated using numerical CSFD/MCSFD. The result is
identical to the one computed using analytic gradient and Hessian.

We also assess the robustness of AD packages for nonsmooth functions. Consider
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CSFD
StVK 1st
StVK 2nd
NH 1st
NH 2nd

Adept (s)

9 ms
1.1 (122×)
101 ms
NA
12 ms
1.2 (99×)
117 ms
NA

CppAD (s)

ADOL-C (s)

0.8
5.4
0.8
5.6

0.7
5.2
0.8
5.7

(90×)
(54×)
(66×)
(48×)

(78×)
(52×)
(65×)
(49×)

ad (s)

7.1 (786×)
29 (288×)
7.2 (580×)
31 (268×)

Table 4.3: Computing the internal force and tangent stiffness matrix for 10k linear
tetrahedral elements of StVK and Neo-Hookean materials. Similar to Tab. 4.2, our
accelerated CSFD/MCSFD is much faster than AD packages.



p
f (x) = log2 1 − (x − 1)2 . Its analytic first- and second-order derivative can be
easily derived as:


p
2(x − 1) log 1 − (x − 1)2
p
f 0 (x) = − 
,
p
2
2
1 − (x − 1)
(x − 1)

(4.32)

 


p
2 log 1 − (x − 1)2 − 1
f 00 (x) = −
.

2
p
2
1 − (x − 1)

(4.33)

and

We notice that x = 1 is actually a singular point of the function. Without explicitly
p
cancelling out (x − 1)2 from Eqs. (4.32) and (4.33), AD packages that overload
elementary arithmetic with differentiation rules tend to yield the division-by-zero
error2 . In this experiment, only Adept successfully returns the first-order derivative
of this function, but It yields a #IND error for the second-order case. All other
AD packages return either NaN, #IND, or ZeroDivisionError error. On the other
hand, CSFD/MCSFD robustly handle this function derivative without any special
treatments.
2 We

may be able to avoid this numerical instability of AD by expanding and simplifying
the derivative function. But if we choose to do so, we are literally deriving the analytic
formula of the derivative function, and why do we bother to use AD?
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We observe similar results when applying CSFD/MCSFD and AD in deformable
simulation computations. Tab. 4.3 lists the time performance of computing the
internal force and tangent stiffness matrix for 10k linear tetrahedral elements of StVK
and Neo-Hookean materials, which are the first- and second-order partial derivatives
of the energy function. The analytic formulations of those two energies are known.
We use Vega library [169] to compute the analytic force and stiffness matrix. For
the StVK material, it takes 11.8 ms and 103.5 ms for the first- and second-order
derivatives. For the Neo-Hookean material, the computation time is 12.1 ms and
112.5 ms respectively. This performance measure is close to our accelerated CSFD
and MCSFD as shown in the table. In this experiment, most AD packages deliver
correct results (expect for Adept) but they are all much slower than accelerated CSFD
and MCSFD. It is also common, in practice, to resort to symbolic differentiation tools
like Mathematica or Maple. For instance, Maple package takes ∼ 1.5 s to yield the
symbolic formulation of the first-order energy gradient for the StVK model, which
consists of over 800 terms. Clearly, without further simplifications, directly importing
them to the simulator is redundant and inefficient.

4.8.1

Application I: Accurate Nonlinear Optimization

Dynamic simulation of a deformable object requires solving a nonlinear system of
the force equilibrium. For instance, the implicit Euler time integration scheme leads
to:


M un+1 − un − ∆tu̇n = ∆t2 fint (un+1 ) + fext ,

(4.34)

where M is the mass matrix. fint and fext stand for the elastic internal force and
the external force. The subscript (·)n denotes the time integration step, and ∆t is
the time step size. un+1 is the unknown displacement vector we want to compute.
This equilibrium is often treated as an optimization problem known as its variational
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form [118, 119] of:
arg min f (u),
u

f (u) =

1
1
M 2 (u − u∗ )
2
∆t

2

+ E(u),

(4.35)

where u∗ = un +∆tu̇n +h2 M−1 fext is a known vector. E is the nonlinear elastic energy.
Eq. (4.35) can be solved using the classic Newton’s method, which approximates
f (u) with a quadratic form and calculates an incremental improvement of ∆u as
∆u = −H · ∂f /∂u. Matrix H is the Hessian matrix, and it is the second-order partial
derivative of f : H = ∂ 2 f /∂u2 . We simulate nonlinear dynamics of a Neo-Hookean
Armadillo (with 69, 074 elements) using Newton’s method and drag its mouth back
and forth. The gradient and Hessian of f are approximated with CSFD/MCSFD.
The elastic energy density E of the Neo-Hookean material is
EN H = λ(J − 1)2 + µ(J −2/3 I1 − 3),

(4.36)

where J = |F| is the determinant of the deformation gradient F, and I1 = tr(F> F).
λ and µ are Lamé constants. In our CSFD/MCSFD implementation, we treat E as a
nested composite function EN H = E1 (J(F)) + E2 (I1 (F)). Snapshots of the deformed
Armadillo are reported in Fig. 4.8. This animation is identical to the one obtained
using analytic gradient and Hessian.
Alternatively, one may also use the Newton-PCG method, which replaces the
direct solver used at each Newton iteration with an iterative PCG solver. As explained
in [131], each Newton-PCG iteration calculates the product of K|u0 · p, where K|u0
is the current tangent stiffness matrix at u = u0 , and p is a known displacement
vector. This product can also be understood as the directional derivative of the
energy function E and be numerically computed via CSFD as:

Im E ∗ (u0 + h · pi)
∂ 2E
K|u0 · p =
· p = ∇p E|u0 ≈
.
∂u2 u0
h

(4.37)

As shown in Fig. 4.7, CSFD-based directional derivative is also highly accurate, which
produces the same result of analytic Newton and MCSFD Newton. The regular finite
difference crashes immediately when the Armadillo collides with the glassy rod.
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StVK

Yeoh

Figure 4.9: CSFD/MCSFD allows the user to easily simulate all kinds of hyperelastic
materials. The figure reports the material behaviors under standard bending, compressing, stretching, and twisting tests of a box model with 14, 678 elements. From
left to right, each column gives the result of Arruda–Boyce, Fung, Mooney-Rivlin,
Neo-Hookean, Ogden, Polynomial, invertible StVK [6] (for improved stability), and
Yeoh materials.

4.8.2

Application II: Intuitive Hyperelastic Simulation

For hyperelastic models, the form of the elastic energy (i.e. Eq. (4.35)) solely
determines the deformed shape given inertial and external forces. Hyperelastic energy
is typically defined based on three isotropic invariants of the deformation gradient:

I1 = tr(F> F), I2 = tr (F> F)2 , and I3 = |F> F|2 . Intuitively, I1 measures the
length change of the deformation; I2 measures the area change of the deformation;
and I3 measures the volume change of the deformation. As long as the internal force
∂E/∂u and the tangent stiffness matrix ∂ 2 E/∂u2 are available, the dynamic behavior
of the deformable body can be simulated using standard FEM. The closed-form
formulation of ∂E/∂u and ∂ 2 E/∂u2 for some material models such as co-rotational
model, StVK model, Neo-Hookean model are available in the literature [7, 117, 122].
However, there are many other materials such as Fung, Mooney-Rivlin, Ogden, Yeoh,
Arruda Boyce models or the more general Polynomial model. Their energy structure
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Figure 4.10: Timing information of CSFD/MCSFD derivative in simulating various hyperelastic materials. Opt. is the optimized CSFD/MCSFD computation
time. Img. only is the time without computing the real part of the promoted
energy functions. B.F. is the computation time using a brute-force CSFD/MCSFD
implementation.

can be easily followed, but deriving the actual formulation of force and stiffness matrix
prevents these materials from being more widely employed by the graphics community.
CSFD and MCSFD allow us to conveniently simulate hyperelastic materials with
light-weight implementation efforts. As reported in Fig 4.9, we simulate all of those
materials using CSFD/MCSFD under standard bending, compressing, stretching and
twisting tests. In this experiment, we use invertible StVK energy [6] to improve the
stability of the regular StVK material. Timing information of different CSFD/MCSFD
implementations is compared in Fig. 4.10.
In many situations, the user wants to use customized materials for specific needs
in an animation scenario. For instance Smith and colleague [7] proposed a new
Neo-Hookean-like hyperelastic energy for a stable integration and volume preservation
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Stable Neo-Hookean material

Our material

Figure 4.11: Our new material (Eq. (4.38)) with a more aggressive volume penalty
term is able to better preserve the volume of this jelly box during the compression
than the stable Neo-Hookean material [7].
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Our penalty
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Figure 4.12: We design a new volume penalty term of log2 (1 − 4(J − 1)2 ), which
yields much bigger internal forces when J = |F| deviates from 1 than the regular
Neo-Hookean volume penalty of (J − 1)2 does.
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under large deformation. Using CSFD/MCSFD, users can freely explore various
such energy densities without tedious derivations for internal force and Hessian. For
instance, we design a new hyperelastic model:
Evolume = µ(J −2/3 I1 − 3) +


λ
log2 1 − 4(J − 1)2 .
2

(4.38)

As plotted in Fig. 4.12, Evolume triggers a much stronger resistance force to when
J = |F| deviates from 1 and thus, better preserves the volume (i.e. see Fig. 4.11). In
this example, the rest-shape volume of the jelly box is 0.64. After compressing its
height by 65%, the new volume of the jelly box becomes 0.63 with Evolume and 0.61
with the stable Neo-Hookean material [7]. While numbers look close, we can clearly
see that the compressed box is much wider spread out with Evolume .
CSFD/MCSFD can deal with even
more complicated energies. Another
example is reported in Fig. 4.13. In
this example, we use an example-based
hyperelastic energy as in [123], which
has two target shapes, each of which
embeds a smiling face or a sad face on
the surface. We design this energy to Figure 4.13: Example-based hyperelastic
be the function of the bending orien- energy can also be easily handled with
tation so that corresponding internal CSFD/MCSFD. We make the energy a the
forces arise when the box is bent to a function of bending angle so that a smiling
certain direction. CSFD/MCSFD frees face appears when the box bends to left and
us from formulating the animation sys- a sad face appears when the box bends to
tem and to quickly toy with many of right. This box model has 14, 678 elements.
such examples to achieve more interesting animations.
For a customized material, it is possible that the user-specified energy has some
singularities due to its complex formulation. In this case, AD packages, regardless
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Figure 4.14: Complicated energy formulation as Eq. (4.39) could hide singularities
that are unfriendly for AD. CSFD/MCSFD can tackle this issue robustly.

of their slow performance, could even fail the simulation if any element reaches the
singularity. To better elaborate this, we create another energy with the form of:
Esingular = µ(J −2/3 I1 − 3) + λ(J − 1)2 +

p
cos2 4(J − 1) − 1.

(4.39)

As shown in Fig. 4.14, if we slowly bend the dragon with this material using AD,
the system crashes with the division-by-zero error when an element hits the singular
point. CSFD/MCSFD is robust in such situations. Referring to Eq. (4.7), it is easy
to see that as long as f (x0 ) exists, f ∗ (x0 + hi) also exists because it is perturbed
orthogonally towards the real domain and never touches the real-valued singularity.
Therefore, CSFD always returns a well-estimated derivative value because h is also
nonzero.

4.8.3

Application III: Expressive Model Reduction

Model reduction is a widely-used technique to produce real-time deformable
animation. This technique needs a pre-built subspace, which defines all the possible
deformations of the deformable body. The standard method for subspace construction
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is based on the modal analysis [10], which provides the optimal vibrational modes
around the rest shape. For nonlinear models, we need to compute derivative modes
that first-order approximate a low-frequency nonlinear vibration [11,131]. Computing
derivative modes requires the calculation of the force Hessian (i.e. the third-order
derivative of E). Therefore, this powerful technique is normally used only for the
StVK material, whose stiffness matrix is quadratic w.r.t to the displacement vector.
Applying nonlinear model reduction to other materials using modal derivative is less
exploited due to the barrier of computing high-order energy gradients. CSFD/MCSFD
allows us to build expressive and compact subspace easily for any given hyperelastic
material. Fig. 4.15 shows snapshots of a real-time simulation of six falling dinosaur
models using 30 first-order modal derivatives. Each dinosaur model has 356, 48
elements, and they are of Fung, Mooney-Rivlin, Ogden, Yeoh, Arruda Boyce, and
Polynomial materials. Yang and colleagues [131] introduced a method that generalizes
modal derivative to higher-order nonlinear shape approximation. This method can
also be readily implemented with MCSFD. As shown in Fig. 4.16, we apply a circular
force to bow the dinosaur model. Second-order modal derivatives are able to capture
extreme bending effects. In this experiment, the hyperelastic material of Eq. (4.38) has
a strong volume preserving term, which prevents this material from being extremely
bent as other materials under the same external forces.

4.8.4

Application IV: Convenient Inverse Design

A lot of design problems tweak a collection of parameters to make sure that the
simulated result matches certain specific measures like the maximum stress, deflection
magnitude and so on. While there are many techniques (e.g. the well-known adjoint
method) that are capable of handling those problems, we show that CSFD/MCSFD
is also a convenient alternative to deal with inverse simulations.
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Figure 4.15: Real-time simulation of six falling dinosaur models using modal derivative
(30 modes for each dinosaur). The first-order derivative modes are computed using
CSFD, and we use Fung, Mooney-Rivlin, Ogden, Yeoh, Arruda–Boyce and Polynomial
materials for each dinosaur.

In Fig. 4.1, we show an example where the user wants to adjust the linear vibration
frequencies of a bridge for a given external wind field by changing three primary
geometry parameters: length l, width w and the height of the arch top t. For an
intuitive visualization of a frequency pattern, our system allows the user to apply
this wind field to a standard rectangular beam (with two ends fixed) and to change
its geometry/material to generate a preferred vibration pattern (see Fig. 4.17). The
principle vibration of a linear structure under a given direction u is described by
the Rayleigh quotient defined as ω 2 = u> Ku/u> Mu. The wind is modeled as an
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Neo-Hookean

Ogden

Our material

Figure 4.16: MCSFD allows us to compute higher-order modal derivatives that capture
extreme bending effects of the dinosaur model (using 30 second-order derivative
modes). Interestingly, the hyperelastic energy of Eq. (4.38), because of its strong
resistance to volume change, cannot be bent as hard as other materials under the
same external force.
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Figure 4.17: We develop a system with an intuitive interface for the linear frequency
design (left). The error reduces quickly along Newton iterations, with the Hessian
accurately computed from MCSFD. (right)
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acceleration field a meaning u = K−1 Ma. As a result, the frequency design procedure
can be formulated as an optimization problem of:
arg min f,
l,w,t

f (l, w, t) = ω

∗2

a> MK−1 Ma
− >
a MK−1 MK−1 Ma

2

,

(4.40)

where ω ∗2 is our target frequency. M = M(l, w, t) and K = K(l, w, t) are tensor
functions of the unknown geometry parameters l, w, t to be optimized. In this
example, we use the CR form (Eq. (4.31)) to promote M(l, w, t) and K(l, w, t), and
Newton’s method is used to solve Eq. (4.40). Thanks to the accurate Hessian obtained
by MCSFD, our solver quickly finds the optimal geometry only with few iterations.
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Chapter 5
Neural Network-based Nonlinear
Deformation

5.1

Introduction

In this chapter, we present a framework combined neural network and warping
method together to simplify and accelerate the traditional FEM based frameworks
[170]. In the past ten years, the FEM based frameworks become more and more
popular due to its versatility of encoding various material behaviors. With the
prescribed external force fext , the dynamic equilibrium is forwarded by solving a
high-dimensional nonlinear system of f (u) = fext 1 at each time step. Most nonlinear
solvers start with an initial guess of the unknown displacement u and iteratively
refine the result until the system converges in order to calculate the deformed model
shape. While conceptually straightforward, the requirement of repetitive evaluations
of the nonlinear internal force fint or/and its gradient ∂fint /∂u makes the simulation
1 Here

f (u) is the general internal force consisting of standard nonlinear internal force,
damping force and inertial force, and it is a function of the unknown displacement u after
time derivative terms are linearized based on the chosen time integration method.
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Neural Network

Figure 5.1: NNWarp is a data-driven neural network based nonlinear deformable
simulator. By learning from full FEM simulation poses, it yields more accurate results
than existing warping methods. We design three compact contextual features making
the network training highly re-usable. In this example, the maple bonsai model
consists of 255, 552 elements, and is decomposed into 1, 771 domains. A single net
trained using a regular beam handles local dynamics for all the domains. High-quality
animations with well-preserved local high-frequency deformations are produced at a
near-interactive rate (5 FPS) without using model reduction.

rather computational expensive.
Recently, the rapid development of the computing hardware pushes forward the
frontier of machine intelligence to an unprecedented extend, and we have witnessed
tremendous successes of utilizing carefully constructed neural networks (NNs) [171]
in many classic computing problems like language processing [172], speech recognition [173, 174], object tracking [175, 176] etc. With the support of sufficient ground
truth data, an NN serves as a black box mapping its input to the output without
the necessity of an explicit mathematical formulation. Since the FEM simulation is
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able to provide us as many as needed noise-free data, can we also exploit NNs to deal
with deformable simulation?
At the first sight of the question, the answer seems to be positive because deformable simulation is essentially the reconstruction of the force-displacement relation
of an elastic body, and NNs are known good at expressing complex nonlinear relations [177,178]. However, this problem is challenging in practice because the nonlinear
force-displacement relation varies significantly (and intrinsically) under different simulation configurations such as domain geometries, discretizations, boundary conditions,
constitutive laws etc. If one chooses to build a network incorporating all the possible
input permutations, the network would indubitably be an extremely huge one. Even
we manage to generate sufficient training data and optimize the network parameters
to a reasonable level. A single forward pass of the network itself could take a longer
time than running a regular FEM simulator due to the complexity of the network.
In this chapter, we present a method, named NNWarp, to leverage neural networks
to tackle intricate force-displacement relations of different nonlinear materials with a
simple and light-weight network. As the name implies, our strategy is not to link the
standard input (fext ) and output (u) of deformable simulation via a neural network
directly. Instead, we map or warp a simplified constitutive law L0 to a more complex
and nonlinear one L1 using NNs. It is expected that, the calculated displacement
under L0 well encapsulates simulation configurations like force magnitude, domain
tessellations and boundary conditions so that the remaining warp is local, and can
be well fit by a simple net. To this end, we choose to use the linear elasticity for L0 .
The linear elasticity has long been used to describe small-scale deformations (i.e. the
infinitesimal strain theory). It is based on the Cauchy strain tensor, which is the
first-order Taylor approximation of the full Green tensor. Besides, because linear
elasticity has a constant stiffness matrix, setting it as L0 makes NNWarp polynomial
faster than another other nonlinear constitutive models with the same number of
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simulation DOFs during the run-time simulation .
NNWarp uses a single node-wise NN to correct the nodal linear deformation to the
corresponding nonlinear one. In other words, it takes the linear nodal displacement
as the input, and outputs a corrective displacement fix to warp the linear result to
be a nonlinear one. From this perspective, our method is conceptually similar to
stiffness warping [179] and modal warping [12], in which a linear solver is used after
rotating the deformed shape back to its undeformed orientation. We augment the
input of per-node linear displacement with three novel discriminative features, namely
the geodesic, potential and digression. We find that with these three descriptors,
NNWarp becomes fairly shape- and tessellation-independent, and the network trained
with a simple model can be used to warp deformable bodies of distinctively different
geometries making our network training highly re-usable. This important advantage
is further enhanced when combined with the substructuring method [180], where
we decompose the input model into multiple convex domains, and run NNWarp on
each domain separately. For instance, all the experiments reported in the chapter
(except Fig. 5.10) are based on the network trained using a simple rectangular beam.
NNWarp is fast at both training stage and simulation stage. We utilize the rotation
invariant property of local deformation and compress the training set by at least an
order. During the simulation, as NNWarp only needs to perform a pre-factorized
linear solve at each time step, it is able to handle large-scale models interactively.

5.2

Related Work

The concept of neural network based learning can be dated back to late 1980s [181]
in the machine learning community. Empowered by recent hardware advance, neural
networks of various architectures and deeper depths have been harnessed to solve
many long-standing computer vision problems such as recognition [182, 183], classi-
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fication [184–187] and segmentation [188–190]. Some existing methods are able to
match or even beat human’s vision perception system e.g. see the report from the
ImageNet Large Scale Visual Recognition Challenge (ILSVRC) [191]. Given sufficient
training data, Deep neural networks (DNNs) provide a general “template” for the
user to learn the input-output correspondence, which could be otherwise difficult or
even impossible to be analytically formulated.

Learning for animation Indeed, the idea of learning is not new to computer
animation, and it is also widely-known as data driven methods [192]. For the cloth
animation, low-resolution simulation can be enriched by using pre-computed highresolution results with detailed wrinkles [193, 194]. Wang et al. [195] built a piecewise
linear stretching and bending model based on measured data to better depict the
nonlinear dynamics of different cloth materials. Miguel et al. [196] further enhanced
this framework and recorded more deformation behaviors of the cloth simulation. Kim
et al. [197] proposed a method to compress a large pre-simulation dataset so that these
poses can be used at run time to improve the inertial cloth deformation. Following the
similar idea, Xu et al. [198] blended pre-computed cloth shapes to directly synthesize
the cloth deformation using the sensitivity analysis. Learning-based methods have
also been popular for motion and control i.e. the reinforcement learning [199–202].
NNs provide a convenient approach for further improving the learning effects [203].
Following this direction, Liu et al. [204] employed the deep Q-network to reorder
existing control fragments and created necessary responses to unseen disturbances.
Peng et al. [205] used an NN to train a high-level controller and a low-level one,
which achieved robust locomotion coordinately. Holden et al. [206] designed a phasefunctioned neural network, whose weights are computed using a cyclic function. For
solid modeling, learning is also a powerful tool, which allows the user to obtain
actual physical parameters based on captured point cloud sequences [207]. Xu and
Barbič [208] fine-tuned the damping model based on a few example deformations. Kim
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et al. [209] combined the physics-based simulation and data-driven to produce realistic
soft tissue animation. Jones et al. [210] used the similar idea to simulate plastic
deformation with a skinning-alike method. An et al. [211] proposed a learning-based
numerical procedure named Cubature to efficiently evaluate the internal force and
the force gradient during reduced deformable simulation. Deep learning also benefits
the fluid animation. For instance, Ladicky et al. [212] proposed a random forest
based regression method to accelerate fluid simulation by predicting the kinematic
configurations of particles based on a large training set. Chu and Thuerey [213] used
the convolutional neural networks (CNN) to extract necessary features to augment a
coarse simulation and add back high-frequency details.

Nonlinear deformable simulation Physics-based deformable simulation has been
an active research topic in graphics and animation since the exemplar work by
Terzopoulos et al. [116]. While particle-based methods [33, 83, 214] or mass-spring
systems [118, 215] are also legit, FEM becomes more widely-used [122] for solid
simulation. Wang et al. [216] proposed a strain limiting method to increase the
numerical stability for stiff deformable bodies. Alternatively, Irving et al. [6] tweaked
the principle stress to resolve degenerated elements from extreme deformations.
Forming the deformable simulation as a nonlinear optimization procedure, Hecht et
al. [217] used an incremental Cholesky factorization scheme to lower the frequency
of matrix re-factorization during the simulation. Zhu et al. [218] adopted the multigrid method to simulate high-resolution deformable volumes. Bouaziz et al. [219]
introduced a robust local-global iterative solver named projective dynamics. This
idea later was generalized as the ADMM solver [220] and synergized with Chebyshev
[5, 221], L-BFGS [121] and GPU Gauss-Seidel [74]. Accelerating nonlinear simulation
can also be achieved by pre-computed models, for instance using modal analysis [11,
58,131] or recent fullspace simulations [222]. Also known as model reduction methods,
it is assumed that the deformed shape be a linear combination of those pre-computed
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poses or modes so that the simulation can be projected into the spanned subspace. In
an asymptotic sense however, model reduction is not better than regular simulation
as the time complexity remains cubic w.r.t. the number of simulation DOFs.
NNWarp and existing warping methods In this chapter, we re-investigate this
classic animation problem of nonlinear deformable simulation from a data-driven
point of view by shaping it as a nonlinear regression using the neural network.
Unfortunately, the full spectrum of the force-displacement relation is complex and
sensitive to the variance of simulation settings. For instance, modifying the boundary
condition (the anchor nodes of an FE mesh) could completely alter the deformed
shape even with other simulation parameters unchanged. Besides, the dynamic
simulation is essentially 4D – the kinematic status of the deformable body does not
only depend on its current external stimuli but also on its historic motion trajectory.
To circumvent these two practical obstacles, we forge our regression based on the
simulation result obtained using the linear elasticity. This idea is not new in graphics.
An epic example would be the stiffness warping [179], which re-used the linear
stiffness matrix by un-rotating the external force back to the model’s rest shape
orientation. Similarly, modal warping [12] and rotation-strain coordinate [223, 224]
embedded a local coordinate frame at each node/element to relieve the artifacts
of the linear elasticity under rotational deformation. This idea was also used for
geometrically constructing nonlinear modes [60]. These geometric warping techniques
have been proven effective for animation editing [129, 225], which requires performing
high-dimensional space-time optimization.
Solving the linear elasticity encodes many simulation parameters such as boundary condition, tessellation resolution, external force etc. into the resulting linear
displacement vector. On the top of this, we train a neural network to further correct
the result to be a plausible and nonlinear one without worrying about accommodating
all the simulation settings into the net. Our training is re-usable – an NN trained
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using a regular model of few thousand elements can be used to handle a wide range
of geometrically complex deformable bodies. During the simulation, because the
system matrix for the linear elasticity is constant and pre-factorized, we obtain O(N 2 )
run-time complexity in fullspace, which is polynomially faster than existing nonlinear
solvers.

5.3

Contextual Feature Vector

The underlying mathematical relations between external forces and displacements
of elastic bodies could be intrinsically changed under different simulation settings, and
it is impossible in practice to encode the entire simulation configuration into a feature
vector and feed to a neural network. Therefore, the primary challenge we are facing
is to figure out an informative and compact feature vector as the input. Informative
refers to the discriminability of the feature so that an irrelevant training instance
does not interfere. Compact means the feature should also be general so that the
built network is small and light-weight. In this section, we start with a short review
of the deformable model, pointing out that while the simulation is sophisticated, the
linear-nonlinear deformation map of a small local volume is actually smooth. Bearing
that in mind, we show that our heuristic feature vector augments the extracted
kinematic information and produces plausible results.

5.3.1

Deformable model: a quick review

Given an arbitrary material point x on the deformable body, its deformation
gradient F ∈ R3×3 is computed as F = ∂x/∂ x̄, where x̄ and x denote its rest shape
position and the deformed position. Alternatively, we can also express x using its
displacement u as x = x̄ + u. Let G = ∂u/∂ x̄ and we name this 3 by 3 tensor as
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displacement gradient tensor. It is easy to verify that F = G + I. Under the linear
elasticity, the deformation is described using the Cauchy strain: e
 = 12 (G + G> ), and
e is:
the strain energy density Ψ
e=
Ψ

k
kν
e
:e
+
tr2 (e
).
2(1 + ν)
2(1 + ν)(1 − 2ν)

(5.1)

e is a quadratic
Here k and ν are the Young’s modulus and Poisson’s ratio. As Ψ
function of G, the corresponding Piola stress becomes a linear function of G:
e=
P


k
kν · tr(G)
G + G> +
I.
2(1 + ν)
(1 + ν)(1 − 2ν)

(5.2)

For most other hyperelastic materials, the deformation is actually described with the
Green strain:  = 12 (FF> − I) = e
 + 12 GG> . One can see that the Cauchy strain
used in linear elasticity is simply the linear portion of the Green strain. Take the
St. Venant-Kirchhoff (StVK) material an example, whose strain energy density is
formulated by replacing e
 by :
ΨStVK =

kν
k
:+
tr2 (),
2(1 + ν)
2(1 + ν)(1 − 2ν)

(5.3)

which is a fourth-order polynomial of the displacement gradient G, and its stress is
cubically related to G. With the help of FEM, the differential strain-stress relation
is integrated and becomes the macroscopic force-displacement relation that we are
interested in.

formation, which may be somewhat
understood as |G|, is typically small.
For instance, doubling the length of
an elastic rope by stretching is considered a very large deformation where
|G| = 1. In addition, strain-stress

Stress magnitude

In reality, the magnitude of a de-
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aligned at the origin (a zero strain yields a zero stress) and within the same monotonically increasing interval (a larger strain yields a larger stress). This implies that the
strain-stress curves of the linear elasticity and a nonlinear elasticity do not fundamentally differ from each other in regular deformable simulations. An example is given
in the inset figure, where we plot the strain-stress curves of the linear, co-rotation,
StVK and Neo-Hookean laws under a rotation-free linear stretch.
Geometric warp In fact, the dominant factor drives the linear elasticity away from
a nonlinear counterpart is not the material nonlinearity, but the geometry nonlinearity.
This is because a rigid, deformation-free rotation leads to a non-zero Cauchy strain,
which produces unrealistic deformation effects. Under this consideration, the modal
warping (MW) technique [12] embeds each node on the mesh a local frame. The curl
of local displacement field around the i-th node is calculated: wi = ∇ × ui . If it takes
a unit time to displace node i from x̄i to x̄i + ui , ui also represents its velocity at
t = 1. wi can then be understood as its angular velocity at the same moment. Based
on this assumption, MW linearly ramps the angular velocity from the rest shape to
the current time instance t and calculates a warp transformation as:
WMW

1
=
t

Z

t

exp
0

τ
t


[wi ]× dτ,

(5.4)

where [wi ]× is the skew symmetric matrix of wi . Similarly, one can use rotation-strain
coordinate by decomposing the Gi into a skew symmetric part: [wi ]× = (Gi − G>
i )/2
and a symmetric part: Si = (Gi + G>
i )/2 [223, 224]. The rotation-strain warp (RSW)
transformation can then be computed treating wi as an Euler vector:
WRSW = exp ([wi ]× ) (Si + I) − I.

(5.5)

While not physically accurate, these geometric warping methods produce visually
pleasing shapes and have been used in many time-critical graphics applications [129,
225].
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5.3.2

Linear-nonlinear correspondence

NNWarp is inspired by the encouraging results from the existing warping methods.
However, NNWarp does not explicitly assume a fixed nonlinear regression formula
as Eqs. (5.4) or (5.5). Instead, we train an NN to obtain a more accurate regression
based on full simulations. The key question here is how to determine what is the
“right” nonlinear deformation that corresponds to the one calculated using the linear
elasticity.

Figure 5.2: Different motion trajectories lead to different equilibrium shapes even
under the same external force.

A naı̈ve thought is to solve the quasi-static equilibrium of fint (u) = fext for a
deformable body under the same external force and boundary condition using the
linear elasticity and a nonlinear constitutive model. Unfortunately, this method is
only valid for small deformations. Under large external forces, the nonlinear system
could reach multiple local minima of different shapes, and which one being reached
is context-dependent i.e. up to the history of the deformation trajectory (Fig. 5.2).
From a numerical point of view, the solution of fint (u) = fext depends on the initial
guess of u and the strategy of computing ∆u during the iteration. The iteration may
not converge to the global minimum if the starting guess is far away from it.
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Our solution to this problem is to register a linear deformation sequence to a
nonlinear one starting from the rest shape. Specifically, given an external force fext ,
we compute a series of quasi-static linear deformation by solving the Euler-Lagrange
equation with an increased mass damping so that the acceleration at each time step
e , and we estimate a
is negligible. Each time step yields a linear displacement vector u
local rotation for the i-th node as:
Ri = exp

h

∇ × Pi P>
i

−1

P>
i Ui

i 
×

,

(5.6)

where columns in Pi and Ui are rest shape positions and displacements of neighbor
−1 >
nodes adjacent to i so that Pi P>
Pi Ui gives a least-square evaluation of G
i
around the i-th node. The linear internal force at the current time step is e
fint = Ke
u.
Note that e
fint 6= fext until the final equilibrium is reached due to the existence of
the damping. Afterwards, the corresponding nonlinear deformation u is obtained by
solving:
min |fint (u) − RKe
u|,

(5.7)

u

where R is a block-diagonal matrix, and each of its 3 by 3 diagonal block is the
estimated nodal rotation computed via Eq. (5.6). Eq. (5.7) is clearly an approximate
because in practice when NNWarp is being used, we do not know what are the “ground
truth” acceleration (which yields the inertia force) and the velocity (which yields the
damping force) corresponding the a linear pose. Therefore, our best guess is the solve
the nonlinear equilibrium of Eq. (5.7) according to its linear counterpart. We use
Newton’s method to solve Eq. (5.7) by setting the initial guess of u as the solution
in the previous time step. In our implementation, we notice that Newton’s method
occasionally fails during the iteration. Therefore, we impose the Wolfe condition [226]
to adjust the step length.
In our network training, we simplify the external force setting by only considering
two types of fext : directional force field and circular force field. The directional
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…
none discriminative feature

nodes from training poses with similar feature (relative L2 error < 5%)

with geodesic

Figure 5.3: Only using kinematic feature as the input of the network yields noticeable
jittery artifacts. A node, because of its kinematic feature is not discriminative, could
be influenced by many irrelevant instances in the training date. Large discrepancies
among these mismatched nodes induce high-frequency variations of the NNWarp.
Incorporating geodesic feature effectively eliminates this artifact.

field uses a prescribed force direction, while the force direction in the circular field
follows the tangent direction of a set of concentric circles. Such simplification frees us
from generating an overwhelmingly large training set due to diverse external force
conditions. Its limitation is also obvious: NNWarp loses some local deformation
effects induced by high-frequency external forces.

5.3.3

Discriminative feature

With paired he
u, ui, we can build a node-wise regression machine using a neural
network that replaces Eq. (5.4) or Eq. (5.5). For the i-th node, in addition to its
e i , the rotation information of its local displacement gradient
linear displacement u
Gi is directly pertinent to the warp transformation, and should be passed to the
network as the input. To this end, we choose to use the skew symmetric part of Gi
and represent it as a 3-vector as in [223]. However, only feeding these two pieces
of information to the network is not enough, and the resulting deformation appears
jittery and non-smooth as shown in Fig. 5.3. In this example, we use the Neo-Hookean
elasticity, whose strain energy is:
ΨNH =

k
kν
[I1 − log(I3 ) − 3] +
log2 (I3 ).
4(1 + ν)
8(1 + ν)(1 − 2ν)
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I1 and I2 are the invariants of the deformation gradient, defined based on F’s singular
values σ1 , σ2 and σ3 such that: I1 = σ12 + σ22 + σ32 and I3 = σ12 σ22 σ32 .
This artifact was also noticed and discussed in previous data-driven simulation
literature [212], which is because pure node-wise kinematic features do not contain
sufficient contextual information, and thus are not discriminative to reach a conclusive
per-node linear-nonlinear map. To further illustrate this artifact, we pick a jittery
node (marked as a red sphere in the figure) and inversely query for nodes in our
training set that have similar features (< 5% relative L2 error w.r.t. the feature
vector from the picked node). We can see from the figure that there are a number
of training poses having multiple nodes (on the red-shaded areas) with very similar
feature vectors as the input. In other words, the final displacement of the picked node
becomes a certain mixture of displacements of many distant and irrelevant nodes.
Such ambiguity of pure kinematic feature is the primary reason behind this artifact.
One of our contribution is to design a compact contextual feature to resolve this
mismath. While one could follow the method used in [212] to use the integral features
of local dynamic parameters around a node, we found that our simple strategy yields
satisfying result. We speculate that this is because DOFs in solid simulation are
more tightly coupled than in fluid simulation [212]. An important advantage of
such compactness is that the network training is also quite fast. Compared with
state-of-the-art pre-computed deformable models i.e. [211], we can finish training in a
few minutes, and the obtained network can be applied to a wide range of models.
Discriminative feature I: geodesic The geodesic of a node i, gi is the normalized
length of the shortest path from node i to its nearest anchor node within the deformable
body. For a training model, we first uniformly scale it to fit a unit bounding sphere.
Then, we compute the shortest path using the Dijkstra’s algorithm for all the unanchored nodes. Lastly, calculated path lengths are scaled by the maximum geodesic
so that all the g values are within the normalized interval of [0, 1]. Our heuristic of
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choosing the geodesic feature is based on the observation that if a node is closer to
an anchor node, it trends to have less deformation than nodes that are away from it.
By inducing the geodesic feature, a node far from anchor nodes does not miss-pair to
a node close to anchor nodes only because the it undertakes a smaller external force.
Consequently, the jittery artifact is effectively removed as shown in the rightmost
snapshot in Fig. 5.3.

stretched
compressed

geodesic only

training nodes with similar feature geodesic + potential

Figure 5.4: Volume expansion artifact remains even with the geodesic feature added.
This is because the nodes with similar geodesic value may have different internal
tractions. We use the potential feature to sort the training data to avoid this issue.

Discriminative feature II: potential Including the geodesic feature however, does not avoid
the artifact of volume increase and shrinkage. As
shown in Fig. 5.4, bending the beam also increases
its volume noticeably, especially at curved areas.

p

In order to dig out the missing contextual information behind this issue, we use the similar approach by picking a node within the
problematic area and query the instances from our training set that have a similar
feature of the selected one. We can see from the figure that, thanks to the incorporated
geodesic feature, now this selected node only pairs with a training pose under a very
similar deformation. However, it still matches multiple nodes on this pose. This
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Figure 5.5: We test the generality of the designed features on a variety of shapes.
The training data are generated using the standard rectangular beam (highlighted by
a red box). The resulting DNN successfully handles many beam-like models but with
distinctively different shapes. The distributions of three features are also plotted.

is because the beam is a symmetric shape, and a loop of nodes on its surface have
similar geodesic values – among which, some are stretched and some are compressed.
Without being able to distinguish these contexts, the volume of the warped model is
likely to shrink or expand unnaturally.
We notice that whether nodes are being stretched or compressed typically depends
on their relative positions in the applied force field. Therefore, we introduce another
scaler feature named potential p to resolve this ambiguity. If a directional force field
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…
geodesic + potential

an irregular beam

training nodes with similar feature

NNWarp

ground truth geodesic + potential + digression

Figure 5.6: In order to make NNWarp re-usable for various deformable bodies, we
use the digression as our third discriminative feature. With this feature included,
the neural network is able to handle an irregular beam based on the training set
generated using a standard rectangular beam model.

is applied, for each node on the mesh, we project its rest shape position onto the
force direction and re-map the resulting projections to the interval of [0, 1]. On the
other hand, if a circular force field is applied, the potential of a node is the distance
between its rest shape position and the circular axis, as shown in the inset figure.
This value is also scaled to [0, 1]. As we can see from Fig. 5.4, the deformation of the
beam model is almost identical to the one obtained using the full simulation after we
inject the potential feature into the network.
Discriminative feature III: digression So far, we generate a set of registered
linear and nonlinear poses of the beam model. Node-wise linear to nonlinear deviation
is learnt by a neural network, which is then used to warp a linear displacement of the
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same model to obtain its nonlinear shape. While the results are visually plausible,
real-world applications will require deformable animations of various 3D models.
NNWarp becomes cumbersome and less practical if one needs to re-train a network
for each different deformable body.
Unfortunately, if we alter the rest shape geometry of the beam model as shown in
Fig. 5.6, unrealistic jittery deformations are observed again even after incorporating
geodesic and potential features. By querying the training set, we see that because the
updated shape is irregular and asymmetric, the most similar training poses become
the ones under oblique force fields regardless an upright gravity force field is applied
in the simulation. To further correct this mismatch, we use the digression feature d
to describe the nodal position w.r.t. the direction of the external force. Specifically,
the digression for node i is defined as:


x̄i − x̄a
fext
di = arccos
·
,
|x̄i − x̄a | |fext |

(5.9)

where x̄a is the rest shape position of the anchor node that is closest to node i. Indeed,
digression sorts nodes based on their local orientational deviations from the external
force direction. The digression feature ranges from 0 to π. If a circular force field
is applied, the digression is simply set as −1. As shown in Fig. 5.6, with geodesic,
potential and digression included, the training data generated using a rectangular
beam model can also be used to warp the irregular beam, and NNWarp produces
high-quality nonlinear deformation.
Discussion Our features allow the resulting network well handles models with
various shapes, different tessellations and altered boundary conditions. More results
can be found in Figs 5.5 and 5.7. From these examples, readers may probably
notice that geodesic, potential and digression features actually provide a volumetric
parametrization of deformable bodies so that models of different geometries and
tessellations are somehow registered in a meaningful way, and node-wise neural
network can then be applied. In fact, there are many elegant algorithms in graphics
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NNWarp

ground truth

Figure 5.7: NNWarp works well under circular force field too. In this case, the
digression feature is set as -1 for all the nodes on the mesh.

and computational geometry that generate the volumetric map between different
shapes [227–229]. However in the context of NNWarp, this volumetric map depends on
the configuration of external force and boundary conditions. While existing methods
may also be modified to incorporate these additional conditions or constraints, we
found that our simple strategy suffices in most cases. An exception is reported in
Fig. 5.8, and we find that NNWarp using a convex training model often fails when
the deformable body gets more concave. Next, we will show how to walk around this
limitation without re-training the network for a different target shape.
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Figure 5.8: When the shape becomes more concave, the network trained using a
rectangular beam produces artifacts.

Figure 5.9: Building domain graph for the domain decomposed model is an easy and
effective way to identify shapes with similar concavity.
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5.4

Incorporate Complex Shapes

The exhaustiveness of 3D geometric diversity is endless. Obviously, training
set generated with a single rectangular beam cannot cover all the different feature
combinations. We find that the network trained using the beam model is able to deal
with many convex 3D shapes (i.e. see Fig. 5.5). However, it often fails when the
target deformable body becomes more concave (Fig. 5.8). A straightforward idea is
to train a new network using a model with similar concavity of the target deformable
body, but how to describe the similarity of concavity among 3D shapes?
geodesic
potential
digression

NNWarp

ground truth

Figure 5.10: While a simple rectangular beam is not able to handle highly concave
shapes, by referring to the domain graph we can train a network using a T-shape
beam and the resulting network can be used to warp a wide range of concave beams
whose domain graphs are isomorphic to the T-shape beam.

We borrow the idea from the graph theory, and subdivide a concave model into
several convex components or domains. Afterwards, we create a domain graph G by
using a graph vertex to represent each of the subdivided domains. An edge connects
two vertices if and only if the corresponding two domains are face-connected on the
original mesh. We find that if the domain graph G is isomorphic to the domain graph
of the training model Gtrain or G ' Gtrain , NNWarp typically yields satisfying results.
An example can be found in Fig. 5.9. The T-shape beam is decomposed into three
domains, each of which is convex and rectangular. Its domain graph is isomorphic
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to many similar concave shapes like the Y-shape beam, the arrow-shape beam, the
crossing beam etc. If we use the T-shape beam as the training model, the resulting
neural network is able to handle all of these variations as verified in Fig. 5.10.
Even utilizing the concept of graph isomorphism, one may still have to re-train
the network (and re-generate training poses) for an arbitrary geometrically complex
model, which is tedious and time consuming. A more general and powerful solution
maximizing the re-usability of the network training is to use the substructuring
method [180]. This method wisely leverages the hierarchical propagation of the
deformation over a complicated structure and isolates the deformable simulation at
each individual domain sequentially. While it loses some physics accuracy (mostly,
the frequency of the trajectory due to the mass lumping, which can also be fixed
as in [230]), the resulting deformation is natural and realistic. After the domain
decomposition is complete so that each domain is a convex 3D shape, we can use one
representative convex model to train the network. With the help of the proposed
three discriminative features, the resulting network is able to correct local dynamics
of all the domains.
In our NNWarp version of substructuring, the dynamics of the domain Dj is
updated and corrected by NNWarp. After that, we calculate the best-fitting linear
transformation Aj,k for the small patch of the mesh interfacing Dj and one of its
−1 >
children domain say Dk as Aj,k = (Pj,k P>
j,k ) Pj,k Qj,k , where Pj,k and Qj,k store

the rest shape and deformed positions of all the nodes on the interface patch. We
extract the relative rotation between Dj and Dk using the polar decomposition as
Aj,k = Rj,k Sj,k . Based on this, the angular velocity ωj,k and the angular acceleration
ω̇j,k can be calculated. Each domain is pinned to a local non-inertial reference frame.
Therefore, in addition to the regular external forces, inertial forces originated from
the accelerated linear and angular motion of the interface should also be computed as
the system force and the interface force. We refer the reader to the related reference
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from Barbič and Zhao [180] for the detailed formulation.
An example is given in Fig. 4.1, where NNWarp is still based on a rectangular
beam model. However, because we decompose the maple tree into domains of branches
and leaves, the neural network well handles nonlinear dynamics for each domain
regardless how complex the original mesh is. Unlike other tree simulation results
in the literature [131, 180, 230, 231], the example given in the figure is simulated
in the fullspace without any reduction of the simulation DOFs. Therefore, local
high-frequency details are well preserved. The simulation is close to interactive at 5
FPS – this is roughly 1,000 times faster than running fullspace nonlinear simulation
using substructuring.

5.5

Network Structure and Training

The input of our neural network includes kinematic features of the linear dise i and its instantaneous angular velocity wi = ∇ ×
placement of the i-th node u

−1 >
Pi P>
Pi Ui as in Eq. (5.6). As to be discussed shortly, we further compress this
i
pair of vectors into three scalars utilizing the rotation invariance property of the
isotropic hyperelastic material. Doing so significantly relieves the effort of generating
the training set. Besides, three discriminative features of geodesic, potential and
digression are also included. We find that the Young’s modulus k behaves more like a
linear amplifier. Increasing Young’s modulus yields a deformation similar to the one
obtained by reducing the magnitude of the external force. Therefore, this material
parameter is not explicitly fed to the network. However, Poisson’s ratio ν controls the
volume change, and its impact on the final deformation is much more nonlinear. This
is also reflected in the strain energy formulation of Eqs. (5.1), (5.3) and (5.8). As a
result, the Poisson’s ratio is also an input feature. Other simulation configurations like
the external force, tessellation, boundary conditions are not the input since we believe
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this information is well encoded during the linear solve. The final input feature is a
seven-dimension vector, and the network outputs a 3D vector of δui corresponding to
e i + δui is a well approximated nonlinear nodal
a node-wise displacement fix so that u
displacement for a target material model. We use a different network for a different
nonlinear material model instead of building a comprehensive one.
Training data alignment The complexity of a neural network highly depends on
its input [178]. For instance, wi can be extracted from the displacement gradient tensor
Gi . Nevertheless, if we simply put all the nine
elements of Gi into the network, much higher

Π
Π

training and testing errors are observed, which Figure 5.11: Rotation invariance alcould only be improved by spanning the net- lows us to further compress the input
work depth and generating more training data. kinematic feature.
e and
In order to make the network as compact as possible, we further align vectors u
w based on the fact that a nodal deformation measure can always be examined within
a local coordinate frame which is invariant under rotations.
This procedure is illustrated in Fig. 5.11. Suppose we have two nodes i and j.
They are surrounded by two infinitesimal volumes, which are small enough to be
considered as symmetric in all the orientations. We first rotate these two volumes
e i and u
e j are both in the positive y direction. The
so that the linear displacements u
follow-up rotation is around the y axis. One can pick an arbitrary direction (the
black vector in the figure) within plane Π1 , which is perpendicular to the y axis.
In our implementation, we set this direction as the negative x axis. After that, wi
and wj are rotated so that they both reside in plane Π2 i.e. the xy plane in our
e i and u
e j remain
implementation. Because the second rotation is around the y axis, u
e and w only differ at the magnitude or the norm of
aligned. By doing so, pairs of u
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the linear displacement, the magnitude of w and the angle between them. In other
e and w are only
words, the real useful kinematic information hidden behind vectors u
e and w into the network, the net
three scalars. If one insists on putting the original u
must learn this double-rotation alignment out of the training data first and then fits
the linear-nonlinear map. Unfortunately, the neural network is not good at processing
such rotation invariant features. For instance, in existing works of using deep learning
to perform 3D shape analysis [232, 233], in order to relieve the burden of the analysis
of rotation invariant shape features, it is common to use rotation augmentation that
duplicates a training data by rotating it from multiple angles. The final result is
pooled out of all the rotated duplicates. Using data alignment, the size of the training
set is reduced by over 10 times, and the training time is also significantly shortened.
Fig. 5.12 plots the distribution of 1,000 randomly picked kinematic features.
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Figure 5.12: The distribution of three kinematic features of 1, 000 entries after the
e and w.
alignment. ∠e
uw denotes the angle between aligned vectors u

Generating training set It is important to make sure that the training set covers
the feature space of the simulation, because machine learning is known to have
a relatively poor performance for extrapolation. For the direction of the external
force field, we evenly scatter samples over a unit semi-hemisphere surface for the
rectangular beam model. Specifically, we uniformly sample two variables α and β
from the interval of [0, π/2], which correspond to the latitudinal and longitudinal
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rotation-strain warping
modal warping
NNWarp
ground truth

rotation-strain warping

modal warping

NNWarp

ground truth

Figure 5.13: A side-by-side comparison shows a clear advantage of NNWarp over the
existing warping techniques. Its data-driven nature makes the result almost identical
to the ground truth while the simulation is as fast as the linear elasticity. The training
still uses the rectangular beam model.

spans on the semi-hemisphere. The unit directional vector can be calculated as:
e = [sin β cos α, cos β, sin β sin α]> . The magnitude of the external force determines
the magnitude of the linear displacement, which could be an infinitely large vector
in theory. However, as we have already normalized our training model into a unit
sphere, an excessively large displacement vector is unlike to occur in a real simulation
application. Therefore, we stop applying bigger external force if |ui | ≥ 2 during the
training data generation.
The discriminative features g, p and d are essentially for model registration.
Therefore, how they are sampled depends on the training model’s geometry and
tessellation. In general, a moderately fine mesh should suffice for these features.
However, if the training model is too coarse i.e. with few hundred elements, one may
observe artifacts after warping.
Training specifications In our implementation, the beam model for the network
training consists of 2, 629 elements, and we generate 20, 829 training poses including
16, 730, 893 training nodal pairs and 167, 309 validation nodal pairs. The test data is
1/7 of the training data with 2, 064, 812 nodal pairs. Training and testing data are
stored as binary files in .npy format with a total size of 1.42 GB. Unlike [213], we
do not need to load these training poses during the simulation. Only the resulting
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network parameters are needed. The network structure is rather simple – for corotation and Neo-Hookean materials there are only two hidden layers, and each of
which has 16 neurons. For StVK material, the network has three hidden layers with
16 neurons at each layer.

The network is optimized using the
Druing the train-

ing, the neural network was built using
Google Tensowflow [235] and optimized
with Google Cloud Platform with 8 virtual CPUs. The training error over the

Training error

Adam solver [234].

0.10

first 20 epoches is plotted in Fig. 5.14.
In practice however, we typically stop at

0.09
0.08
0.07
0.06
0.05
0.04
0.03
0

5

10

15

20

# epoch

10 epoches. The total training time is
less than 10 minutes on Google Cloud. Figure 5.14: Training error vs epoch of the
It takes similar time if one performs the Adam solver.
training on an i7 PC with a high-end video card. The minibatch size is 1,024 and the
learning rate is set as 0.001. Two hyper-parameters β1 and β2 control the exponential
decay rates of moving averages, which are set as β1 = 0.9 and β2 = 0.999, and
 = 1e − 8. We use the tanh defined as ex − e−x /ex + e−x as the nonlinear activation
function. We found that tanh outperforms the widely-used ReLU in our experiment.
We guess this is because the input-output relation of the net is clearly a smooth
nonlinear function in our case, and ReLU may excel when the input-output relation
contains discontinuity and/or singularity as in many computer vision problems like
image recognition. Also, because all the training data generated using FEM simulation are clear and noise-free, and the data coverage is carefully controlled to avoid
over- and under-sampling of the input feature space, we do not apply dropout during
our training.
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5.6

Other Experimental Results

The simulator module was implemented using MS Visual C++ 2013 on an Alienware
desktop PC with an Intel i7 5960 CPU (at 3.0 GHz) and 32 GB memory. It also
equips with an nVidia GTX 970 GPU. We used Eigen C++ template for most numerical computations. Some of our implementations also used the published Vega
library [236]. NNWarp utilizes a standard linear simulation running at background.
The external force applied at each node needs to be rotated back to its rest-shape
orientation as did in stiffness warping [179]. This local rotation is computed by
converting wi into a rotation matrix, which only induces minor extra computing
efforts since wi itself is also the network’s input. The timing statistics of examples
shown in the chapter are reported in Table 5.1. The source code (for both neural
network and simulator) and executables can be found in the supplementary file. The
training data (for the Neo-Hookean material) is also available from an anonymous
dropbox link provided in the supplementary file.

Comparison with existing geometry warping methods First of all, we compare our method with existing geometry warping methods including modal warping
(MW) [12] and rotation-strain warping (RSW) [223]. We stick with using the rectangular beam as our training model, and simulate the bending deformation of a
Neo-Hookean toy statue using MW, RSW, NNWarp and fullspace FEM simulation.
While all the methods demonstrate plausible nonlinear bending effects, when putting
together, one can see that MW and RSW are actually quite different from the ground
truth result. On the other hand, NNWarp yields a result that is hardly distinguishable
from the ground truth. Because MW and RSM use a fixed linear-nonlinear map
template (i.e. Eqs (5.4) and (5.5)), they show no difference with different hyperelastic
materials. However, NNWarp is able to produce high-quality results for various
material models due to its data-driven nature.
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Neohookean 1/50
Neohookean 1/150
NNWarp 1/50
NNWarp 1/150

under damping

Time

Figure 5.15: The deformable motion trajectory (at the nose tip of the wolf head)
generated using NNWarp well matches the ground truth under different time step
sizes. The vibration frequency resembles the ground truth as well. We use the
Newmark integrator in this example.

Trajectory comparison Another aspect we would like to investigate is the motion
trajectory, and see how far NNWarp deviates from the ground truth along the
simulation time. To this end, we apply NNWarp to a wolf totem model and plot the
displacement of the node at the nose tip of the wolf head w.r.t. time. Our reference
is the fullspace FEM simulation using the Newmark integration and the material
model is Neo-Hookean. We compare the resulting trajectories with time step size
set as 1/50 sec and 1/150 sec respectively. Surprisingly, the trajectory generated
using NNWarp is very close to the ground truth in both time step size settings. The
vibration frequency is almost identical to the ground truth. This is probably because
NNWarp is essentially a fullspace simulator, where the mass inertial is lossless unlike
in reduced simulations. On the other hand, we do observe an artificial under-damping
issue as we can see from the plotted trajectories. It seems that the linear Rayleigh
damping dissipates less energy (∼ 10% in this example) than the nonlinear one.
However, this issue should be fixed by dynamically adjusting the Rayleigh damping
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Model

# Tetrahedra

Beam
2, 629
Dragon
51, 850
Armadillo
52, 278
Dinosaur
54, 796
Bunny
24, 956
Maple bonsai 255, 552

# Domains

Factorization

Solve

NNWarp (CPU)

NNWarp (Shader)

FPS (CPU/GPU)

1
14
15
14
4
1, 771

6.9ms
307ms
403ms
334ms
273ms
1, 556ms

< 1ms
15ms
15ms
18ms
10ms
83ms

1.5ms
15ms
18ms
15ms
7ms
109ms

< 1ms
< 1ms
< 1ms
< 1ms
< 1ms
< 1ms

333/666
16/22
15/21
18/24
33/43
5/10

Table 5.1: Time performance of the examples reported in the chapter. Factorization
is the time needed to pre-factorize the system matrix of the linear elasticity. We use
SimplicialLLT solver shipped with Eigen. During the simulation, we only need to
solve the system once. FPS reports both CPU and GPU performance.

coefficients as did in [231].
More examples & GPU implementation With the help of substructuring
method [180], training a single model can be utilized to handle geometrically complex
deformable bodies. In addition to the example shown in Fig. 4.1, Fig. 5.16 shows
more results using NNWarp. The Armadillo, dinosaur and dragon models are of
StVK, co-rotation and Neo-Hookean materials respectively. The networks used are
still based on a single rectangular beam model.
NNWarp is node-wise. Its local correction of each nodal displacement is independent and can be parallelized trivially on GPU. We also implemented a shader version
of NNWarp. NNWarp relies an underlying linear solver during the simulation run time.
It is known that the asymptotic time complexity of solving a pre-factorized matrix is
O(N 2 ) while NNWarp correction is just O(N ). In other words, the benefit of the GPU
implementation is limited in general. It is easy to see that NNWarp also synergizes
well with model reduction. One can use the linear modal analysis to construct a
r-dimensional linear subspace. Because the model reduction is applied to the linear
solver, other more expensive pre-computations like Cubature training [211] are not
needed. The network training for NNWarp is much faster than the Cubature training.
More importantly, Cubature training is model-dependant, while NNWarp training is
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Figure 5.16: Substructuring allows us to re-use the training data of a regular shape
to handle complex deformable bodies. The Armadillo, dinosaur and dragon models
use the StVK, co-rotation and Neo-Hookean materials respectively. They use the
networks trained with the rectangular beam.
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more general. With the linear modal reduction, the cost for the diagonalized linear
solver is reduced to O(r), and one should expect more noticeable accelerations by
using the GPU. We do not report extra results using model reduced NNWarp since
this is a natural extension and not the primary contribution of this work, nevertheless
the simulation performance of the maple bonsai model shown in Fig. 4.1 can easily
exceed 100 FPS with modal reduction.
When using the GPU-based NNWarp, some extra cares are needed for the deformation substructuring. This is because all the information regarding the final nonlinear
displacement is in the GPU memory, which prevents us to evaluate the system and
interface forces for per-domain dynamics at the CPU side. For the interface force,
since it is assumed that the number of nodes on the domain’s interface is small, we
compute a CPU-based NNWarp for all the interface nodes to obtain their corrected
displacement. For the system force, we treat an entire domain as a single mass point
and estimate a domain-level rotation to warp it to the local non-inertial frame. Doing
so compromises the physics accuracy, but avoids expensive data exchange from GPU
and CPU.

Figure 5.17: We can simulate free-floating deformable bodies by creating an artificial
boundary condition to constrain the element near the mass center.

Free-floating deformable bodies Free-floating objects do not have boundary
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conditions, and our discriminative features are ill-defined under this situation. As
an easy walk-round, we pick a tetrahedron that is closest to the mass center of the
deformable body, constrain all of its four nodes and training the network based on
it. During the simulation, we couple a rigid body simulator with the deformable
simulation as in [237], where NNWarp is applied within the reference frame attached
to the rigid body simulator (Fig. 5.17).
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Chapter 6
Application: Real-time
Speech-driven Tongue System

6.1

Introduction

In this chapter, we provide a novel application of real-time reduced nonlinear
solid simulation. The human tongue is a muscular organ that plays an essential role
during speech production. A high-quality visual representation of the human tongue
for specific speech sounds is of importance in the domain of speech research and
has numerous potential applications. For example, in the rehabilitation of speech
disorders [238], a realistic visualization of 3D tongue motion could provide a visible
paradigm that helps an individual achieve the correct articulation of the tongue
during the production of various speech sounds.
Unfortunately, the detailed mechanism that drives the deformable motion of the
human tongue remains largely unknown to the research community – there exist
many challenges, both practical and theoretical, that are still underexplored. Firstly,
the tongue is an interior organ inside of the oral cavity. As such, ordinary optical
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Figure 6.1: A snapshot of the interface of the proposed system.
sensors like video cameras are not suited to retrieve the motion data. Secondly, the
tongue’s movement during the production of speech is swift. For instance, a complete
production of a single vowel-consonant-vowel (VCV) syllable takes only tenths of
a second. Therefore, most 3D imaging modalities like computed tomography (CT)
or magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) are not able to follow such quick movements.
The ultrasound imaging (US), while widely used in many tongue related research,
produces only 2D information and contains noise which requires post-processing.
More importantly, the contour information at the tongue tip is frequently missed.
Restoring or constructing the per-frame correspondence for a given US sequence is
challenging and relies heavily on manual labelling, which is subjective and tedious.
Lastly, the anatomical structure of the tongue is quite complex [239, 240], requiring
several intrinsic and extrinsic muscles to be tightly coordinated during the speech
sound production. An accurate mathematical description for the speech motor control
is still beyond the knowledge for speech scientists [241, 242]. The inverse dynamics
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method turns out to be a promising solution to this problem [243–247]. This method
does not require an active muscle-activation-driven motor to control the tongue’s
motion. Instead, it unitizes the pre-defined bio-mechanical parameters of the vocal
tract to reconstruct the tongue motion by enforcing certain constraints during the
simulation.
The proposed framework further advances the existing inverse dynamics models
and advances the frontier of creating a realistic virtual reality representation of the
invisible vocal tract. While our framework also employs the idea of inverse dynamics,
many novel techniques have been developed which complement and are orthogonal to
the state-of-the-arts. First of all, the tedious sensor setup is hidden in our system
to the end user. To this end, we use deep learning to train a mapping mechanism
that directly converts input acoustic signals to feature vectors (position information)
of articulators. The training uses a database consisting of complete and meaningful
sentences (in Chinese) instead of simple CV syllables (i.e. as in [247]). Secondly,
our framework equips a dedicated nonlinear finite element method (FEM) simulator
using a technique called spatial reduction and domain decomposition. Nonlinear
deformations of the tongue can be simulated accurately in real time. This method
allocates low-dimensional simulation degrees of freedom (DOFs) more effectively than
standard modal reduction techniques [11, 76]. The nonlinear deformation pattern
is well captured by quadratic DOFs associated with each domain and is smoothly
blended across the entire tongue model. The nonlinear volume preserving constraint
is fully addressed in our framework. At each simulation time frame, we compute a
displacement and velocity correction that effectively suppresses the volume change.
A data-driven method is used to create a pressure subspace to facilitate an efficient
volume conservation at the simulation runtime. The simulated tongue shapes are
compared to real-world MRI-CT data. The results show that our framework delivers
a high-quality animated tongue dynamics which could be of great potential for a wide
range of medical scenarios and clinic applications. In summary, some noteworthy
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technical features of our framework are:
• Plug and play: We leverage the deep learning method to train a speech inversion
mechanism from acoustic signals to articulators’ positions (§ 6.5). Hence, from
an end user’s point of view, tedious experiment setup is skipped, and the speech
production can be performed in a comfortable and sensor-free environment, which
drives the visual animated dynamic model in real time.
• Nonlinearity in real time: Our inverse dynamic simulator uses a series of novel
numerical techniques that accurately capture local nonlinear deformations of the
tongue while retaining the entire simulation algorithm within a low-dimensional
configuration (§ 6.6 & § 6.7). Volume preservation is achieved by using displacement/velocity correction within the pressure subspace (§ 6.8).
• High-quality: Our framework is empowered by real-world and subject-specific
data from various imaging modalities (§ 6.4). The model’s quality at each step of
the framework is systematically evaluated in an objective way (§ 6.9).

6.2

Related Work

The human tongue is a critical articulator for speech sound production. Investigating its behavior and contribution to speech production has been of interest to
researchers in linguistics, phonetics and physiology. Due to the interdisciplinary
nature of this work, we only briefly cover a few of the most relevant existing studies in
acoustic signal processing, speech inversion and FEM tongue modeling in this section.

Acquisition of the tongue’s geometry The human tongue is an interior organ
and its motion is inaccessible to regular optical sensors like video cameras. The rapidly
developing MRI systems have been used as an important data source [248, 249] for
gathering 3D tongue shapes. To capture the tongue motion, three sagittal directions
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of MRI images [250] were used to record the 2D contours of tongue in three sagittal
planes. However, the MRI acquisition frequency is too low for capturing the rapid
tongue motion during real language production. Recent advances of high-speed
MRI [251] have shown significant potentials of real-time shape acquisition [252–254].
However, they are still not yet able to capture intact 3D geometric information
of the tongue. X-ray CT imaging systems have higher temporal resolutions [255].
However, they expose the speaker to radiation. Thus, they are not applicable for
massive data collection. Ultrasound or US systems [256, 257] have also been widely
used for modeling tongue movements at a very high frequency (100 Hz for instance).
However, they often miss the tracking of the tongue tip [258–260] because of the
surrounding air gaps, and the resulting images are always noisy. Hence, restoring the
frame-to-frame correspondence over the tongue 2D contour for an US sequence is a
challenging problem which requires significant overhead [261–263].

Speech inversion Our framework is also related to speech inversion, a technique
that estimates vocal tract shapes or articulators’ positions based on input speech
signals. Speech inversion has been performed by the codebook searching method by
synthesizing sounds from the entire space of control parameters of an articulatory
model [264, 265]. The problem with this approach is that the synthesis includes articulations that never occur in real human speech production. Clearly, the relationship
between the acoustic and articulatory features is highly nonlinear and may not be
bijective. Furthermore, the articulator’s movements are not solely determined by
the phoneme being pronounced, but also by the succeeding or preceding phonemes
(the so called co-articulation phenomenon). In past decades with the increasing
popularity of machine learning techniques, a number of methods have been proposed
to tackle this problem using statistical learning such as the Hidden Markov model
(HMM) [266, 267], the Gaussian mixture model (GMM) [268], the artificial neural network (ANN) [269], and the deep neural network (DNN) [270]. Wu and colleagues [271]
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tested the performance of the aforementioned techniques on the acoustic-articulatory
English speech corpus MNGU0 (http://www.mngu0.org/). The results indicated that
DNN-based acoustic-articulatory mapping tended to yield the best performance, and
our framework also uses the DNN model to achieve a high-quality speech inversion.

FEM-based tongue dynamics Biomechanical models of the tongue using FEM
methods are widely used [272–274]. An active biomechanical model takes the muscle
activations as the input to simulate the speech motors. Interesting results have been
reported using active models. For instance, Stavness and colleagues developed an
algorithm that is able to automatically estimate the internal activation of a muscle
group [275]. The limitations of this approach is that the state-of-the-art active model
is only able to simulate general tongue movements like upward or lateral bending.
Subtle and localized deformations on the tongue are still difficult to be directly
generated. Conversely, the inverse dynamics technique or the passive model that
builds the unknown motion based on pre-known constraints [243, 245, 247] have some
notable advantages over the active methods. They allow us to restore the 3D motion
of the tongue with partial information that is more accessible than full-scale activation
control.

Real-time deformable model Simulating the human tongue is a problem well
suited for FEM deformable models. Since the FEM simulation of nonlinear deformation is known to be time-consuming, a technique referred to as model reduction is
widely used in the computer graphics and animation community [70], which is able
to improve performance by orders-of-magnitude. The idea is to build a displacement
subspace consisting of representative deformed shapes and restrict the nonlinear
integration within the constructed subspace. Standard model reduction uses the
modal analysis that decomposes the dynamics into a set of linear vibrations [276]
which is only valid for small-scale linear elasticity. Yang and colleagues [247] used an
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Figure 6.2: An overview of our acoustic-VR system.
extended modal analysis method called modal warping [76] to simulate the tongue’s
dynamics. Because this method is still based on linear elasticity, it is not able to
produce plausible tongue dynamics for full words and sentences. Nonlinear elasticity
can also be dealt with using modal analysis [11] however, subspace bases are global
eigenvectors and less expressive for localized deformation.

6.3

System Overview

As sketched in Fig. 6.2, our framework takes real human speech signals (in
Chinese) as input, and outputs realistic tongue animation sequences in real time
corresponding to the speech being produced. The input speech signals are first
mapped to articulator’s positions through a DNN-based speech inversion. The DNN
is trained using an acoustic-articulatory corpus consisting of 1, 108 complete sentences
(§ 6.5). The output of the speech inversion is the estimated position information
corresponding to four electromagnetic articulography (EMA) sensors at the tongue’s
tip, blade, dorsum and rear on the mid-sagittal plane. This information serves a set
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of constraint equations for the FEM tongue simulator. Our simulator is geometrically
nonlinear. The finite element mesh of the tongue is obtained by fusing the MRI
and CBCT volumes of the same subject, whose contour is manually outlined by
domain experts and triangularized afterwards (§ 6.4). We developed a novel reduced
deformable simulator using blended quadratic domains. While this simulator is
low-dimensional and model reduced, the nonlinear DOFs are assigned according to
the location of EMA sensors so that local deformation can be well captured (§ 6.6).
The global and general tongue’s motion is calculated by smoothly blending the local
domain-wise deformations in a material-aware manner (§ 6.7). Our simulator also
addresses the nonlinear volume preserving constraint efficiently in a pressure subspace
(§ 6.8). Collision detection and resolving is also handled in our system using the
penalty method. As most FEM-related computation is done within a low-dimensional
subspace, our system is real-time and able to produce plausible animations directly
from human speech. The following sections describe each major technical component
of our system in detail.

6.4

Data Acquisition

Our system is built upon real-world, subject-specific data including the tongue’s
geometry, feature positions from EMA coils, and the associated acoustic signals. This
section elaborates on the data acquisition procedure.

Construction of the 3D tongue model Our 3D tongue model is built using
both MRI (for soft tissues like the tongue, soft palate, and the pharyngeal wall)
and cone beam CT (CBCT) (for bony structures) of an individual subject. The
MRI data is recorded using the SIEMENS MAGNETOM Trio, a Tim system with 3 tesla
magnetic field strength, 64 ms echo time, 340 ms repetition time, 31 sagittal slice
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(b)

(c)

(a)

(d)

(c)

Figure 6.3: Experiment setting for data acquisition. (a) the SIEMENS MRI system.
(b) NDI Wave EMA system. (c) Gathering the articulary movement data using EMA.
(d) Placing EMA coils on the tongue.
planes, 3 mm slice thickness, 3.6 mm slice interval, 256 by 256 mm field of view,
and 192 by 192 pixel resulting image size (Fig. 6.3 (a)). The rightmost and leftmost
planes are located at 54 mm from the mid-sagittal plane. The “rest shape”of the
tongue is defined as the averaged tongue shape for 36 Chinese vowels (9 vowels with
4 different tones) and 73 consonants in symmetric VCV syllables including fricative,
stop, affricate, nasal, as well as lateral1 . Detailed phonetic information is reported in
Fig. 6.4.
During MRI data acquisition, the subject took the supine position and was asked
to perform the required VCV syllables after a short period of warm-up practice. Each
VCV sequence was produced with a consonant, surrounded by vowels, e.g. [a]–[t]–[a].
All articulations were artificially sustained during the ten-second acquisition time.
1 We

note that there does not exist a well defined rest configuration of the tongue, and
the most comfortable position of the tongue varies significantly by individuals. Therefore,
the median shape of the tongue while performing a series of standard pronunciations is a
more meaningful starting point.
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Vowel

[a], [i],
[ɿ], [ʅ],
[u], [ɛ],
[ɤ], [o],
[y]

Fricative

Stop

[s] + [a], [i], [u];
[ʂ] + [a], [i], [u];
[ɕ] + [i], [y];
[f] + [a], [ɛ], [u], [o];
[x] + [a], [ɛ], [u];

[t] + [a], [i], [u], [ɛ];
[k] + [a], [i], [u], [ɛ];
[p] + [a], [i], [u], [o];
[pʰ] + [a], [i], [u], [o];
[tʰ] + [a], [i], [u], [ɛ];
[kʰ] + [a], [i], [u], [ɛ];

Affricate

[ʦ] + [a], [i], [u], [ɛ];
[tʂ] + [a], [i], [u], [ɛ];
[ʨ] + [i], [y];
[ʦʰ] + [a], [i], [u], [ɛ];
[tʂʰ] + [a], [i], [u], [ɛ];
[ʨʰ] + [i], [y];

Nasal

[m] + [a], [i],
[u], [o], [ɛ];
[n] + [a], [i],
[u];

Lateral

[l] + [a],
[i], [u],
[y], [ɤ];

Approximant

[r] + [i];

Figure 6.4: VCV syllables used for MRI-based tongue shape retrieval.

TT

TB

TD

TR
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UL
LL
LI

(a)

(b)

Figure 6.5: (a) EMA sensors’ placement and (b) the aligned MRI-CBCT-EMA
volume.

For consonants, the subject made the initial VC transition before the acquisition,
then held the articulation while breathing out very slowly (for fricatives) or holding
his breath (for stops) and finally made the rest CV transition after the MRI scan.
Other bony structures attached to the tongue such as teeth and jaw are acquired by
a LargeV HiRes 3D dental CBCT. This device is primarily used for dental surgery
and delivers much less radiation to the subject than regular CT systems. Afterwards,
a rigid body registration is applied to align the MRI and CBCT volumes (Fig. 6.5
(b)). Finally, the volumetric tetrahedral mesh is built using Tetgen [277] based on
the extracted surface information.
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Acoustic-articulatory corpus The NDI Wave system (Fig. 6.3 (b)) is employed
to record acoustic and articulator position recordings simultaneously. The articulators
use electromagnetic transducer coils glued to the vocal-tract articulators to record
precise measurements of their positions. There are 1, 108 phonetically balanced
Chinese sentences in total selected to serve as the recording prompts. In the EMA
experiment, coils or sensors are attached to the Tongue Rear (TR), Tongue Dorsum
(TD), Tongue Blade (TB), Tongue Tip (TT), Lower Incisor (LI), Lower Lip (LL)
and Upper Lip (UL) in the mid-sagittal plane. Another two coils attached to the
ridge of nose serve as a reference (as shown in Fig. 6.5 (a)). As a result, we can
easily extract the global rigid body motion associated with head’s movement as
in [247]. The same subject participates in the EMA experiment. The acoustic signals
and articulatory data are recorded simultaneously. The sampling frequencies are
16, 000 Hz for acoustic signals and 100 Hz for the articulatory signal, respectively. A
third-order Savitzky-Golay filter [278] with the frame size of 21 is applied to smooth
the trajectory of coils attached to articulators to suppress their jittery motions.

6.5

DNN-based Speech Inversion

Speech inversion is the first step in our system. It refers to the procedure that
estimates the vocal tract shape or articulators’ positions based on speech signals.
We develop a DNN-based mapping mechanism bridging the acoustic speech and the
articulatory movement, taking the features representing the acoustic speech as the
initial input and outputting the articulatory features at EMA sensors.
Traditional DNN is constructed by stacking a series of trained Restricted Boltzmann
Machines (RBMs) [279], where a hidden layer of the preceding RBM serves as the visible layer of the following RBM. At the top, a regression layer with linear units is added
to the RBM stacks. This method has been proven to be simple and effective in many ap-
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plications. The activation of each unit can be formulated as: I(n),i =

P

j

w(n),ij o(n−1),j +

b(n),j , where I(n),i is the input of the ith unit in the nth layer. o(n−1),j is the output
of the j th unit from the (n − 1)th layer. b(n),i is the bias of the j th unit in the nth
layer. The distribution of I(n),i varies during the training as the parameters of the
previous layers change. This issue downgrades the learning rates, requires a more

...

...

dedicated parameter initialization, and
makes it hard to train models with saturating nonlinearities. To deal with this
problem, we employ a batch normalization
strategy as proposed in [280]. This method

performs the normalization over a part of the model’s architecture (orange blocks in
the inset) as:

x(n),i − µ(n),i
x
e(n),i = q
,
2
σ(n),i
+

x(n),i =

X

w(n),ij o(n−1),j + b(n),j ,

(6.1)

j

and the final output becomes:

x(n),i = γ(n),i x
e(n),i + β(n),i .

(6.2)

2
Here, µ(n),i and σ(n),i
are the mean and variance of x(n),i . γ(n),i and β(n),i are scaling

and shifting parameters applied to the normalized x
e(n),i . All the parameters are
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evolved using the iterative momentum gradient method as:

Wi+1 = Wi + ∆Wi+1
bi+1 = bi + ∆bi+1
γ i+1 = γ i + ∆γγ i+1
β i+1
β i+1 = β i + ∆β
µi+1
µ i+1 = µ i + ∆µ
i+1

σ2

i

i+1

σ2
= σ 2 + ∆σ

∂L
∆Wi+1 = d · ∆Wi − η ·
∂W
∂L
i+1
i
∆b = d · ∆b − η ·
∂b
∂L
i+1
i
∆γγ
= d · ∆γγ − η ·
∂γγ
∂L
i+1
i
β
β −η·
∆β
= d · ∆β
β
∂β
∂L
µi+1 = d · ∆µ
µi − η ·
∆µ
β
∂β
∂L
i+1
σ 2 = d · ∆β
βi − η ·
∆σ
,
β
∂β

(6.3)

where W, b, γ , β , µ and σ 2 are the aggregated training parameters w, b, γ, β, µ and
σ 2 for a certain layer in the matrix/vector form. L is the loss over the training set.
The superscript [·]i indicates the iteration index. The partial derivatives of ∂L/∂W,
β , ∂L/µ
µ and ∂L/σ
σ 2 can be calculated using the backpropagation
∂L/∂b, ∂L/∂γγ , ∂L/β
algorithm as:

!>
!>
m
m
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∂L(l)
1 X ∂L(l)
∂L
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∂L
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q
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x
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∂L
2
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(6.4)

(n),i

m
1 X ∂L(l)
=
,
2
m l=1 ∂σ(n),i

(l)

where o(n) is the output of the nth layer. The summation index l iterates all the m
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samples in a mini-batch. Other intermediate partial derivatives can be computed as:
∂L(l)
(l)
∂x(n)

∂L(l)

(l)

=

∂I(n) ∂L(l)
(l)
∂x(n)

(l)
∂I(n)

(l)

,

(l)

=

∂o(n−1)

∂I(n),i
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=q
,
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+
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The recorded speech signals are segmented into frames with a hanning window.
Each frame contains a speech segment of 25 ms, and is encoded by the log-energy
and 12-order Mel-frequency cepstral coefficients (MFCC) augmented with their delta
and delta-deltas. The frame shift between consecutive frames is 10 ms to match the
sampling rate of EMA sensors. The dataset is partitioned in three sets: a validation
and a testing set of 110 utterances each, and a training set consisting of the other 880
utterances. Both EMA and MFCC feature vectors are normalized by subtracting their
global mean and dividing by the standard deviation of each dimension, respectively.

6.6

Real-time Deformable Simulation of Tongue

The tetrahedral finite element mesh used for the 3D tongue model consists of 11, 083
nodal points and 56, 794 tetrahedral elements. Simulating such high-dimensional mesh
with over 30K DOFs at the rate in sync with the acoustic input is challenging. Yang
and colleagues [247] adopted a simplified dynamic model extending the linear elasticity
using the modal warping technique [76] to alleviate this problem. Unfortunately, we
found that the simulator was only able to generate plausible results for repeated
CV trainings (e.g. [ta]–[ta]–[ta]). It often produced unnatural motion patterns for
real speech production of complete words and sentences. The reasons are twofold.
First, the modal warping method is still based on linear elasticity and its nonlinear
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deformation comes from a geometric warping correction, which is not physics-based.
Second, modal analysis constructs global subspace basis vectors while during language
production, the tongue’s deformation could be highly nonlinear and localized. As
reported in the previous study [281], the human tongue undergoes a compression
up to ∼ 200% and an elongation up to ∼ 160% when producing certain speech
sounds. In other words, we need a new numerical framework that is able to perform
the deformation integration in real time and effectively capture the nonlinear local
deformations. In this section, we detail a novel spatial reduction method that allocates
nonlinear simulation DOFs via quadratic domains. Each domain houses 30 DOFs
grouped into 3 translation DOFs, 9 affine DOFs, 9 quadratic homogenous DOFs,
as well as 9 quadratic heterogenous DOFs. We assign each EMA sensor a domain
and an additional one for the tongue’s interior in order to capture local deformation
nearby the sensor while keeping the overall simulation in a low-dimensional subspace.
Our model also fully addresses the volume preserving constraint rather than relying
on tweaking Poisson’s ratio as in [247].

Kinematics For a given material point P on the tongue model, we denote x =
[x1 , x2 , x3 ]> and u = [u1 , u2 , u3 ]> as its rest shape position and displacement. A
nearby domain imposes a quadratic influence to its displacement components such
3×3
that ui = x> Qi x + a>
is a symmetric tensor encoding
i x + ti for i = 1, 2, 3. Qi ∈ R

the iso-quadratic DOFs. We put its three diagonal DOFs into a vector such that
qoi = [Q11 , Q22 , Q33 ]> and refer to it as homogenous DOFs. Similarly, the vector
qei = [2Q12 , 2Q23 , 2Q13 ]> containing off-diagonal elements of Qi is referred to as
heterogenous DOFs. The affine DOFs a ∈ R3 describes how ui is linearly related to
its rest position, and ti is a translation DOF. Each type of deformable DOFs from
different domains are convexly combined, and the displacement of P can be written
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as:
ui =

X

>

>

>

e + wej (x)qjei x
b,
wtj (x)tji + waj (x)aji x + woj (x)qjoi x

(6.5)

j

where wtj , waj , woj and wej are location-dependent weight coefficients indicating how
e = [x21 , x22 , x23 ]> and
much domain j affects different types of deformable DOFs. x
b = [x1 x2 , x2 x3 , x1 x3 ]> are second-order homogenous and heterogenous vectors of P.
x
By stacking all the deformable DOFs from the j th domain into a single vector qj ∈ R30
>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

such that qj = [tj , aj1 , aj2 , aj3 , qjo1 , qjo2 , qjo3 , qje1 , qje2 , qje3 ]> , the displacement of P
can be concisely expressed as a matrix-vector product:


u = Gj qj = Gjt |Gja |Gjo |Gje qj ,

(6.6)

where
Gjt = wtj I

Gja = waj I ⊗ x>

e>
Gjo = woj I ⊗ x

b> .
Gje = wej I ⊗ x

We call matrix Gj the geometric displacement matrix as it depends soley on the rest
shape of the tongue mesh. The generalized coordinate qj uniquely determines the
kinematic of P:
u̇ =

X

Gj q̇j ,

j

ü =

X

Gj q̈j .

(6.7)

j

Reduced dynamics Let ei denote the canonical basis vectors of R3 , and we drop
the domain superscript [·]j in this paragraph for the sake of a succinct formulation.
Based on Eq. (6.5), each row of the deformation gradient tensor F = [F1 , F2 , F3 ]> ∈
R3×3 can be written as Fi = Fti + Fai + Foi + Fei + ei , where
Fti =

X

∇wt ti

Fai =

X

>
a>
i x∇wa + wa ai

Foi =

X

e
e∇wo + wo q>
q>
oi x
oi X

Fei =

X

b
b∇we + we q>
q>
ei x
ei X,
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Once we have computed F, we can evaluate the nonlinear Green strain, E =
1
(F> F
2

− I), and proceed to express the strain energy density Ψ as well as the first

Piola-Kirchhoff stress tensor (PK1) based on the chosen material model. Previous
research [273, 281, 282], indicates that an isotropic and homogenous material model
for the tongue is applicable as the variation of Young’s modulus at different parts
of the tongue is very small. Accordingly we choose to use the St. Venant-Kirchhoff
(StVK) model since it is capable of producing most desired nonlinear deformation
effects of the tongue. The Young’s modulus is set as 6, 912 and the Poisson’s ratio is
set as 0.49. Extending our method to accomodate other materials like Neo-Hookean
is straightforward under our framework.
With the StVK material, the energy density and PK1 are formulated as: Ψ = µE :
E + λ2 tr2 (E) and P = F[2µE + λtr(E)I], respectively, where λ and µ are the Lamé
parameters. The per-domain reduced internal force e
fint and its gradient ∂e
fint /∂q are
computed as:
Z 
e
fint = −

∂F
P
∂q


dV,

(6.8)

and
Z
∂e
fint
=−
∂q
Here,

∂F/∂q

"

∈

∂P ∂F
∂F ∂q

>

R3×3×30

#
∂F
dV.
∂q

(6.9)

is a third-order block-sparse tensor,

which

can be understood as the superposition of three layers as
i =1

shown at right. The ith layer represents the matrix ∂Fi /∂q
and it hosts four sub-matrices, namely ∂Fti /∂t, ∂Fai /∂a,

i =3

Fti
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∂Foi /∂qo , and ∂Fei /∂ae . All of these sub-matrices are
block-sparse as the partial derivative yields a nonzero block
only when the subscript of the generalized coordinates
agree. Each nonzero block can be easily calculated as:
∂Fti
= ∇wt
∂ti
∂Foi
e>
e + wo X
= ∇wo ⊗ x
∂qoi

∂Fai
= ∇wa ⊗ x + wa I
∂ai
∂Fei
b >.
b + we X
= ∇we ⊗ x
∂qei

(6.10)

Applying temporal discretization using the implicit Euler integration leads to the
final nonlinear system to be solved at each time step:
!
e
∂e
fint
∂
f
f − hC
e − h2 int ∆q̇ = he
fext + h2
q̇,
M
∂q
∂q

(6.11)

f is the reduced mass matrix, which can be evaluated block-wisely: M
f ij =
where M
R
>
fext is the generalized
ρGi Gj dV (ρ = 1 as the tongue consists of mostly water); e
e is the reduced damping matrix.
external force; h is the time step size; and C

6.7

Domains’ Weight Coefficients

Analogous to shape functions used in the standard FEM that blend nodal quantities volumetrically within an element, weighting functions superimpose quadratic
transformations from domains and yield global deformations of the tongue. The
TR

TD

TB
TT

Figure 6.6: The domain partition of the input tongue mesh as well as the weight
distribution for each domain.
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domain subspace should be material-customized. To this end, we present an efficient
algorithm to calculate the weight distribution for each domain to accurately reflect
the material properties of the tongue and augment the geometric displacement matrix (Eq. (6.6)). Our method is fully material-and-geometric-aware, and possesses
important traits such as locality, smoothness and interpolation.
Intuitively, the weighting function w(x) ought to align with the visual impression of
how the deformation fades away from the seed of the domain, where the maximum local
displacement occurs. Apparently, a straightforward way to obtain such deformation
dissipation is to solve a static equilibrium by imposing an external force fs ∈ R3
at the domain seed and anchoring all other seeds. Unfortunately, this problem is
ill-defined as we have infinite choices of fs – obviously they give different weighting
distributions when used.
We resolve this ambiguity by restricting fs along the principle direction p of a
domain, which can be understood as the “most deformable direction” such that the
domain undergoes the largest displacements when fs aligns with it (i.e. fs = p).
Mathematically, it can be formulated as a quadratically constrained quadratic program
(QCQP) problem as:
|u|2

  

>
K B>
u
B
p
a  
s
,
subject to 
=
Ba 0
λ
0
maximize
p

and

(6.12)

|p|2 = 1,

where Bs and Ba are two binary matrices picking the domain’s seed on which fs is
applied, and anchor seeds to incorporate boundary conditions. λ is the unknown
multipliers. In general, QCQP is NP-hard and a polynomial-time solution may not
be available. Fortunately as Eq. (6.12) only activates equality constraints, it can be
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directly solved. To do so, we explicitly write


 
p
u
H
Hpw Hpλ

 p   pp


  >
 uw  =  Hpw Hww Hwλ   0w


 
>
H>
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0λ
λ
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down its inversion:



.


(6.13)

Here, the matrix H is the inverse of the constrained stiffness matrix in Eq. (6.12),
which is often referred to as the flexibility matrix. We arrange all DOFs into groups
such that subscript p is for 3 DOFs associated with the seed where the unit force
fs = p is applied; subscript w is associated with all other nodal DOFs for which the
weighting is to be calculated; and subscript λ is for multipliers’ DOFs. Spanning the
first rows in Eq. (6.13), the target function can be simplified:
|u|2 = p> (Hpp Hpp + Hpw H>
pw )p

(6.14)

>

, p Ap.
Note that A is SPD, and we diagonalize it using the eigen decomposition: D =
Φ, d1 ≤ d2 ≤ d3 leading to:
diag(d1 , d2 , d3 ) = Φ > AΦ
Φp)> diag(d1 , d2 , d3 ) (Φ
Φp) .
|u|2 = (Φ
= d1 p21 + d2 p22 + d3 p23
≤ d3

(by the fact that |p|2 = p21 + p22 + p23 = 1).

The maximum value of |u|2 will be obtained when p = φ 3 , the eigenvector corresponding to the largest eigenvalue of A.
After p is ready, the weighting function over the domain can be numerically
computed by prescribing p as the constrained displacement. We notice that completely
anchoring all the neighbor seeds as well as the domain boundary (i.e. fixing all of
their x, y and z freedoms) produces an over-damped weighting. Accordingly, we lift
up the boundary condition and only restrict their displacements along the principle
direction, while tangential movements towards p are still allowed. In other words,
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each 3 by 3 sub-block of an identity matrix in Ba corresponding to a anchor node on
the mesh is changed to p> . Fig. 6.7 left shows the comparative results of a standard
bending simulation of a load-end cantilever beam using different weighting functions.
It can be seen that our method yields a natural and smooth nonlinear bending.
We subdivide the tongue mesh into five domains as shown in Fig. 6.6. Four of
them are seeded at the corresponding EMA sensors. The fifth one is at the mass center
of the tongue mesh. The domain’s partition is obtained by performing flooding from
the seed. The weight distribution of the domains is visualized using the red-white
color map.

6.8

Preserving Volume within the Subspace

As a muscular organ, the human tongue consists of 99% of water, which preserves
its volume during speech production. To achieve this effect, we introduce an auxiliary
pressure variable which provides a volume adjustment of both displacement and
velocity vectors to the simulated tongue mesh at each frame. This method has
been explored by the computer graphics community [283, 284]. However, a fullspace
displacment/velocity amendment is needed to solve the pressure terms for each
element, which is O(n2 ) at runtime and downgrades the performance of the real time
simulation. We leverage the fact that the nonlinear tongue deformation driven by
EMA sensors is of a low rank and efficiently handle the volume preserving constraint
in a reduced space.
Let V0 denote the volume of the original tongue mesh Ω. It can be computed
R
as V0 = Ω dx. Its deformed volume Vt at time t can be calculated similarly as:
R
R
Vt = Ωt dy = Ω |F(x)|dx, where y = x + u is the deformed nodal position. Noting
that |F| = |I + ∇u| ≈ 1 + div u, the volume change between V0 and Vt can be
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Figure 6.7: Left: In this illustrative example, we compare a simple bending simulation
of a standard load-end cantilever beam (with three domains) using (a) our method,
(b) weighting computed with a completely fixed boundary condition, (c) weighting
computed along the direction perpendicular to the principle direction, and (d) using
harmonic coordinates. Right: We pick key frames (grey blocks) by checking the finite
difference acceleration magnitude of each EMA sensor and compute the corresponding
pressure field. Selected pressure vectors and the corresponding tongue shapes are
visualized as well using the red-white color map.
first-order approximated as:
Z
Z
∆V = Vt − V0 = (|F(x)| − 1)dx ≈
div udx.
Ω

(6.15)

Ω

We introduce a virtual pressure term p ∈ Rn to cancel ∆V which results in a “pressure
force” of −∇p. Inserting −∇p into the time integration yields:

∆V ≈ div M−1 ∇p − v · h,

(6.16)

where h is the time step size, which is set as 0.01 in our system. Discretizing Eq. (6.16)
at each tetrahedral element on the mesh allows us to solve p by inverting an n by
n matrix. This matrix is constant and can be pre-factorized. Thus, the runtime
evaluation of p requires a complete O(n2 ) forward-backward substitution at each time
step. The resulting p is used to obtain a displacement correction ∆u = −h · M−1 ∇p.
We follow the same idea as Irving and colleagues [283] and apply another velocity
correction ∆v to make the velocity field as divergence-free as possible. Doing so
effectively stabilizes potential oscillations under nonlinear constraints.

Data-driven pressure subspace Since the deformable motion of the tongue
driven by the EMA coils is obviously of low rank, we further construct a reduced
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pressure subspace and solve Eq. (6.16) within the subspace. Our method is datadriven, based on the recorded articulatory corpus consisting of 1, 108 complete Chinese
sentences. Each EMA frame i includes a vector si of 3D positions of TT, TB, TD and
TR sensors. We evaluate the finite difference acceleration as: (si+1 +si−1 −2si )/2∆t2 to
obtain the inflection points of each sensor’s trajectory. Frames with small acceleration
magnitude are chosen as key frames (Fig. 6.7 right). While there are hundreds
of thousands of EMA frames, we found that using 100 key frames is sufficient to
construct a high-quality subspace for the volume correction.
For each selected key frame ki , we solve a nonlinear static equilibrium by imposing
constraint forces at nodal points corresponding to EMA sensors under the volume
preserving constraint, and record the associated correcting pressure vector pki such
that:



>

K(u) C (u)
C(u)

0




u
λ





=

f
0


,

(6.17)

where C(u) encodes the required nonlinear constraints for both position constraints
at EMA sensors and volume preservation. Newton’s method is used to solve this
nonlinear problem, which requires the evaluation of the tangent stillness matrix K(ui )
at each intermediate ui of the ith iteration as well as the Jacobi of the constraint
>
matrix, which can be calculated as ∇C = [B>
s D] . Here Bs is a constant binary

matrix picking the nodal DOFs corresponding to the EMA sensors. D ∈ Rn×3n is the
discretized matrix representation of the div operator. In the dynamic integration,
the first-order approximation of the volume change (e.g. Eq. (6.15)) is applied to
an incremental displacement update occurring within a single time step. Together
with the velocity correction, the volume preserving constraint can always be well
satisfied. However, in our subspace construction a given key frame often corresponds
to a deformed configuration of the tongue deviating significantly from the rest shape.
Indeed, solving Eq. (6.16) is numerically equivalent to performing one Newton iteration
to solve the nonlinear system. Typically, we need three to five iterations to fully
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suppress ∆V . Finally, a modified Gram-Schmidt process (MGS) is applied to all the
computed pki , which serves as the basis vectors for the pressure subspace. In this
manner the displacement and velocity corrections can be efficiently calculated within
milliseconds and impose a nominal computation penalty to the simulator.

Other implementation details We employ
Rayleigh damping and the mass and stiffness damping coefficients are set as 6.22 and 0.11 as reported
in [281, 282]. In order to efficiently evaluate the
reduced internal force and its gradient, we use
the Cubature scheme proposed by An and colleagues [285]. The idea is to avoid evaluating e
fint
and ∂e
fint /∂q at each element, which is a O(n) runtime procedure. Instead, the Cubature scheme Figure 6.8: Collision detection is
selects a set of few key elements and approximates limited at few selected collision
them as the weighted summation of per-element points.
internal force and force gradient. We refer the
reader to the related documents [285, 286] for a detailed exposition of the Cubature
method. In our implementation, the training data for the Cubature is selected in a
similar way as for constructing the pressure subspace, yet consists of 500 training
poses. The DNN-based speech inversion feeds Eq. (6.11) the positional information of
the TT, TB, TD and TR sensors based on the acoustic signals. We use the Lagrange
multiplier method to deform the tongue mesh so that positional constraints can be
precisely satisfied.
We monitor the collisions between the tongue and the jaw. As the collision
patterns between them are highly coherent, the collision detector simply tracks only
selected collision points as shown in Fig. 6.8. If a collision is detected, a damped
spring is applied to resolve it.
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6.9

Experimental Result

In addition to the data acquisition equipment described in § 6.4, the numerical
part of our framework was implemented using Microsoft Visual C++ 2013 on a
desktop PC with an Intel i7-5960 CPU and 32GB of DDR4 RAM. The GUI was
implemented using QT. All the numerical algorithms were implemented using the
Eigen C++ template (the Cholesky LDLT routine is used for solving Eq. (6.11)). Our
simulation runs at 60+ FPS including collision and volume preservation.

Evaluation of the speech inversion During the speech inversion, in order to
determine the number of hidden units of each layer, we first conduct an experiment on
a neural network with one hidden layer. The number of hidden units varies from 50
to 1, 600. The results indicate that the neural network with 400 hidden units should
achieve a good performance. Therefore, we construct a deep neural network with 6
hidden layers. The momentum d (e.g. in Eq. (6.3)) is set to be 0.8. The initial learning
rate is set to be 0.0004, and decays with the proportion of 0.9. Each mini-batch
contains 1, 024 examples. The maximum number of training epoch is set to be 50. The
evaluation of the DNN-based speech inversion is performed over the 110 utterances out
of the collected corpus that do not participate in the DNN training. We compute the
q P
root mean-squared error (RMSE) defined as: RM SE = m1 m
x − x|2 , for each
i=1 |e
EMA sensor to see how much deviation we have between the sensor’s position and
e and x are the sensors’ positions as the output
DNN trained model. Here, m = 110. x
from the DNN and their observed coordinates. RM SE for all the sensors is less than
3 mm. Specifically, the deviations are 2.93 mm for the TR sensor, 2.56 mm for the TD
sensor, 1.2 mm for the TB sensor, and 0.87 mm for the TT sensor. We also compute
the cross correlation coefficient to evaluate similarity of the motion trajectories. The
correlation coefficient between the trained and real EMA sensors’ trajectory is 0.81.
In addition, we further applied our DNN to the MOCHA database [287]. Our DNN
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Figure 6.9: Applying the volume preserving constraint yields more natural tongue
shapes, and our subspace volume preserving is able to effectively suppress volume
change during tongue’s deformation. The first row of snapshots is the shapes without
volume preserving. The second and the third rows are the results using fullspace
method and our method. It can be seen that our method is able to produce almost
identical results compared to the fullspace volume correction. With our method, the
volume change during the tongue simulation is always less than 2%.
model produces comparable results (average RM SE = 1.09 mm and correlation is
0.89) as other paradigms for the inverse speech mapping (e.g. in [288]).

Evaluation of subspace volume preserving Next, we quantitatively evaluate
the performance of the proposed subspace volume preserving method. Fig. 6.9 shows
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Figure 6.10: Side-by-side comparisons between simulated tongue shapes (textured)
and real-world shapes extracted from MRI-CBCT fused images (in cyan)

“I feel like that I was giggling over there.” (我觉得我在哪偷笑)

“Someone says that it is nonsense.” (有人说这是瞎折腾)

“Except that, all the other ID information like birthdate and home address is identical.” (除此之外，出生日期住址等身份信息完全一致)

“Joey Yung looks at Zequan Zen, a local magician’s flower conjuring trick.” (容祖儿全神贯注看着本地魔术师曾泽权变出鲜花)

Figure 6.11: More snapshots of the tongue during speech production. The input
acoustic signal waves are also provided.
a representative example of a deformable tongue motion when the entire tongue mesh
is moving downwards. Without enforcing the volume conservation constraint, the
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volume change of the entire mesh can be as high as 15%. Fullspace volume preservation
as in [283] is able to correct this issue but takes 500 − 600 ms to solve Eq. (6.16) in the
fullspace. This correction must be calculated twice for both corrective displacement
and velocity. Our subspace volume preserving algorithm can be completed less than
20 ms and the visual difference between the fullspace volume preservation and our
method is indistinguishable.

Evaluation of the FEM simulator Evaluating the resulting deformed tongue
shapes is crucial for us to understand the quality of the proposed simulator. However,
there does not exist a “gold standard” that could serve as the ground truth to
conclusively tell if a given tongue’s shape is valid or not. Indeed, the current
knowledge of tongue placement is quite limited even for certificated Speech-Language
Pathologists (SLP) [289]. Previous work on the tongue modeling borrowed experiences
from domain experts and conducted qualitative visual evaluations [247]. While such
approach is able to more or less estimate the quality of the visual tongue model, it is
highly subjective. Occasionally, even certificated SLPs are not able to tell if a motion
looks “right” or not. In this work, thanks to the various medical imaging systems
adopted, we are able to quantitatively evaluate the quality of the simulated tongue
shapes. Our ground truth is obtained in a similar manner as for constructing a subjectspecific tongue mesh (§ 6.4) by fusing and aligning both MRI and CBCT volumes.
We compared the simulated shapes and the ones extracted from the 3D images for
10 representative poses. To the best of our knowledge, it is the first quantitative
evaluation for FEM based tongue models that leverages full 3D real-world data.
Fig. 6.10 reports the side-by-side comparison. We also computed the Hausdorff
distance [290] between the simulated shape and captured ones. We first eliminate
the shape differences induced by uniform scaling and rigid body transformation. To
do so, a shape matching [291] is performed to find the optimal rotation between a
pair of meshes (i.e. the simulated and captured ones). After that, a scaling factor
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s can be computed, and the Hausdorff distance is evaluated finally. The average
shape difference is less than 5% of for all the 10 examples listed in Fig. 6.10. Visually,
our simulator replicates real-world tongue shapes plausibly. However, it can also
be seen from this comparison that localized denting deformation under the tongue
tip is not well captured, which occurs due to the contraction of the underlaying
muscle group. As our DOF assignment and domain decomposition are based on
the placement of EMA sensors, and such localized sharp deformation is probably
beyond our subspace expressivity. After all, we only use 150 DOFs to simulate the
complex nonlinear motion of the tongue (over 30K fullspace DOFs). More results
are reported in Fig. 6.11. The sound waves along with the original Chinese language
and the corresponding English translations are also provided. We refer readers to the
accompanying video for more animated results.
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Conclusion and Limitation

The dissertation presents a set of novel tools and algorithms to generate real-time
realistic animations. The dissertation presents the idea of how to design a good
subspace for tubular structures in chapter 2. We analyze the geometry and general
utility of the tubular support structure and find that in most cases the internal DOFs
can be decided by boundary DOFs. The founding tells us the simulation does not
need the full DOFs and the number of DOFs in the system can be condensed, thus
the simulation can be accelerated. Unlike the case of chapter 2, chapter 3 provides
a more general model reduction method in solid dynamics simulation. The method
reduces the number of DOFs by dropping carefully selected high-frequency shapes.
The overlapping quadratic domains with elastic weight distribution are used in our
simulator to achieve a robust result under large deformation. We also introduce two
directions to simplify the framework of nonlinear solid simulation. One is using the
accelerated complex-step finite difference to simplify the programming of derivatives
of the energy function. Another one is utilizing neural networks to correct linear
elastic deformations into corresponding nonlinear elastic deformations. At last, we
leverage our model reduction method to a tongue visualization system to provide
real-time response tongue animation along with the input speech voice signal.
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The potential of these methods in computer graphics is still not fully explored and
gives us further directions to explore in the future. For the tubular structure editing,
we could provide more complex tubes of T-shape or Y-shape which are not able to be
intuitively edited currently. As future work, we will study how to use fundamental
solutions to accelerate the geometric design of multi-interface tube components. Also,
our system should have the ability to solve the self-intersection automatically. Feature
modeling is not supported in our system. In the simulation part, we ignore the
deflection induced by the component’s self-weight, which could also induce simulation
inaccuracy when the tubular component is fabricated using material of high specific
modulus. We plan to incorporate the inertia-relief modes [8] to fully accommodate
the gravity effect on the system in the future. Another interest future direction is to
make simulation active meaning the simulator will provide the user potential solutions
to fix a “faulty” geometric edit as in many recent design-simulation systems [38].
For our reduced simulator, the method also has several limitations. At first, while
quadratic transformations provide plenty of nonlinear freedoms, they could also inject
excessive DOFs for modest deformations. As a result, placing a lot of quadratic
domains (i.e. over hundreds of domains as in [1]) will quickly drop simulation FPS.
A possible solution is to explore the geometric symmetry/degeneration hidden in the
deformable body to further condense the domain’s DOFs (i.e. downgrade entries in
the geometry matrix to linear DOFs that are perpendicular to the neutral axis of a
beam, where we have limited nonlinear deformations). Another possible treatment is
to use mixed domains, like affine [3] or rigid [4] domains. Adding new domains during
the simulation runtime alters the subspace matrix and popping artifacts are possible if
the time step size is aggressive. For instance in [79], the time step is set conservatively
at the order of 1e−4 to 1e−6 to alleviate the issue. Another limitation lies in the fact
that our weight function is still computed based on the linear elasticity and the rest
shape stiffness matrix. Under large deformations, the weight distribution is likely
to change too. We will look into the possibility of calculating the spatial weight
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derivative similar to the modal derivative [59] to better incorporate such nonlinearity.
Augmenting modal deformations with elastic weighting is also an interesting future
work for us. In order to do so, we need to carefully design local boundary conditions
to construct modal bases and couple them with local rigid body transformations. Of
course, doing so will induce more freedoms to the simulator putting us back to the
original question for the reduced simulation: how to find the best balance between
simulation speed and quality?
The limitaion of our our CSFD and MCSFD is it requires a dedicated implementation in order to achieve a good performance. When CR form is used, the computation
quickly becomes prohibitive if one wants to evaluate higher-order derivatives for a
tensor-valued function. However, if the efficiency is not the primary concern, one
can implement CSFD and MCSFD quickly based on any existing complex arithmetic
library. In the future, we would like to fully leverage this new method to attack
other challenging computational problems. For instance, to perform the imaginary
perturbation along the time domain to get a better time integration. It is also of
great interests to us to apply this method to machine learning and other similar
problems where optimizing complicated functions is required.
For NNwarp, the first limitation, as a common drawback of learning-based methods,
is the performance drops rapidly if an extrapolation is needed. In other words, if
the training set does not cover the feature vectors that appear in the simulation,
NNWarp may produce unrealistic deformations. In our current setting, we only
consider isotropic hyperelastic materials. While we believe NNWarp should be able
to handle more complicated anisotropic materials, doing so may require a re-design
of contextual features and more training efforts since we cannot align training pairs
within a local frame. We use directional and rotational force fields as the external
forces in our current training data generation, both of which are low-frequency forces.
As a result, NNWarp is less accurate when a high-frequency external force is applied
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i.e. during the collision and contact. One may observe popping artifact when the
bunny hits the floor in Fig. 5.17. A potential solution may be to use the idea of
condensation [292] by splitting the deformable body according to its contact regions
and rolling NNWarp back to a regular nonlinear solver to accurately simulate detailed
denting effects, or to exhaustively sample the high-frequency external forces during
the network training.
For the tongue visual system, we still don’t have the optimal positions and number
of EMA sensors for the inverse simulation. While putting quadratic domains according
to the sensors’ locations gives a satisfactory result in general, some local deformation
is missed (highlighted in Fig. 6.10). Therefore, performing the domain partition in a
way that better reflects the tongue’s anatomy [293] may be a potential improvement.
We will work closely with our collaborators and domain experts to find the answer to
this fundamental question. We will also apply our system to other languages. Since
our DNN-based method works well for the MOCHA database, it is expected that
our system should perform well on the English language. Using an active model
instead of a passive model to synthesize the articulation of the tongue is also an
ambitious future work for us. Combing machine learning, physics-based modeling,
and multi-modality data fusion seems to be a worthy idea.
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Appendix A
Proving Eq. 2.28
Proof. We show that the subspace component deflection computed using Eq. 2.28 is
identical to the solution of the full-space equilibrium (e.g. Ku = f ). Noticing that
for a loading component, external forces are only applied to the exciting DOFs and
the corresponding component equilibrium becomes:


 

K
Kep Keb
u
f
 ee
 e   e 






 Kep > Kpp Kpb   up  =  0p  .


 

Keb > Kpb > Kbb
ub
fb

(A.1)

Expanding the second line of Eq. A.1 yields:
>
−1
up = −K−1
pp Kep ue − Kpp Kpb ub .

(A.2)

Similarly, we also expand the equilibrium of the passive DOFs through the definition
of constraint mode and residual mode (e.g. Eqs. 2.14 and 2.25), which gives:
K>
ep Φe + Kpp Φp + Kpb Ib = 0,

(A.3)

Kpp Ψp + K>
ep = 0.

(A.4)

and
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By substituting Eqs. A.3 and A.4 into Eq. A.2, we obtain:
up = Ψp ue + (Φp − Ψp Φe ) ub ,
which leads to:

 


 
ue
Φe Ψe 

 

ub
q

 

 = [Φ|Ψ]   .
 up  =  Φp Ψp  

 
 ue − Φe ub
p
ub
Ib Ψb
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Appendix B
Elementary Complex Promotion
The addition/subtraction and multiplication are trivial:
f (x0 ) = x0 ± a → f ∗ (x0 + hi) = x0 ± a + hi,
f (x0 ) = s · x0

→ f ∗ (x0 + hi) = sx0 + shi.

The division is treated as the multiplication of the conjugate:
q
a
a
f (x0 ) = → f ∗ (x0 + hi) = 2 (x0 − hi), r = x20 + h2 .
x
r

(B.1)

(B.2)

If the exponent of the power function (xa ) is an integer i.e. a = n ∈ Z, we can use
the De Moivre’s formula:
f (x0 ) = xn → f ∗ (x0 + hi) = rn (cos nφ + sin nφi),

(B.3)

where r cos φ = x0 and r sin φ = h is the polar form of x0 + hi. On the other hand,
a = 1/m (m ∈ Z) makes f (x0 ) an m-root function, and the promotion is:


1
1
φ + 2πk
φ + 2πk
∗
m
f (x0 ) = x0 → f (x0 + hi) = r m cos
+ sin
i .
m
m

(B.4)

Here, k is an integer between 0 and m − 1. In more general cases, when a ∈ Q is a
rational number such that a = n/m, the power function of xa is split as f (x) = y n
and y = a1/m .
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The exponential function is promoted based on Euler’s formula:
f (x0 ) = ex0 → f ∗ (x0 + hi) = ex0 (cos h + sin hi).

(B.5)

The logarithmic promotion is the inverse of the exponential map, which can be
obtained as:
f (x0 ) = ln x0 → f ∗ (x0 + hi) = ln r + (φ + 2πk)i, k ∈ Z.

(B.6)

Trigonometric functions can also be defined with complex numbers. According to
Euler’s formula, we have sin α = (eαi − e−αi )/2i. Substituting α with x0 + hi leads to
the promotion of sin x:
eh + e−h
eh − e−h
f (x0 ) = sin x0 → f (x0 + hi) =
sin x0 +
cos x0 i.
2
2
∗

(B.7)

Similarly, cos α = (eαi + e−αi )/2 is promoted as:
f (x0 ) = cos x0 → f ∗ (x0 + hi) =

eh + e−h
eh − e−h
cos x0 −
sin x0 i.
2
2

(B.8)

Note that the promotion of exponential and logarithmic functions of Eqs. (B.4) and
(B.6) is not unique due to the periodicity. We can restrict the argument angle to
[0, 2π], that makes k = 0.
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